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iiegislntiue Assembly 
Tuesday, 25 June 1996 

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 2.00 pm, and read prayers. 

PETITION - STRATA TITLES ACT 

MRS ROBERTS (Glendalough) [2.03 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We, the undersigned urge the Government to recognise the considerable concern and confusion 
caused by changes to the Strata Titles Act particularly to duplex owners and we calion the 
Government to fully explain how people must comply with the statutory obligations particularly in 
relation to workers compensation insurance and if the Government is unable to do this, we further 
calion the Government to repeal or simplify those sections of the Act 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and 
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

The petition bears 79 signatures and I certify that it confonns to the standing orders of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House. 

[See petition No 78.] 

PETITION - ROYAL FLYING DOCTOR SERVICE, CARNARVON BASE 

MR LEAHY (Northern Rivers) [2.04 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We the undersigned, call on the Parliament and the State Government to intervene to ensure that 
the Royal Flying Doctor Service base remains in Carnarvon fully staffed and equipped. 

If the Royal Flying Doctor Service of Western Australia wish to provide a 24 hour service in the 
region then such a service can be adequately provided by sharing resources between the 
Meekatharra and Carnarvon bases. 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and 
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

The petition bears 83 signatures and I certify that it confonns to the standing orders of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House. 

[See petition No 79.] 

PETITION - CRIME, GERALDTON 

MR MINSON (Greenough - Minister for Mines) [2.05 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We, the undersigned, wish it to be known that we are outraged at the high level of crime in 
Geraldton and therefore humbly request that the State Government release more funds for the 
Police so that they are better able to combat crime in the town. We further request that juvenile 
offenders be made to serve sentences commensurate with crimes committed. 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and 
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

The petition bears 354 signatures and I certify that it confonns to the standing orders of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House. 

[See petition No 80.] 

PETITION - TRAFFIC LIGHTS, LORD STREET-BENARA ROAD 
INTERSECTION 

MR BROWN (Morley) [2.06 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 
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We, the undersigned citizens of Western Australia call on the State Government to install traffic 
lights at the intersection of Lord Street and Benara Road. 

A number of residents living in the vicinity of the intersection have had to take evasive action to 
avoid being involved in a collision which could have threatened life and limb. Crossing the 
intersection is becoming increasingly hazardous due to higher traffic volumes. 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and 
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

The petition bears 92 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House. 

[See petition No 81.] 

PETITION - FIRE BRIGADES, RESOURCES 

DR WATSON (Kenwick) [2.07 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We, the undersigned petitioners call on the Parliament and State Government to ensure that there 
is no reduction in Firefighting appliances deployed throughout the Perth metropolitan area. That 
there is no reduction in the number of Firefighting staff and that safety crewing levels on all 
appliances including country appliances are maintained at all times. 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and 
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

The petition bears 111 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House. 

[See petition No 82.] 

PETITION - TRAFFIC VOLUME, WILLIAM STREET, BECKENHAM 

DR WATSON (Kenwick) [2.08 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We, the undermentioned people of Western Australia call on the State Government to: 

1. recognise the distress caused to the local community by increased and heavy traffic using 
William Street, Beckenham. Vehicle noise and fume is harmful and it is dangerous to 
enter and leave private driveways along the street 

2. allocate funding in this next financial year to: 

a) build traffic management measures in the street immediately, and 

b) make the completion of stages 2 and 3 of Roe Highway extensions a priority. 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and 
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

The petition bears 407 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House. 

[See petition No 83.] 

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE • 149, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TABLING 

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Minister for Family and Children's Services) [2.14 pm]: I table 
additional information on question on notice 149 dated 19 March 1996 in response to question without 
notice 314 asked on 20 June 1996 by the member for Perth. 

[See paper No 324.] 

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT· MINISTER FOR PLANNING 

Metropolitan Region Scheme, Regional Roads (Part 2) Major Amendment Tabling 

MR LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [2.15 pm]: The State Government presents fmal plans 
to rationalise reservations for nine important regional roads. The Regional Roads (part 2) Major 
Amendment to the metropolitan region scheme is an important part of an initiative produced by this 
Government in 1993. The major amendment program was implemented to maintain Perth's supply of 
affordable land and to bring the MRS up to date as the regional plan for Perth. The road reserves review of 
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1991 identified land that was surplus to requirements in the metropolitan area and the amendment reflects 
the recommendations of that report. The rationalisation of Perth's road reservations is a vital part of the 
major amendment program and when complete will contribute to the overall success of the initiative. 

The nine regional roads affected by the reservation changes include Vincent, Hutton, Gugeri, Kent and 
Miller Streets, and Roberts, Welshpool, Manning and Orrong Roads. Current reservations for regional 
roads in the MRS are generally 30 to 50 metres wide. Revised reservations proposed in this amendment 
are 23 to 25 metres wide. Although the reservations are narrower, design concept plans prepared for these 
roads allow for improved safety. Intersection modifications will improve traffic flow and safety, wider 
kerbside lanes will promote safer cycling and median strips will make road crossing safer. 

A draft form of the plans I am presenting today was released in December and public comment was 
invited. There was a limited response and during the three month advertising period only 24 submissions 
were received. However, the comments played an important role in finalising the amendment. The 
amendment will, in most cases, reduce the reservation for regional roads and the land will be rezoned to 
match its urban surroundings. This will limit the reservation's impact on property owners and save more 
than $20m in land acquisition costs. 

This is the second in a series of amendments which focus on regional road reservations. In October last 
year I tabled the first amendment, which saved hundreds of homes from possible demolition. The Regional 
Roads (part 2) Major Amendment is further evidence of the Government's strong commitment to proper 
and thoughtful planning for Perth's future. 

[See papers Nos 325A-C.] 

[Questions without notice taken.] 

MA TIER OF PUBLIC INTEREST • COMMUNITY SPORTING AND 
RECREATION FACILITIES FUND GRANTS 

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko): Today I received within the prescribed time a letter from the Deputy 
Leader of the Opposition in the following terms -

Pursuant to Standing Order 82A I propose that the following matter of public interest be submitted 
to the House for discussion today. 

That this House condemns the Parliamentary Secretary for Sport and Recreation for her 
continuing failure to provide information and an adequate explanation of the 1996-97 
community sporting and recreation facilities fund grants and refers the matter for 
consideration by the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee, particularly 
why eight applications recommended by an independent advisory committee were 
rejected and why 10 applications not recommended by the committee were accepted. 

The matter appears to be in order. If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 

[Five members rose in their places.] 

The SPEAKER: The matter shall proceed on the usual basis with half an hour allocated to members on my 
left, half an hour to members on my right, and five minutes in total to the Independent members should 
they seek the call. 

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [2.54 pm] I move the motion. 

I can say only this about the 1996-97 community sporting and recreation facilities fund grants: The 
performance of the Government has been abysmal and the performance of the Parliamentary Secretary to 
the Minister for Sport and Recreation has been equally abysmal in that she has not cruTied out her duties to 
this Parliament. This issue goes to the heart of the concept of ministerial responsibility. Many issues that 
come before us in this Parliament deal not necessarily with the actions of the Minister, but with the 
performance or inaction of the department for which that Minister is responsible. However, members 
should make no mistake that on this occasion the issue we are dealing with is the performance of the 
Minister and, of course, the supporting role that has been played for the Minister in this Chamber by the 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Sport and Recreation. 

This is the fifth occasion on which I have raised this matter in this Parliament. It could have been dealt 
with in the Estimates Committee if there were no problems with the grants. It could have been dealt with 
after I raised the matter through the budget debates and then through questions that I put to the 
Parliamentary Secretary in this place - if there were nothing wrong with the performance of the Minister. 
The fact that it has not been dealt with properly and adequately according to the standards of the 
parliamentary system leads us to conclude that an inquiry into this affair is required. The only option now 
available to the Parliament is to refer this matter to the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review 
Committee, which is specially set up to deal with the administration of government moneys. 

I be~in my comments by referring to the now famous Audit Report No 9, written by the commonwealth 
AudItor General in 1993. Members of this Parliament will remember Audit Report No 9 because that 
report sparked the chain of events that led to the resignation of Ros Kelly from the then Labor Government. 
That report is on the record. The following standing committee report of the House of Representatives is 
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also on the record. The criteria set down by the Auditor General and by the standing committee of the 
House of Representatives have become the benchmark upon which we should judge the administration of 
community sporting grants of this nature. Let us consider that benchmark. In 1993 the Auditor General 
said that three minimum conditions of accountability must be met if the Minister was carrying out his or 
her functions properly: Firstly, administrative decisions should be fair and open; secondly, decisions 
should be based on principle and supported by documented reasons; and, thirdly, those involved in the 
decision making should be accountable for their decisions. He states in his report -

Accurate and relevant information explaining the reasons for decisions is the key to effective 
accountability because it enables the public, and those acting on behalf of the public, to make 
informed decisions about the performance of officials. 

Why has the Parliamentary Secretary not produced to this Parliament the documented reasons for the 
decisions that were made by the Minister for Sport and Recreation in knocking back recommendations of 
his advisory committee and including other recommendations in his final decision? That documentation is 
required if this House and the other Chamber are to be confident that that Minister is a fit and proper 
occupant of ministerial office. That documentation has not been provided. I will apply those principles of 
the Auditor General to the current case in Western Australia. How does the community sporting and 
recreation facilities fund work? The process is as follows: Applications are called for, received through 
the local government authority, which comments on those applications according to their relevance to the 
needs in that area, and passed to the Ministry of Sport and Recreation. Those applications are then passed 
to an independent advisory committee which assesses them by seeking advice from the relevant sporting 
associations. In this process, local government authorities - through which the applications are received, be 
it an authority itself or a sporting institution within that authority'S boundaries - and the sporting 
associations provide information to the committee. The committee weighs up that information according 
to the criteria laid down, and makes recommendations to the Minister who makes the final decision on 
whether or not the recommendations will be carried through. The Minister for Sport and Recreation thinks 
he was smart to provide the answer given to this Chamber through the Parliamentary Secretary. That is 
typical of him. His answer was -

The Minister is under no obligation to accept all or any of the recommendations. 

He went on to say -

It was the Minister's view that a small number of the applications that were not recommended by 
the committee were more worthy of funding than a number of others that were recommended. 

That is a simple description of what happened, but it is not good enough. We need an explanation. At this 
point, I return to the Ros Kelly affair in 1993-94, and refer to the statements made by the Auditor General 
in the context of the Kelly affair. He said the Minister must clearly establish that any decisions he or she 
makes contribute to the set goals of the program. He also said that the reasons for the decision must be 
documented. That is a very important principle if the decisions of the Minister are to meet the test of 
accountability. I quote from evidence given by the Auditor General in the Ros Kelly affair-

... a lack of documentation giving the justification for the decisions made (by the Minister) 
means that we cannot say if, firstly, the selection process ensures the approved grants are those 
most likely to achieve the program aims or are the community's highest needs. We cannot say if 
there is any political bias ... And we cannot say if the program is providing value for money. 

The test of accountability is not the Minister for Sport and Recreation telling this House through the 
Parliamentary Secretary in this Chamber that he thought some grants were better than others. That is a 
simple description of what he did; the test of accountability comes from the reasons for the decision. Were 
those grants relevant to the program's objectives and were they documented? Unless the requirements are 
met, we cannot say whether political bias or some kind of fraud was involved in the decision making 
process. Members in this House may be able tell us what happened. The members for Wellington, Murray 
and Scarborough can contribute to this debate. 

Mr Strickland: The member for Scarborough will contribute to the debate. 

Dr GALLOP: I am sure he will in relation to what happened in this matter. I remind the House that what 
is good for the goose is good for the gander. I quote from an editorial in The Australian Financial Review 
on 25 February 1994, under the heading "Kelly must go". Of course, eventually she did go. The editorial 
in that newspaper said in essence the same as the parliamentary committee and the Auditor General; that 
is -

Mrs Kelly's principal working document, as everyone now knows, was a "great big whiteboard" 
in her office. 

That's why Mrs Kelly must go, and there must be an independent inquiry. Not because there is 
proof that there was any political bias or fraud, but because she failed to meet a basic requirement 
of a minister who is dealing with millions of dollars of taxpayers' money. 

I ask the Parliamentary Secretary to demonstrate to this House how the Minister for Sport and Recreation 
has met the requirements laid down as a result of the Ros Kelly affair. No evidence has been produced to 
this Parliament that could lead to any conclusion other than that the Minister failed in his duties as a 
Minister. 
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I now tum to the 1996-97 sport and recreation grants in Western Australia. According to the answer 
provided by the Minister through the Parliamentary Secretary in this House some of the applications were 
more worthy than others. Indeed, a million dollars more worthy than others! Ten grants were given, but 
not recommended by the independent advisory committee. Eight applications made in good faith in the 
community were recommended by the independent advisory committee, which consulted local government 
and sporting associations but, according to the Minister, those eight were not good enough. However, 
another 10 were successful to the tune of $1023000. We need to know what was wrong with the eight 
applications totalling $1424677, as opposed to the 10 applications totalling $1 023000. The member for 
Wellington knows and that is why he is currently advising the Parliamentary Secretary, because money was 
shifted into his electorate. That is why he is very sensitive about this issue. The Minister stated in his 
answer that he made a detailed perusal. The former federal Minister, Ros Kelly, showed us how she made 
her detailed perusal using a whiteboard. 

Members on this side want to know from the Parliamentary Secretary how the Minister made his detailed 
perusal of the applications. How detailed was the perusal? Who was involved in that perusal? How could 
it be more detailed than the work performed by the independent advisory committee? Was the process 
minuted and documented? How did the decision of the Minister for Sport and Recreation relate 
specifically to the objectives of the program which are clearly outlined in all the departmental pamphlets 
distributed? The Parliamentary Secretary must be able to answer those questions. She has not carried out 
her duty to this Parliament during this period by seeking answers from the Minister in another place and 
providing them to this Chamber. That is her responsibility. Questions are left hanging and we must be in a 
position to confrrm that the Minister has conducted himself properly. We know the Parliamentary 
Secretary has performed abysmally in this affair. I raised this issue in the Estimates Committee on 23 May 
and again in the Parliament on 11 June. I gave plenty of notice to the Parliamentary Secretary to enable her 
to provide detailed information to the Parliament. Questions were asked twice last week and only on the 
second occasion was this House given the pathetic response from the Minister that he thought some 
applications were better than others. He refused to document the reasons for his decision. The 
Parliamentary Secretary has failed in her responsibility to this Chamber, but that still leaves a question 
mark over the performance of the Minister for Sport and Recreation. 

Why was $235 000 not given to the Rockingham City Council for development of the Hourglass Reserve 
when that was recommended by the independent advisory committee, and $205 000 given to the Mandurah 
and Districts Hockey Club when that was not recommended by the committee? It is a pity the Leader of 
the National Party is not here. His ministerial collcague and well-known friend of the National Party, 
Hon Norman Moore, really shafted the Deputy Premier on this occasion. Why did the Nungarin Golf Club 
lose its $10 000 and the Narembeen shire lose its $35 198, both recommended by the independent advisory 
committee, and the West Perth Football Club, which happens to be conveniently located in the marginal 
seat of Joondalup, receive $40000 for a spectator shelter when that was not recommended by the 
committee? These questions arise as a result of the Minister's intervening in this process and fiddling with 
the grants. Was it because of the Minister for Sport and Recreation's well-known antagonism towards the 
National Party? He is a member of the so-called Crichton-Browne faction which, over the years, has been 
known for its hostility to the National Party. Until we have details of what happened, that question is left 
hanging like a cloud over this whole affair. 

Mr C.J. Barnett Can you explain to us the Ros Kelly process -

Dr GALLOP: I do not have to. Ros Kelly resigned. Will the Minister for Sport and Recreation resign if 
we can show there is no documentation? Will the Leader of the House guarantee that if there is no 
documentation on this issue the Minister for Sport and Recreation will resign? It is a simple question. 
Why will the Leader of the House not answer that question? He is happy to interject, but when a simple 
question is put to him, he will not answer it. Is it not interesting that not one member of the National Party 
is in this Chamber? One member of the National Party who should be here is the chairman of the 
parliamentary Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee. If there was nothing wrong with the 
process, as the Government maintains, what is wrong with sending the matter to the Public Accounts 
Committee for investigation? I would like an answer to that question. What is wrong with the Public 
Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee looking into the decisions made by the Minister for Sport 
and Recreation? That is the committee's job. We cannot allow this cloud to continue to hang over one of 
our Ministers and there is a cloud hanging over the Minister for Sport and Recreation. Is the Deputy 
Premier aware that two grants to his electorate, recommended by the independent advisory committee, 
were not approved by the Minister for Sport and Recreation and that the money was shifted to other 
projects? 

Mr Cowan: I am aware of one. 

Dr GALLOP: Does the Deputy Premier not think it is important that we know why the Minister made that 
decision? Does he not think it is important for that Minister to have documented his decision? Does he not 
think that, if he has not documented that decision and given reasons relating to the objectives of the fund, 
he should resign? That was the criterion laid down in the Ros Kelly affair. 

Mr Cowan: It is surprising. I can recall that, under the Labor Government, the next triennium funding 
from the community sporting and recreation facilities fund was spent long before the three years came up. 
I did not hear anybody give detailed explanations of that! 
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Dr GALLOP: Perhaps the Opposition at the time was not as vigilant as the Opposition is now. The Ros 
Kelly affair set a standard for these matters and that standard must be met by Labor Ministers, Liberal 
Ministers, National Party Ministers or Independent Ministers. It must be met by whoever occupies a 
ministerial position, whether in 1992 or 1996. That is the criterion that should exist in relation to this 
matter. That is the principle on which we are acting in this affair. We cannot allow a cloud to continue to 
hang over one of our Ministers. If it was good enough for Ros Kelly to resign, it is good enough for Hon 
Norman Moore. We want answers and we want the Parliamentary Secretary, as the Minister's 
representative, to give us those answers now. We also want an independent inquiry by the Public Accounts 
and Expenditure Review Committee. 

DR HAMES (Dianella) [3.17 pm]: I rise, as the chairman of the committee that was set up by the 
Minister for Sport and Recreation, Hon Norman Moore, to look into the community sporting and recreation 
facilities fund, to report briefly on why it was established in the first place. 

Dr Gallop: We know all that. 

Dr HAMES: Some of my parliamentary colleagues may not be fully aware of why it was done. However, 
I remember, because I was running in the election of 1993. We used the fund to our advantage to some 
extent, because when I was on the Bayswater City Council, we wanted to get funding for the Morley sports 
complex. Prior to the 1993 election, the Labor Party changed the system under which it had been 
allocating community sporting and recreation facilities funds and introduced triennial allocations. It was 
clever because it poured $ISm into it and initiated it the year before the election. It allocated-

Dr Gallop interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Leader of the Opposition made his speech and spoke for a 
considerable time. I found the points he made interesting. However, he should not now inteIject in such a 
way as to prevent the rest of us from listening to the member. 

Dr HAMES: The previous Government allocated $ISm in the year prior to the election as the triennium 
grant. It wanted to get the kudos for three years of allocations just before the election. It therefore 
allocated the whole $lSm in the lead-up to the 1993 election. When I was with the City of Bayswater, we 
wanted a new sport and recreation facility. We arranged for one of the Labor councillors to speak to the 
member representing that region, Hon Keith Wilson, to seek his support. 

Dr Gallop interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! If the Deputy Leader of the Opposition continues to interject, I will have to take 
action. Nobody can hear over the member's interjections. He has already spoken and spoken well. Now 
he should give the opportunity to the member for Dianella. 

Dr HAMES: He was directed to the local member, Hon Keith Wilson. Of course, I stayed well and truly 
out of it because I wanted to be the next member for the electorate. Keith Wilson, being the good member 
he was, obtained support for the project. In fact, I think he was able to get between $700 000 and $800 000 
out of the community sporting and recreation facilities fund. 

Mr Graham interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Dr HAMES: The point raised by the member for Pilbara might be true. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Dr HAMES: If it is true, it is not relevant to my argument. 

Han Keith Wilson also managed to get additional funds of between $300 000 and $400 000 from the 
Western Australian Lotteries Commission for that project. This Government, through the CSRFF, has 
established a rolling triennium fund. It increased the $Sm per annum allocation by the previous 
Government to $8m. Out of that figure, $2m was allocated on an annual basis with $2m in advance being 
allocated for each of the next three years. In other words, each year applications would be received and 
irrespective of whether the coalition was in Government, the funding would continue. 

Mr Graham interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Pilbara. Members will come to order; 
there are far too many interjections. 

Dr HAMES: It has been suggested that there might have been political bias in the allocation of funds. 
However, under the current system the City of Bayswater received between $800 000 and $900 000 for the 
construction of a swimming pool. That amount has been rolled over to the 1996-97 program because its 
plans changed and a new system has been put in place. I am sure the member for Morley, who supported 
that project, is as strong in his support for it as are other members. The fact is that funds are allocated to 
electorates held by the Labor Party and in that electorate, which will probably always be held by the Labor 
Party, approximately $lm has been allocated. 

It has been suggested that funds have been allocated to marginal seats. I am running for the new seat of 
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Yokine, which according to the last state election figures is the second most marginal seat in Western 
Australia, and only two of the applications from that proposed electorate were successful, with each 
receiving a small amount of funding. 

MRS PARKER (Helena - Parliamentary Secretary) [3.23 pm]: I am pleased to take part in this debate 
and I am happy that time has been allocated to discuss this situation. The Labor Party, at both a state and 
federalleyel, has used sports grants to redefine the art of pork-barrelling. 

Mr Thomas interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I advise the member for Cockburn that I will take action if he continues to 
interject. 

Mrs PARKER: Members opposite cannot accept that this Government has put in place a process which is 
open and accountable. 

Several members interjected. 

Mrs PARKER: If members opposite stop barking, I will tell them about it. I suggest they keep quiet. 

Until 1992 the previous Administration did not have a committee in place to consider sports grants. In 
addition, no records were kept. The House just heard that in 1992 a committee was established; however, 
the recommendations of that committee, which were made in the dying days of the former Administration, 
were not strictly adhered to and it made allocations for the first triennium. This Government established 
the community sporting and recreation facilities fund. 

Mr Thomas interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order for the first time the member for Cockburn. 

Mrs PARKER: This Government has put in place a process whereby sporting clubs which apply for funds 
will have their applications considered. That consideration is broadly based. The member for Victoria 
Park, in outlining the consideration process, said that the sports clubs submitted their applications to the 
local authority which, after considering them, forwarded them to the CSRFF committee which, in turn, 
forwarded them to the Minister. He gave a shortened version of what actually happens. 

It might be interesting to all active members of Parliament to know that the next round of applications is 
due to be opened shortly. The Ministry of Sport and Recreation assists applicants to prepare their 
submissions. I am sure that a number of members in this House have found out information for their 
sporting clubs and have provided them with the opportunity to speak to the helpful officers at the ministry. 
Members of Parliament have a responsibility to provide that assistance. The applications close on a certain 
date. In the next part of the process, the consideration period, the applications are forwarded to the local 
authority, where they are prioritised. I have been to one of the local government authorities in my 
electorate and made representations with and on behalf of sporting clubs to ensure that their applications 
receive priority over other applications. The priority assessments by the local authority are then assessed 
by the regional office. This applies particularly to the country where the Ministry of Sport and Recreation 
applies its priorities. In other words, there is one list of priorities from the local authority and another from 
the ministry's regional office. Following that process the applications are forwarded to the state sporting 
associations. 

Dr Gallop: I said that. 

Mrs PARKER: The member for Victoria Park did not say that. 

The associations consider the applications, on which they comment, and prioritise them. Following that 
process the applications are forwarded to the ministry, which also comments on them and prioritises them. 
It is not unusual for the priority assessments by the local authority, the sporting associations and the 
Ministry of Sport and Recreation to differ. The applications are then considered by the CSRFF committee. 

Mr Bridge: You have explained the juggernaut process which happens in this place. It is something I have 
often spoken about. 

Mrs PARKER: That mayor may not be the case. 

The CSRFF committee considers the applications which have already been prioritised by local authorities, 
sporting associations and the ministry, based on a range of criteria. I have not been directly involved in 
this process, but I can inform members of who is on the committee. 

Considerations are made according to gender. At one stage it was noted that female-only sporting clubs 
were under-represented in applications. It was difficult to obtain equity across male-only and female-only 
sports. I certainly made an effort both in my task to assist the Minister and in representing my electorate to 
encourage female-only sports to make application for funds. 

Mr Ripper: Was that consideration documented? 

Mrs PARKER: It is advice I received from the ministry when I was collating the information to pass on to 
the sporting associations in my electorate. I will tell the member what the considerations are later. 

It is across gender and age for all sports; therefore, the sport which is more vigorous in its application is not 
benefited more than other sports. It is spread across local authority regions, city and country. I advise the 
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member for Belmont that I was informed by officers at the ministry that bowling clubs tended to be 
successful in their applications because the people who put their applications together are generally retired 
men who have experience in management and accounting. The applications from bowling clubs were well 
researched and presented, as compared with, for example, netball clubs, where the committees tend to be 
run by young women with family responsibilities who have less time and may not have the same career 
expertise as other applicants. We tried to ensure a broad base consideration and an even spread of grants. 
The community sporting and recreation facilities fund committee, local government, sports associations, 
and the Ministry of Sport and Recreation each set priorities and then they go to the Minister to decide. 

Dr Gallop: Now we have gdt to the issue. 

Mrs PARKER: We are getting to the issue, because members can see that the requirement for principled 
and fair and open consideration is being observed. The member for Victoria Park quoted the Auditor 
General, who stated that decision makers had to be accountable. A Minister has the final responsibility for 
every decision in his department, whether it is the Ministry of Sport and Recreation or any other 
department. The Minister receives the CSRFF committee recommendations, along with the priorities of 
local government, state sporting associations, and the department. Those priorities are not consistent 
across the board. 

Dr Gallop: Why do you have an independent committee? 

Mrs PARKER: The committee comprises representatives from the sports council, sports associations, the 
Lotteries Commission, local government, country shires, the Ministry of Sport and Recreation and an 
adviser - someone who has been an adviser to this Government, the former Government and the Ministry 
of Sport and Recreation. 

Mr Thomas: Who has the electoral maps? 

Mrs PARKER: I have them. The member for Cockburn should wait and see. 

It was interesting that the member for Victoria Park said that he would not go into a detailed analysis of 
what political benefit there might be from those grants. 

Dr Gallop: I don't have to, because that is not the issue. 

Mrs PARKER: It is because the member for Victoria Park is afraid to tell the House that the benefit has 
been spread right across the board, and I will get to that. If he will stop ranting, he will find out in a 
moment. In 1996, 325 applications for grants were made and 177 were recommended by the CSRFF with 
varying priorities. Of those 177 recommendations, eight were deleted and 10 were added. I will get to the 
reasons for that. 

The role of any Minister is to exercise final responsibility for the operations of his or her department. Do 
the Opposition and the member for Victoria Park really propose that this State be governed by department 
officials, with Ministers abrogating responsibility? 

Dr Gallop: I am not suggesting that; the Minister should justify his decisions. 

Mrs PARKER: The member for Victoria Park is suggesting that. 

The Minister receives representations from the different sectors and he has a global view. I will go through 
the grants that were added to the 1996-97 program. The CSRFF committee stated that it could not decide 
on a grant to the West Perth Football Club and it left the decision to the Minister. The project was a shelter 
for spectators. 

Dr Gallop: Sorry, I have information tabled in this Parliament by you saying that that project was not 
recommended. 

Mrs PARKER: No, the information from the committee is that it could not decide and it left the decision 
to the Minister. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): I formally call to order the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. 
When the person in the Chair is on his feet the Deputy Leader of the Opposition knows better than to 
interject. He has been interjecting a tremendous amount since I have been in the Chair and before then. 
We should allow the member on her feet to speak. That goes for members on the government side of the 
House as well. 

Mrs PARKER: The Peel Football Club received a grant of $30000 for administration facilities. That 
allocation benefited the Murray, Rockingham and Peel electorates. Peel is trying to get into the Western 
Australian Football League competition, and a small grant was funded for the development of the sport in 
that region. These are the reasons and the considerations that directed the Minister's response. 

The Mandurah Hockey Club received $205 000. The south west region has historically been the breeding 
ground for Western Australia's hockey talent. Top grade surfaces are located in Bunbury, Collie, 
Busselton, and now Albany. Mandurah was the only team without a first class pitch, so the Minister 
recommended that that project be included. There were four requests throughout the south west region for 
a pool, including a request from Waroona. 
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Dr Gallop interjected. 

Mrs PARKER: The CSRFF committee made recommendations which had conflicting priorities with sports 
associations, local government authorities and the Ministry of Sport and Recreation. The Minister took 
those considerations into account I am outlining those considerations and why the decisions were made. 

The Minister decided to grant funds for a pool in Waroona. In the south west pools at Margaret River and 
Busseltol1 went onto triennium funding. Waroona was funded over Australind because that project 
required a larger grant of $1.2m; the Waroona population is further inland and has no access to the ocean or 
to a swimming pool and Australind can access facilities in Bunbury. Waroona was more disadvantaged, 
and it had the funds in place, so its request was granted. The project at Southern Cross is a major cultural 
and recreation facility servicing many community needs. The applicants had already secured $250 000 
from the Lotteries Commission and they needed a further $150 000. The grant was made because it was 
such a broad based project. The member for Northern Rivers will be pleased about the grant to Shark Bay. 
The bowling club urgently needed a second bowling green, in particular to meet seasonal demands and to 
satisfy visitor needs at holiday time. It was in the top six of the S tate bowling association teams. 

Dr Gallop: You are not answering the question. 

Mrs PARKER: The member for Victoria Park does not like the answers. The problem is that the Labor 
Party has a bias. 

Dr Gallop: You don't know the meaning of the word" answer". You are not answering the question. 

Mrs PARKER: I am answering. The member for Victoria Park asked for the considerations. The member 
for Ashburton will be pleased about the grant to Roeboume. It comprised two grants of $10 000 and 
$3 000 to the Pilbara Pursuit Jet Boat Club which was hosting the Australasian Jet Boat Championships. 

Dr Gallop: Why did the independent committee not recommend the grant? 

Mrs PARKER: It is because those recommendations do not always meet the same priorities as the State's 
sports associations, local government and the Ministry of Sport and Recreation. 

Dr Gallop: You cannot outline the Minister's criteria and table them in this Parliament, because there are 
not any. 

Mrs PARKER: The Minister takes the overriding responsibility. 

Mr Speaker, I am concerned that I will run out of time, so I will mention a couple of the deletions. If 
anyone from the Opposition wants more detail perhaps we can have this debate again. For example, the 
CSRFF committee recommended a $50 000 grant for an aquatic centre at Bold Park. However, as a result 
of the Minister's awareness of the whole of the sport and recreation industry, of the facilities and the 
people in Western Australia - that is his responsibility - he understood that such a facility would be a short 
drive from the Superdrome. The residents could easily drive to the Superdrome, which will be constructing 
one more pool anyway. The Superdrome already costs the Government and the taxpayers of this State 
$1.2m a year, and another pool is being constructed at the Superdrome for the world swimming 
championships. That is an example of the Minister demonstrating his awareness and exercising his 
responsibility in sport and recreation in the whole of the State. The CSRFF committee only makes 
recommendations. Of a total of 177 recommendations, the Minister has changed only eight. 

Of the projects that were deleted, two came from opposition held electorates and six from coalition held 
electorates. It is interesting to note that not one question on this issue was asked of the Minister in the 
other place during the Estimates Committee, the budget debate or question time. I wonder whether the 
Labor Party, which has always used sports grants for pork-barrelling and political purposes, is trying to 
discredit me as the Parliamentary Secretary, when I have no responsibility in this place, because I am in a 
marginal seat and it wants me to make way for one of its mates. The way in which the Labor Party 
allocated sports grants was just a political exercise. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! 

Mrs Roberts interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The member for Glendalough came close to being called to order 
formally because she continued to interject when I was on my feet. The member for Cockburn is getting 
very close to being called to order formally, and the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is getting very close 
to a third formal call to order. I warn members, particularly those on my left, that at this stage of the 
afternoon we cannot tolerate the sorts of interjections that we have been hearing for the last 10 minutes. 

Mrs PARKER: It is the role of the Minister in any department or portfolio to exercise final responsibility, 
and in this case the Minister has done so. 

MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [3.42 pm): I rise because Scarborough Cricket Club has been 
mentioned as the recipient of $90 000. That decision has recognised the very important and urgent needs 
of that club. Members may not be aware that Scarborough Cricket Club has a proud reputation: It has 
produced three test cricketers, and the season before last, that club was the first grade premier. However, 
the club has become the butt of jokes by the other first grade cricket clubs because of the substandard 
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conditions in the change rooms and toilets. Some time ago, Scarborough Cricket Club made a submission 
to the City of Stirling, which resulted in an on-site inspection and a comprehensive analysis of the needs of 
that club. The City of Stirling represents one-sixth of the metropolitan area, and because it has a fairly 
sizable recreation department, it is very capable of assessing and prioritising needs. The City of Stirling 
rated Scarborough Cricket Club as the second priority. However, to my dismay, when the first round of 
grants was announced, its application for a grant was rejected. 

That made the cricket club very angry, and it also made me, the local member, very angry. We wanted to 
know why grants were given to the third to the 18th priorities, but the second priority was overlooked and 
this important need was not· met. Questions were asked of the people in the Ministry of Sport and 
Recreation about what was going on, and we were told that the feeling was that an application for $90 000 
might have been a bit too much. That is a load of rubbish. The whole purpose of the submission was to 
recognise need. The Minister has, very appropriately, applied whatever discretion he may have to 5 per 
cent of the projects to recognise the strong need that exists. 

I have been in this House for seven and a half years, and for the first four years of that time, members 
opposite were in government and used up those grants, and they also used up the grants for the first two 
years that we were in government. I would like to have an analysis done of where the grants money went 
during those six years, because it did not come my way. My district is entitled to get some money, and at 
long last it has received it. Scarborough Cricket Club deserves that grant. 

MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [3.45 pm]: I am very pleased -

Mr Graham interjected. 

The ACTlNG SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! Member for Pilbara. 

Mr THOMAS: What a terrible rabble! I am very pleased to participate in this debate and to call for the 
resignation of both the Minister for Sport and Recreation and the Parliamentary Secretary. One of the 
projects that was knocked back by the Minister was a project to upgrade the gymnasium facilities in 
Cockburn. The Cockburn Sports Centre is a magnificent facility that was built in the early part of this 
decade, and I was partly responsible for persuading the Minister, the education authorities, because a 
school was involved, the Ministry of Sport and Recreation, and other people, to contribute to that facility. I 
am pleased to be associated with that excellent facility, built in conjunction with the City of Cockburn, but, 
like all such facilities, it must be upgraded to enable it to keep up with the times. The decision making 
process of the Minister for Sport and Recreation is a perversion of the detached decision making process, 
which has thus far seen excellent facilities provided in the City of Cockburn. 

MR RIPPER (Belmont) [3.47 pm]: As I listened to the Government's so-called defence of the argument 
put by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, it appeared to me that the Government's case boils down to a 
fairly weak complex of excuses. The first is that Labor allegedly pork-barrelled when it was in 
government. I suggest that the Parliamentary Secretary tc1ephone Peter Costello and ask him whether he 
would have accepted that as an excuse when he was campaigning against the decisions made by the former 
federal Minister responsible for sports grants, Ros Kelly. The second excuse is that there is no political 
bias in the pattern of acceptance and rejection of the independent advisory committee's recommendations. 
That matter is clearly in the eye of the beholder, because the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has pointed 
out some interesting anomalies in the way these decisions were made; for example, the experience of 
National Party electorates. 

The third excuse is that the projects which received grants were good projects. However, I doubt that there 
was a bad project among the applications. All of the applications were for worthy projects; the question is 
why one project was chosen over another. The fourth excuse is that the Government has established a 
process to make decisions about these grants. The Parliamentary Secretary spoke at some length about that 
process. However, the problem is that her complex explanation stopped at the door of the Minister's 
office. We do not want an explanation of the bureaucratic process, of the role of the member for Dianella, 
or of the consultations that might have taken place between the department and the state sporting 
organisations. We want to know how the Minister made his decisions when the matter reached his office. 
All we have heard from the Parliamentary Secretary is that the Minister thought that some projects had 
more merit than others. That is no better than saying that the Minister, on a whim, decided to support one 
project rather than another. 

The whole matter has been considered by the House of Representatives Standing Committee on the 
Environment, Recreation and the Arts, which undertook an inquiry entitled the Community, Cultural, 
Recreation and Sporting Facilities Program to examine the whole affair surrounding Ros Kelly's 
administration of sports grants. It is very interesting to look at the report, which states -

Once the Minister became involved in the selection of projects for funding, she was liable to be 
asked to account for her decisions in relation to the administration of the program. 

That is what we are asking of this Minister and this Parliamentary Secretary. The Minister has been 
involved in the selection of projects. The independent advisory committee put forward eight grant 
recommendations that were not accepted by the Minister and 10 grants not recommended by the committee 
were nevertheless endorsed by the Minister. Here we have a Minister who has clearly involved himself in 
the selection of projects. 

<~~ .•.•...•• 

'f I 
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Dr Gallop: How did he do it? 

Mr RIPPER: Exactly. How did the Minister choose one project rather than another? Why did he decide to 
reject one and not another? Why did he decide to go against the recommendations of the independent 
advisory committee? 

We have been told that all sorts of considerations were taken into account, such as gender, state sporting 
organisations and so on. We have not been told how those considerations applied on a comparative basis to 
each application. There is a way out for the Government: It can table all the documents and it can be 
completely open and honest about the process applying in the Minister's office - which it has not been. 

Presumably, members opposite will vote against this motion even though it calls for this matter to be 
referred to the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee, which it controls. We have a 
situation where a Government will not allow a referral to a committee on which it has a majority of 
members. Surely that is an indication of a Government that is running scared. 

Mr Graham interjected. 

Mr RIPPER: It has the numbers on the committee, but it will not consider referring the matter; it will not 
treat this Parliament and the public with respect because it is not prepared to say how and why the Minister 
made his decisions. 

I refer again to the House of Representatives committee report, which made reference to the Auditor 
General's main concern about the role of the Minister as follows -

She failed to keep accurate records and therefore the allegations of bias could not be resolved. 
The lack of documentation also meant that there was no audit trail and it was not possible to fully 
assess the Minister's decision making procedures. 

The report is saying that basic record keeping is essential to ensure proper accountability. It is not good 
enough for the Minister or the Parliamentary Secretary to come into this House and say that they do not 
have any documents, analysis or description of the process and that the Minister simply felt that some of 
the recommendations should be accepted and some should not. This issue must go to the Public Accounts 
Committee for investigation. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [3.55 pm]: It is an absurdity for this Opposition 
to move a motion to condemn the Parliamentary Secretary for Sport and Recreation in relation to an area in 
which she has had no involvement. The Minister's record has been mentioned previously, but I will go 
through it again. During his time as Minister he has increased funding for these grants from $15m over 
three years to $26m over three years. That is much more money for many more grants. He has set up a 
formal process where there was no formal process at all under the previous regime. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: He has appointed an independent panel to make recommendations to him - not to 
make decisions but to make recommendations. As the responsible, elected and accountable Minister he 
quite properly retains some discretion. He is the accountable person and he should maintain that discretion. 

As has been explained by the Parliamentary Secretary, of 325 applications and 177 recommendations, the 
Minister had input to only eight grants. 

Mr Graham: It was 18. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I believe that eight were withdrawn and 10 were put in. The Minister has a policy 
role, he is the elected representative and he is the responsible Minister. He is accountable and he is happy 
to be accountable. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr CJ. BARNETT: What members opposite should do if they are a halfway decent Opposition is ask the 
Minister some questions and let him answer them. However, they have not done that. Why will they not 
take up the issue with him in the other place? 

Dr Gallop: We will. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Members opposite ask questions of the Parliamentary Secretary, who was not 
involved. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: She was not involved in decision making on this matter. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr CJ. BARNETT: There are all sorts of reasons why the Minister may have made some decisions 
different from the recommendations of the advisory committee. He can look at a range of sports, regional 
interests and so on, and only he will be aware of the issues discussed in Cabinet and the expenditure across 
Government. Only the Minister has that broad knowledge and, therefore, he should have some 
discretionary role. 

What an absurdity it is for members opposite to come into this House and try to attack the Parliamentary 
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Secretary. Why not ask the Minister? The Parliamentary Secretary does a great job in relation to sport and 
recreation; she goes to hundreds of functions, represents the Minister and acts on his behalf in this House. 
However, she was not part of the independent panel nor did she make the decisions. The Minister quite 
properly retains a discretionary role. Every weck of this year I retain a discretionary role in relation to 
education, and every other Minister retains a discretionary role - otherwise, why be elected and why stand 
for government? 

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ms Anwyl 
MrM. Barnett 
MrBrown 
MrCatania 
Mr Cunningham 
Dr Edwards 
Dr Gallop 

Mr Ainsworth 
Mr C.J. Barnett 
MrBoard 
MrBradshaw 
Dr Constable 
MrCourt 
MrCowan 
MrDay 
Mrs Edwardes 
Dr Hames 

MrBridge 
Mr Marlborough 
MrThomas 

MrGraham 
MrGrill 

Ayes (20) 

Mrs Hallahan 
Mrs Henderson 
MrKobelke 
MrLeahy 
MrMcGinty 

Noes (29) 

MrHouse 
MrLewis 
MrMarshall 
MrMcNee 
MrMinson 
MrNicholls 
MrOsborne 
Mrs Parker 
MrPendal 
MrPrince 

Pairs 

Mr Riebeling 
MrRipper 
Mrs Roberts 
Mr D.L. Smith 
Dr Watson 
Ms Warnock (Teller) 

MrShave 
MrW. Smith 
Mr Strickland 
Mr Trenorden 
MrTubby 
Dr Turnbull 
Mrs van de Klashorst 
MrWiese 
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller) 

MrOmodei 
Mr Blaikie 
MrKierath 

Question thus negatived. 

BILLS (2) - RETURNED 

1. Taxes and Charges (Land Subdivision) Legislation Amendment Bill 

Bill returned from the Council without amendment. 

2. Planning Legislation Amendment Bill 

Bill returned from the Council with amendments. 

MOTION· TIME MANAGEMENT SESSIONAL ORDER (GUILLOTINE) 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [4.03 pm]: In accordance with the sessional 
order for time management, I move -

That the following items of business be completed up to and including the stages specified at 
5.30 pm on Thursday, 27 June-

(1) Land Drainage (Validation) Bill- all remaining stages; 

(2) Health Amendment Bill - all remaining stages; 

(3) North West Gas Development (Woodside) Agreement Amendment Bill - all 
remaining stages; 

(4) Education Amendment Bill- all remaining stages; 

(5) Hospitals and Health Services Amendment Bill - all remaining stages; and 

(6) Security and Related Activities (Control) Bill - all remaining stages. 

In moving those items to be subject to time management, I point out that the Education Amendment Bill, 
the Hospitals and Health Services Amendment Bill and the Security and Related Activities (Control) Bill 
are all Legislative Council messages with amendments and should be dealt with fairly expeditiously by this 
House. Nevertheless, six Bills are under time management this week. Two of the other Bills would not be 
considered to be particularly complex or controversial. I am aware that the Opposition intends to oppose 
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the Land Drainage (Validation) Bill but, nevertheless, we will have adequate time to debate that. It is also 
intended this week that we should conclude debate on the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 2) 
I hope that we can conclude that tonight. There has been already over eight hours of debate and som~ 16 
speakers, bearing in mind that it is the second of the two principal budget Bills. 

Originally I advised the Opposition that the Censorship Bill would be subject to time management. I have 
reconsidered. I think it would have been inappropriate. The Censorship Bill is the first Bill to have been 
dealt with by the Legislation Committee. I am pleased with the reports that I hear on the progress of that 
committee. However, it would not be in the right spirit to have that Bill subject to the time management 
order. Nevertheless, I hope that the committee will be able to report by Thursday and that we can conclude 
debate on that Bill. The Government intends also to progress debate on the Official Corruption 
Commission Amendment Bill. I am conscious that the debate is likely to be long. In that event I advise 
members that the Government's intention will be to sit on Thursday evening. I hope that will allow us to 
conclude debate on that Bill. If we do not conclude debate, it may be necessary for the House to return and 
sit on Tuesday of next week. 

MR RIPPER (Belmont) [4.07 pm]: Before I begin my remarks, I would like a copy of the motion moved 
by the Leader of the House. It appears to be different from the advice he gave me in writing. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: The Council's messages have been included. 

Mr RIPPER: So the Censorship Bill has been taken off the guillotine and the Council's messages have 
been put on? 

Mr C.l. Barnett: Yes. 

Mr RIPPER: The Opposition will oppose this motion, as it does every week. We oppose the motion for 
reasons of principle, because we believe it restricts the rights of members of Parliament to debate 
legislation and to scrutinise the activities of the Government properly. We also believe this type of motion, 
and in particular its regular use, is contrary to the way in which this House should develop in the future to 
improve the accountability mechanisms which apply to the actions of the Executive. That is in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other 
Matters and the Commission on Government. It is also in accordance with the views of commentators on 
Parliament from academia and, I believe, the community. Instead of that direction of reform, we have this 
weekly motion which reduces the opportunities for members of Parliament to hold the Executive 
accountable. That is why this Opposition will vote against it. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I do not believe that is true. I believe the contrary, because time management guarantees 
that Bills receive a reasonable amount of debate and so the chances for accountability are enhanced. 

Mr RIPPER: Let us look at the experience last week and see if the optimism of the Leader of the House is 
justified. Last week the Opposition offered the Government a cognate debate on two of the Bills that were 
subject to the guillotine. In addition, the Opposition participated in the Legislation Committee, which ran 
simultaneously with the debate in the House. Nevertheless, the Committee stage of the Consumer Credit 
(Western Australia) Bill was cut off at 5.30 pm on Thursday. We then went home a little early. 

Mr C.l. Barnett: It was not all bad, was it? 

Mr RIPPER: No, many members appreciated the early departure. However, the time management motion, 
or guillotine, did not allow adequate scrutiny of the Bills. It was not as if the Opposition was filibustering 
or time wasting. We had taken two steps to improve the flow of business in the House that week; the 
cognate debate on the revenue Bills and the operations of the Legislation Committee on the Committee 
stage of the Censorship Bill. The consumer credit legislation should not have been guillotined and debate 
should have been allowed to continue. It would not have gone on for much longer. Some import.ru:tt 
clauses could have received the consideration they deserved. A very heavy program is proposed for thIS 
week, not all of which is subject to this motion moved by the Leader of the House. However, much of the 
time of the House will be taken up. The debate on the official corruption legislation will necessarily be 
long and detailed because it is a very important issue and one on which clearly there are some differences 
of opinion between the Government and the Opposition. 

The Opposition wants strong anticorruption legislation to be passed as soon as possible. I note with 
interest the statement by the Leader of the House that this Chamber should sit on Thursday night and 
perhaps next Tuesday. The Opposition is willing to sit next week if that is necessary to enable proper 
scrutiny of and to give effective passage to the Government's legislation on anticorruption measures. The 
Opposition is prepared to sit not only next week, but also the following week. The Opposition is not 
unwilling to debate the Government's legislation and to have the legislation passed, but it resents and 
opposes the weekly use of this guillotine. 

MR BRIDGE (Kimberley) [4.12 pm]: Very rarely do I engage in a debate on such matters; I usually 
leave it to others. All those things in life that demand a professional approach involve some control: 
Whether people are working in a stockyard or driving a machine, somebody is keeping a time check so t~at 
tb~y commence and conclude on time. People are given an opportunity to manage their affairs in a preCIse 
and orderly manner. Time management is essential in this place; why should members be different? The~e 
should be discipline and control of the amount of time spent debating the important issues. There IS 
nothing reasonable.al)(m~ the repetitive nature of debate. Whether people admit it or not, when the time for 
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debate is extended there is a much higher risk of repetitive debate. As a person who sits in this Chamber 

more than anyone else on most days I appeal to the good judgment of members. I am sure the Acting 

Speaker (Mr Johnson) will agree with me. I do not like the prospect of members being required to sit next 

week to deliberate on various issues. I appeal to all members to do the job this week. Let members have a 

few weeks' break. Let country members, including me, have time to worry about the 600 banks that have 

closed down in rural areas. Let members do a bit for the people of inland Australia who need the time, 

dedication, and attention that politicians are paid to provide to those people. 

Question put and a division called for. 
I 

Bells rung and the House divided. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): It has been brought to my attention that the bells are not properly 

working throughout the building and it is necessary for the hand bells to be rung. I will extend the time for 

the division by one minute. 

Division resulted as follows -

Mr Ainsworth 
Mr C.J. Barnett 
MrBoard 
MrBradshaw 
MrCourt 
MrCowan 
MrDay 
Mrs Edwardes 
Dr Hames 
MrHouse 

Ms Anwyl 
Mr M. Barnett 
MrCatania 
Dr Constable 
Mr Cunningham 
Dr Edwards 
Dr Gallop 

MrOmodei 
Mr Blaikie 
MrKierath 

Question thus passed. 

MrLewis 
Mr Marshall 
MrMcNee 
MrMinson 
MrNicholls 
MrOsborne 
Mrs Parker 
MrPendal 
MrPrince 
MrShave 

Ayes (28) 

Noes (21) 

MrGraham 
MrGrill 
Mrs Hallahan 
Mrs Henderson 
MrKobelke 
MrLeahy 
MrMcGinty 

Pairs 

MrW.Smith 
Mr Strickland 
Mr Trenorden 
MrTubby 
Dr Turnbull 
Mrs van de Klashorst 
MrWiese 
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller) 

Mr Riebeling 
MrRipper 
Mrs Roberts 
Mr D.L. Smith 
MrThomas 
Dr Watson 
Ms Warnock (Teller) 

MrBridge 
MrBrown 
Mr Marlborough 

CURTIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY AMENDMENT BILL 

Second Reading 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Minister for Education) [4.18 pm]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time. 

The Curtin University of Technology Amendment Bill 1996 has two main purposes. The first is to 

establish a university campus at KaJgoorlie by the amalgamation of the Western Australian School of 

Mines and the Kalgoorlie College. The second is to update the present Curtin University of Technology 

Act with respect to a number of matters including monetary penalties, the vesting of land under the Land 

Act, the power to sell land held in fee simple, and the composition of the board of a branch and of the 

university council. 

Turning first to the university campus, a review of higher education in regional centres in Western 

Australia - Perth, 1991 - suggested that benefits might flow from greater cooperation between Kalgoorlie 

College and the Western Australian School of Mines. While there were instances of sharing of facilities 

and teaching, and some common membership on the college council and the Western Australian School of 

Mines board of management, these informal arrangements were fragile and vulnerable to changes in 

personnel. 

The detailed proposal to amalgamate the Western Australian School of Mines and Kalgoorlie College to 

form a university college in Kalgoorlie emanated from a study completed in October 1993, funded under 

the evaluations and investigations program by the Commonwealth and undertaken by the then Western 

Australian Office of Higher Education. The study was guided by a steering committee equally 
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representative of the Kalgoorlie College and the Western Australian School of Mines and involved extensive consultation throughout the region, as well as first-hand investigation of relevant developments elsewhere in Australia, particularly those in New South Wales and Victoria. Subsequently the college was upgraded to a full campus status. 
Both the Kalgoorlie College and the Western Australian School of Mines are successful operations, albeit with distinctive missions. The Western Australian School of Mines, a branch of Curtin University of Technology, is a specialised institution offering undergraduate and postgraduate qualifications mainly in mining, metallurgy and geology. The Kalgoorlie College, on the other hand, is an independent college established under the Colleges Act and offers a broadly based range of technical and further education courses, access programs and customised training as well as some, mainly first year, undergraduate courses on a contract basis on behalf of metropolitan universities. 
There are very good reasons for amalgamation. Education provision in the region is characterised by low school retention rates, a low transfer rate to higher education and very low participation in higher education. This is cause for concern. Continuation of the status quo is not likely to redress the situation. The best case for further investment in specialised infrastructure in a time of scarce financial resources lies in the amalgamation of the Kalgoorlie College and the Western Australian School of Mines. One institution with clear responsibility for covering the full range of post-secondary education and training will serve the needs of the community better. 
Credit transfer opportunities will be enhanced and easy transition facilitated in the one institution by the removal of artificial barriers to the ready movement of students and the recognition of prior learning which arise in separately managed institutions. As a combined institution there will be opportunities to achieve economies of scale and for the sharing of resources which will enable the resulting savings to be applied to meeting the increasing and diverse education and training necds of the whole region. Improved access and greater participation will result. Formalised links with Curtin University of Technology will add to the stature and credibility of that provision both nationally and internationally. This will be important in attracting students from overseas and elsewhere in Australia. The additional infrastructure which will be provided will ensure that high quality professional education for the minerals industry continues to be delivered and that a strong industry focus is maintained. 
A fundamental principle in the management of the university campus at Kalgoorlie will be the significant devolution of responsibility for local governance within the larger structure of Curtin University of Technology. To ensure that this is the case, the Kalgoorlie campus will have its own council with clearly defined powers and functions. At the same time, management and academic support from Curtin University is crucial to enable the new institution to be established and operate in an efficient and effective manner with appropriate quality control in academic developments. As a university of technology, Curtin has a comprehensive educational profile in applied science and technology, health sciences, business and administration, social sciences and humanities. Curtin will be able to bring to bear the very considerable resources of its Perth-based campuses and the Muresk Institute of Agriculture to support developments at the Kalgoorlie campus which otherwise would not occur. 
Obtaining full advantage from the amalgamation will require additional funding. On the higher education side, the Commonwealth will pro'.ide $6m this year for capital development, together with additional operating funds of $450 000. The Commonwealth is committed to providing a further $3m in capital funding in 1998 with prospects of $3m more in 1999, as well as increased operating grants in 1997 and 1998. A program of land acquisition in Kalgoorlie adjacent to the existing campuses and capital works to upgrade and expand facilities is envisaged. Capital development will be staged. The Kalgoorlie campus will also have access to vocational education and training funds on the basis of an approved training profile and will be resourced through a statewide vocational education and training funding formula. In addition to public funding, corporate support from the private sector and from other agencies for the provision of customised training programs, research and development activity, commercial activities and capital investment in plant and buildings is expected to increase. 
There is widespread acceptance of the advantages to the region as a whole that will accrue from the creation of the Kalgoorlie campus of Curtin University of Technology. 'The Esperance Tertiary Education Centre will be expanded, possibly in the form of the Esperance Community College. Enhanced delivery in the region will involve the development of improved communication links to various towns, settlements and homesteads to enable interactive delivery of courses employing modern technology. The Kalgoorlie campus will play a significant part in the economic and social development of this important part of Western Australia. The establishment of the Kalgoorlie campus has the wholehearted support of the people of Kalgoorlie-Boulder, the interim council of the new institution, Kalgoorlie College, the Western Australian School of Mines and Curtin University of Technology. 
The Bill also includes a number of changes of a more domestic kind that are intended to tidy up and update present arrangements which apply to Curtin University of Technology as a whole. For example, over the years the levels of fines and amounts payable for loss or damage to university property under the Act have not kept pace with present values. Dollar values for breach of by-laws, disciplinary offences and restitution for loss, damage or destruction of university property have been upgraded so as to constitute a more realistic deterrent. At the same time, the opportunity has also been taken to ensure that the university lands are vested under the Land Act. This will remove any uncertainties that have arisen regarding, first, the original vesting of the Bentley campus reserve and subsequent amendments to that reserve, and, secondly, 
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additional lands vested in the university and variations and amendments to those reserves. 

Contemporaneously, all leases entered into by the university council since the original vesting order will be 

validated. The university will also be empowered to sell or dispose of property which it holds in fee simple 

subject only to the terms of any deed, will or instrument under which the property was acquired. This will 

place Curtin on a similar footing to the other three public universities in Western Australia - the University 

of Western Australia, Murdoch University and Edith Cowan University - as far as the sale or disposal of 

property is concerned. 

Changes are also proposed ip' the composition of the board of a branch of the university and the university 

council. The Curtin Act provides for the establishment of branches of the university. At present the 

Western Australian School of Mines and Muresk Institute of Agriculture are both branches of Curtin 

University although, with the passage of this legislation, the status of the Western Australian School of 

Mines will change. Further branches may be established in the future. A branch has an advisory body 

called a board, the composition of which is prescribed in the Act and includes seven persons appointed by 

the Minister "representative of edueation, the professions, industrial, commercial and other community 

interests". This does not make sufficient provision for appropriate regional representation from local 

industry without diminishing representation from education and the community. Accordingly, it is 

proposed to amend the Act to allow for cooption to the board of a branch of up to three local industry 

members by the board. 

Furthermore, it is proposed to provide for the chairperson of the academic council - the senior academic 

policy advisory body in the university - to occupy a seat on the university council in an ex-officio capacity. 

At present the chairperson is accorded observer status at council meetings. These various changes are 

being introduced with the full support of Curtin University of Technology. I commend the Bill to the 

House. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Cunningham. 

V ALUA TION OF LAND AMENDMENT BILL 

Second Reading 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [4.27 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time. 

The purpose of the Bill is to clarify the law in relation to the Minister's authority to authorise the Valuer 

General to provide goods and services to the public. The Valuation of Land Act empowers the Valuer 

General to perform valuations for all levels of government. The process of determining values has given 

rise to a substantial database of information which is currently in high demand from the private sector. 

The Valuer General has for many years provided maps of land and property sales evidence to the real estate 

and valuation industry, in particular the real estate industry. During 1993-94, the Valuer General carried 

out a pilot project to identify the demand for sales evidence in digital format by these industries and the 

private sector. This information is available from various agencies but has been drawn together by the 

Valuer General for the purpose of meeting his administrative requirements under the Valuation of Land 

Act. Such information includes land and property details, land use, zoning, purchase price and date. The 

pilot project identified a significant demand for this information as it was not available from other sources 

in an integrated format. The project was expanded during 1994-95 using the net appropriation 

arrangements to cover funding of resources and for further development of the product to meet the needs of 

the industry and the public. Approval has been given pursuant to section 14(2) of the Valuation of Land 

Act for the provision of sales evidence. The information is provided at a fee which enables the provision of 

these goods and services to be self-funding. 

Advice from the Crown Solicitor in regard to an interpretation of section 14(2) of the Valuation of Land 

Act brings into question the Treasurer's authority, as Minister responsible, to authorise the Valuer General 

to provide goods and services to the public. However, legal advice on this matter contends that the Act 

does give approval to authorise provision of such goods and services. The Attorney General has advised -

In view of the divergence of legal opinion, it would be more appropriate to pursue and seek an 

express statutory amendment to the Valuation of Land Act 1978 which would clearly authorise the 

selling of information. 

It is on that advice that this amendment to the Valuation of Land Act is being proposed. I commend the 

Bill to the House. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Cunningham. 

Resumed from 19 June. 

LAND DRAINAGE (V ALIDA TION) BILL 

Second Reading 

DR EDWARDS (May lands) [4.30 pm]: This Bill seeks to remove any doubt about the validity of 

amending drainage rates charged from 1983 until 1993, when these rates were subsequently abolished. The 
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Opposition is concerned about the retrospective aspect in this Bill. We think that is an extremely serious 
principle, one that is being eroded in this case. For that reason, we oppose this Bill. 

This Bill is before us now because it seeks to stop a case which is about to get to the Supreme Court of 
Western Australia. It has been brought on very quickly and is being dealt with with some urgency. We 
have been asked to debate it at short notice. A briefing was provided on the same day the Bill was 
introduced in the House. The urgency is due to the fact that this test case could hit the Supreme Court in 
September of this year. In our briefings we have been informed that the most likely outcome of the test 
case is that the complainants would win, and that would be to the detriment of the Water Corporation. The 
aim of this Bill is retrospectively to close a loophole and to obtain money from people who have been 
objecting to the rates raised, so that they do not have access to the justice they have been seeking. For that 
reason, we oppose that aspect of the Bill. 

Mr Bloffwitch: What about the others who have already paid? 

Dr EDWARDS: I will go over the history of the matter, a somewhat clouded history. Prior to 1983 the 
rating system of drainage was quite complicated. Questions were asked about it and arguments occurred 
between different parties. Drainage was installed from about the turn of the century to help people to have 
access to low lying land that was otherwise flooded. Over the years more and more work has been done on 
drains to make them efficient and to allow people the best access to their land. 

The drainage rates that we are talking about today affect about half a dozen shires - Albany is one; and the 
shires of Busselton, Mundijong and Preston are others. In 1983 the difficulties with the rating system for 
drainage were recognised. A new two-tier rating system was introduced, with a rate for direct drainage and 
a rate for indirect drainage. The direct drainage rate was associated with a drain that went through a 
portion of paddocks or small parcels of land so that it could be said there was a direct benefit from the 
drain. The indirect rating applied to properties that were more distant from the drains and on which the 
drains did not have such a big impact. Around this time the way those rates were raised also changed. The 
tendency was to look at a greater catchment, rather than small areas that had been looked at in the past. 

The dispute arose with this change in the system. It centred on section 90(2) of the Act and related to the 
minimum charges that could be raised under the changes made in 1983. The minimum charge per hectare 
related to the rural rate. However, because many things occurred at the same time, it is my impression that 
people were not very clear about what was happening. At about that time there was a new type of rate; 
minimum rates; maximum-minimum rates; and on top of that, a 40 per cent limitation. When people got 
their bills at the end of this new system, they might have thought they would get decreased rates; however, 
for quite a number of them the amount of the decrease was not what they expected, and, for some, the rates 
were higher because of the changes. 

Compounding this, in about 1985 the land in the Shire of Augusta-Margaret River was brought into the 
system. It had drainage but was not rated previously. As a result of all these questions surrounding the 
rates, a number of ratepayers objected and withheld the drainage rates. At that time they were withholding 
from the Public Works Department. After 1985 the drainage jurisdiction went to the Water Authority of 
Western Australia and from 1 January this year it came under the umbrella of the Water Corporation. Each 
of those three government organisations has been affected over the past 10 years. 

The basis of the objection is whether the minimum that was applied to the rural drainage areas also applied 
to the urban drainage areas. In 1986 the Government accepted that there was some question about this, and 
commissioned a report from Malcolm Lee QC. In 1987 he said that there was some question about it and it 
related, as people had suggested, to section 90. Although some efforts were made to follow through with 
that recommendation, it did not flow on and in 1989 the local ratepayers got together and funded the case 
that is now about to arrive in the Supreme Court. 

While this was going on, yet another change was made to the rating system dealing with contours. An 
administrative decision was brought in that an 80-metre contour rule applied. The owners of land below 
the 80-metre contour were rated because the drain was seen to be of beneficial use to them, whereas those 
with land higher than the 80-metre contour did not receive the rating because they were not seen to get a 
benefit from the drain. At that time the ratio between the direct and indirect rates also changed. Whereas 
before it was one figure, it was changed so that direct rating was greater and the indirect rating was less. 
There was a mismatch between what was wanted administratively and what was in the legislation, and 
what the ratepayers felt should occur. In short, there was a lot of change at that time. 

Reference was made to this issue in the water Bill that was introduced in 1990. It could well have been 
solved then; however, unfortunately, it was decided by Parliament that a committee should look at this 
huge Bill. I can remember how thick it was. That committee did not come back with a firm 
recommendation to the Parliament and the Bill was not proceeded with. Attempts were made in 1992, but 
again they were not followed through. Although there is a logical aspect to this issue - I think the member 
for Geraldton alluded to this earlier - that other people have paid their rates during this time, an argument 
has been put about whether the people who are objecting should pay. There is also a consideration that in 
1990, $3m was outstanding and a few thousand ratepayers had not paid. Now, in 1996, the figures are 
down to $675000 outstanding and 90 ratepayers, respectively. I guess it could be argued that those who 
initially objected and then paid would be treated differently. In a sense that is not the issue; the issue is that 
these people who believed there was something wrong with the law in 1983 believed they had a case and 
took their case to the Supreme Court, which is likely to come on in September. In our briefing with the 
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Water Corporation we were infonned that the corporation was not likely to be the winning party in this. In 

fact, since the corporation has been in court it appears that its chances of success have diminished. This 

Bill is trying to remove an aspect of justice from local ratepayers who feel they have been robbed. 

Although a certain logic exists in the Government's aim, the Opposition's view is that this is outweighed 

by the principle that retrospective legislation is to be avoided. The Opposition has a strong philosophical 

objection to retrospective legislation, as I think it has consistently demonstrated. This legislation is not 

only retrospective but also being rushed through. In contrast is the Plumbing Services Corporation BilL 

That water related Bill was introduced at the end of last year, reintroduced on a date of which I am not 

sure - it popped up suddenly in the Notice Paper - and will not be discussed in this part of the session. I am 

still waiting to attend a briefing on it. However, the Land Drainage (Validation) Bill has been pushed 

through the House with a lot of speed and will come under the guillotine this week. The Government is 

trying by legislation to deny the right of ratepayers to ask questions on a matter of law on which they think 

they are right. In fact, the ratepayers feel so strongly that they are prepared to fund their case to the 

Supreme Court. This legislation will take away the basis of that court case. It would be much better to let 

the ratepayers have their day in court where the matter can be tested. For those reasons the Opposition 

opposes the Bill. 

Mr Nicholls: If they had their day in court and won, 3 per cent of the ratepayers would not have to pay 

their rates. What should we do to rectify a situation where 97 per cent of ratepayers must pay rates? 

Dr EDWARDS: As the Minister, the member for Mandurah is paid a huge sum of money to solve those 

problems which he is avoiding with this legislation. 

MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [4.46 pm]: It is notable that two members of the Government are presently 

in this Chamber, the Minister responsible and the Whip. I also note that the member for Vasse and the 

member for Warren have not been present in any of the divisions today. I presume they are paired. 

Mr Bloffwitch: No, they are tied up in committees. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I am surprised that they are tied up in committees because they know this Bill is of 

considerable importance to not only their constituents, but also in many cases the people who have worked 

hardest to have them elected. Many of the people who have not yet paid their drainage rates and who are 

parties to the Supreme Court action actively worked to elect the members for Vasse and Wellington. They 

must be especially disappointed that their members are not present during this debate. 

My involvement in the land drainage issues goes back a long way. It arose from two distinct issues: One 

was when the drainage rates in east Bunbury were abolished. Some time after they were abolished cyclone 

Alby occurred and as a result of the engineering works done for the Bunbury Harbour the whole of the 

lower end of the estuary and all of east Bunbury was flooded. The solution to that was to install some 

stonn surge barriers to the entrance of the town end of Leschenault Estuary in Bunbury. The conservative 

Government of the day purported to impose a drainage rate to pay for the cost of that stonn surge barrier. 

A Government was using legislation aimed at draining surplus fresh water from land to construct works 

which related to the intrusion of sea water as a result of government works at Bunbury harbour. Naturally 

enough the people of Bunbury were outraged because on the eve of the state election, the previous 

conservative Opposition guaranteed that when they were in government they would abolish those rates 

forever. 

My second involvement in a drainage issue arose from a farmer at Busselton, Doug Feutrill, one of the 

pioneer families, particularly in the potato industry, in the south west His area had undergone drainage 

works some time earlier. However, people further and further inland progressively wanted to link into the 

drainage system that ran through his property. As a result, in order to achieve the levels required to drain 

land some distance upstream from his land, the then water authority deepened the drains on his property to 

the extent that they operated as a drain not only for areas many miles away from his property, but also for 

his potato growing land which surrounded what had previously been the drain. In effect his land was being 

over-drained as a result of the increased depth in the drain and he was losing a considerable amount of his 

potato yield. He quite rightly objected, "Why am I being rated more and more every year to enable my 

land to be over-drained with the result that I am losing more and more of my potato production?" In fact 

his windmills some distance from the drain were running dry as a result of that over-drainage. 

Those are two examples of people being angered at the unlawfulness of the purpose for which they were 

being rated: The Bunbury residents were angry about being rated for something that had nothing to do 

with land drainage in the ordinary sense; they were being rated for stonn surge. Mr Feutrill was angry 

because he was rated for over-draining his land as a result of which he was losing production. In both 

cases objections were made about the rates on the basis that the purpose for which the rates were being 

expended were not proper works under the definitions provided in the legislation at that time. Those two 

objections gave rise to all the people affected by drainage rates becoming concerned about what was 

happening with drainage rates. 

They rightly pointed out that anyone who looks at the history of the Land Drainage Act will find its origin 

was where individual groups of farmers established what were known as land drainage boards to decide 

what work should be done 10 order to mitigate against flooding on their land and how to pay for the works 

that would be required in order to mitigate against that flooding. In that system, the landowners who were 

benefiting from the works done in conjunction with the landowners were imposing on themselves a rate to 
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do those works. Progressively, those land drainage boards spread throughout the south west of Western Australia. At some stage, the Government of the day decided that the appointment of these boards was too cumbersome and that in future, they would be operated by the old public works department which would do the works and levy the rates. The mechanisms in that legislation were not changed to accommodate the different situation. The drainage board legislation still operated. The Minister took over responsibility not only to do the work but also to decide the rates and who should pay the rates, but the legislation was not changed to reflect that situation. The Minister was always seen to be the local land drainage board o~rating under the old land drainage ~egis.lation; that is, d~ing the works, setting the rate and deciding WhICh areas would be embraced. As mevitably happens wIth Governments, the area of the ratepaying group was extended constantly on the basis not of who received indirect or direct benefit but of who happened to be somewhere near the catchment. That resulted in a ridiculous situation where people in someone's opinion were in the catchment but in fact were in another catchment where the water was flowing the opposite way, and were still rated for some alleged benefit. 
The other problem was that the range of works the Minister wanted funded from his ever increasing rates changed from the drainage works aimed at increasing the productive capacity of land to simply flood mitigation. In many cases that flood mitigation did not benefit the people paying the drainage rates but benefited pedestrians and vehicles, bridges across rivers and people downstream who used to be flooded. In due course it extended to a range of things such as the removal of trees and stumps from river banks, and the digging of channels to replace some of the rivers and streams which previously existed. It had nothing to do with the benefit that people around the works were receiving but it benefited those downstream, in many cases, who were not levied because they lived in towns or in situations not thought appropriate by the Minister to rate. That sort of scenario has caused anger about drainage rates. First, they were levied for reasons which no longer related to the original drainage board concept. They were rated on a catchment basis rather than on a real direct or indirect benefit basis. In many cases the people rated received no benefit; indeed, a dis benefit was created by the drains that ran through their properties. They are good and valid reasons for objection. 
The Minister asked how one could distinguish between the people who had been objecting and those who had already paid. For the benefit of the member for Geraldton, who is now the only conservative member presently in the House, one can distinguish between the two because those who objected thought they had some valid reason in equity and justice under the rating legislation to make an objection. No doubt those who paid thought they were receiving some direct or indirect benefit and were happy to pay the rates at the time. 

The argument about the propriety of the rates has been answered by this Government: Because the rates were improper the Government has abolished them. However, it has not replaced the rates with a scheme that would manage drainage and flood mitigation in country areas. That is an irresponsible lack of action but at least the Government has acknowledged it was inequitable and unjust that some people were rated in that way. However, having acknowledged that the rating system was inequitable and unjust, especially in the circumstances I have outlined, the Government did not abolish any of the arrears to which people had been objecting. The member for Vasse has confronted the non-paying objectors on the basis that the rate was lawful at the time it was levied, and that people had a lawful obligation to pay. He would not support anyone who wanted to act unlawfuey; therefore, the rate must be paid. That is the argument I heard today: The rate was imposed lawfully; therefore, it should be paid, and the Government of the day will not support people acting unlawfully. If that is the argument, let us have the body that is responsible for the determination of what is lawful and unlawful determine the issue. If the member for Vasse and other members opposite are confident that the objectors do not have a case and that they have been acting unlawfully in refusing to pay, let them go to the Supreme Court, and let the Supreme Court decide the validity of the rate. 

Mr Bloffwitch: When you brought in the legislation our speaker said that there was something wrong with it. As I understand it, you said that you would amend it, but you never did. Whose fault is it? 
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am talking about what has happened since the abolition of the rate. I emphasise that one of the reasons that the Bills referred to in the second reading speech have never been introduced is that I argued in every available forum that it would be unjust and improper to change legislation retrospectively to oppose obligations which were validly cast. I am proud of the fact that the Government of the day did not proceed with those Bills. 
I am horrified that this conservative coalition Government now wants to remove retrospectively any right of objection that the old system might have provided for the non-paying ratepayers to go to the Supreme Court to test their arguments about the validity of the rate. The Government is not only doing that, but it is doing it with an enormous rush. The second reading speech was made on 19 June this year, and on 25 June the Bill is being debated - six days later! It is clear that this Government wants this Bill pushed through this House today so that it can be introduced in the other place and pushed through with the same haste, for no other reason than to prevent the objecting ratepayers from having their day in court. More importantly, the Bill is not directed at some defect that we can identify. It is aimed at every possible and conceivable argument that ratepayers may have raised in the Supreme Court, and it simply declares on the eve of their day in court that they have no right to be in court because the rate is valid. 
Retrospective legislation is always bad, but when retrospective legislation is aimed at the defeat of litigants against the Government in court before the court hearing - and only just before it - it is doubly bad because 
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it effectively deprives people of their day in court. Also, the traditional principle of this place and the 

courts is that two kinds of retrospective legislation are dishonourable; namely, that which retrospectively 

imposes taxes or charges on those not previously liable to pay them, or that which tries to convert 

previously lawful acts to unlawful acts. This is revenue legislation. 

Let us be clear: A method is available by which people can object to rates under the old system; that is, the 

opportunity exists for someone who thinks that rates imposed are unlawful to take the objection to the 

Supreme Court. Those who have not paid their rates have simply exercised their legal rights as citizens of 

this State, but this Govet;nment is confiscating that right of a day in court. The Government is 

retrospectively depriving people of their rights regardless of whether the objections were valid. It is 

absolutely incredible that the Government should do that, and that it should be done by way of a Bill which 

was second read in this place less than one week ago. For instance, people, such as Margaret Teale, in the 

Busselton area have been anxious to discuss with me reasons for opposing the legislation. They wish to 

provide documentation to me. 

[Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.] 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I arranged to meet them this Friday on the presumption that the Government would not 

rush the legislation and allow less than a week between the second reading speech and the second reading 

debate. I suspect that by Friday, when the constituents of the member for Vasse meet me, the discussions 

will be a waste of time because the legislation will be passed. 

The public should be extremely concerned when they are deprived of the opportunity to meet members of 

Parliament of their choosing to present their case to the Parliament simply because the Government of the 

day wants to rush through legislation. 

It is no secret that I will end my period in this place soon, and this legislation disappoints me as much as 

any other legislation I have seen pass through this House. I know the heartache involved and the time these 

people have spent dealing with their objections. I know that their objections to paying the rates are not 

'ous or based on some legal technicality; they are based on equity, fairness and propriety. They feel 

ey have been charged rates in situations for which they should not have been rated. They want only their 

day in court to argue about the way the rates were levied. 

Mr Nicholls: Do you support their claims? 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I absolutely support their claims. The Minister can scrutinise my record in 14 years in 

this place in which I have always supported those people in east Bunbury, Busselton, Margaret River and 

Capel who have not paid their rates. I took the trouble to visit the sites to consider whether the rates were 

imposed for work relating to drainage which would benefit those people directly or indirectly, or whether 

the rates were spurious and aimed at saving the Government money. The flood mitigation work involved 

in many cases provided no real benefit, and even disadvantaged the people refusing to pay the rates. It is 

deplorable that people such as Mr Feutrill have been making a case since 1971, and the bulk of these 

people have argued against these rates since 1983 or 1986. Many of the people who raised this matter 

between 1983 and 1986 did so on the basis of their knowledge of matters to which I referred earlier, as well 

as the untruths they were told at meetings when the drainage rating system changed. 

Mr Nicholls: That was 1983. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I take full responsibility for what occurred under my Government. The former Western 

Australian water authority and public works department said that a change would be made in the rating 

system but that no rates would increase. However, people were not told that an enormous shift in the rate 

burden would occur; namely, that some people paid substantially less in rates, and others paid substantially 

more. Many of the people adversely affected said that they may accept the changes on the basis of being 

told at meetings that no change in the rating situation would occur. However, when the bills were received, 

in excess of 200 per cent increases in some cases were charged in drainage rates on the basis of some direct 

benefit eventually to be obtained. Being misled by the Government of the day regarding these changes 

raised the ire of these people and led to the objections made. 

These people want their day in court to properly argue the case. It is completely unfair and unjust that they 

should be deprived of this opportunity because of legislation rushed into this place. It is undemocratic that 

the legislation should be rushed through without an opportunity for people to meet members of Parliament 

to put their views. After all, the Government has had its tum: It has had people on tap over the last week 

to explain the legislation to interested members. Why is it right and proper for the Government to have that 

opportunity to convince the Parliament, yet the same opportunity is not provided to ratepayers? This 

legislation will confiscate the rights of these people. Why must this matter be handled in this way? What 

earthly justification can be given? Will some enormous impact be felt by future state revenue? Absolutely 

not. We do not have drainage rates any more. The Government will not save the State millions of dollars 

by retrospectively confiscating the rights of these people to take a matter to court. No drainage rates will 

be received by the State in these areas in the future. 

Mr Nicholls: You must appreciate that the issues involved and these amendments relate to not only 

country or rural drainage rates, but all drainage rates. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: They apply to all drainage rates, but they primarily are aimed at confiscating the rights 

of people who have actions before the Supreme Court and want these matters heard in the future. 
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Mr Nicholls: The amendments are designed to remove any doubts about technicalities which have been 
raised. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: Why is the legislation being rushed through? 

Mr Nicholls: It needs to be through before the court actions. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: Indeed. The Government is frightened that these people are right in their objection, and 
that their valid, lawful objections will be upheld by the court; therefore, the Government is rushing through 
legislation to deprive people of those rights. This presents the worst of the Big Brother image of 
Government. Regardless of the lawful claim of any citizen, the Government reserves the right to change 
the law before a matter is taken to court which removes the rights by which people can argue the matter in 
court. 

I know the people who are affected by these rates: They are the life and blood of the communities in which 
they live. They are the pioneers; in many cases they are returned soldiers. They are the sorts of people 
who have made Western Australia what it is. They have protected our rights by risking their lives or giving 
up the lives of members of their families. How do we repay that? We repay it by allowing our Big Brother 
Government to confiscate their rights on the eve of their court action. I am ashamed to live in a community 
where a Government will do that. I am ashamed to be a member of a Parliament that will rush through 
legislation that will do that. I urge the Premier, wherever he is, and I urge the member for Vasse, the 
member for Warren and the member for Wellington, who are meant to represent these people, to work 
harder to change the mind of this Government before the legislation gets to the other place. I urge Hon 
Barry House, Hon Bill Stretch and the other conservative members of the upper House who are meant to 
represent South West Region to do the same; to ensure that between the passage of this Bill today - as will 
inevitably occur because the Government has the numbers in this place - and its passage in the other place, 
they exercise their rights of review in that place. I urge them to stand up for the notion that the other place 
does stand up to Governments of all colours and persuasions and does not do the bidding just of the Liberal 
Party and the National Party, whether they are in government or in opposition. 

It is time that people who represent constituents, through the Legislative Councilor through their Assembly 
regions, started to represent them in the way this Parliament should require. They should be here to at least 
participate in the debates. They should be aware of at least the nature of the legislation, being retrospective 
as it is, and they should oppose this kind of legislation, which is not only unjust, but undemocratic and 
unparliamentary. I urge the Minister to rethink the Bill and allow the $600 000 or $700 000 liability not to 
be written off, but to be determined by the proper place according to the law that applied on the day on 
which the rate was imposed and not as it will retrospectively be changed as a result of this legislation. I 
oppose the Bill. 

MS ANWYL (Kalgoorlie) [5.12 pm]: We have heard that many different rating decisions have been 
made, dating back to 1983. Prior to that, tariffs also varied. Following the Lee report an attempt was made 
to cure the problem. We heard also of a couple of attempts to do that in both 1990 and 1992. This 
Government is attempting to cure retrospectively a problem with earlier legislation. That is the basis of my 
opposition to this legislation. 

Mr Cowan: Who caused the probk.n? 

Ms ANWYL: Unfortunately the Deputy Premier has not been here. He would have heard that there was 
some acknowledgment of where the problem commenced. However, that is not the issue we are debating 
at the moment. 

Mr Cowan: Of course it is. 

Ms ANWYL: It is not. The real issue is the question of whether it is appropriate to change retrospectively 
a law that will then affect the rights of at least 90 people. 

Mr Nicholls: How do you think this is retrospectively changing the law? 

Ms ANWYL: It will define an existing law so that it will affect the rights of people who have had 
litigation before the Supreme Court for many years. 

Mr Nicholls: You are a legal practitioner? 

Ms ANWYL: That is correct. 

Mr Nicholls: This amendment will clarify the technical conflict within the legislation in line with the 
intent when the Act was passed. Do you see that as retrospectively changing the law? 

Ms ANWYL: Yes, because it adds to an existing law that has been the subject of litigation for many years; 
therefore, effectively, it will change the existing law. Whether it is by definition is not the issue. The issue 
is that the legislation being rushed through this Parliament will change the rights of those people. 

Mr Nicholls: This amendment will clarify the right that the Governments of the day had to strike drainage 
rates. It does not change or broaden the rate or do anything other than to remove any doubt that they had a 
right to strike a drainage rate. 

Ms ANWYL: It cures a defect in an existing law. I do not know whether it is correct to say that all it is 
doing is clarifying the right of a Government at a particular time. It is refining existing legislation. 
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Mr Nicholls: It says that the Government of the day had the right to strike drainage rates as gazetted. It 
validates the rates struck at the time. 

Ms ANWYL: It therefore affects the rights of the people who currently have litigation before the court. 
That is the difficulty with what the Government is trying to do. Ninety people have been involved in what 
I imagine is expensive litigation. I have been apprised of the cost to the Crown Law Department, and it is 
fairly high; therefore, I imagine that the plaintiffs have incurred at least as many costs. The reality is that 
this law will change those rights that are currently in existence and which are being litigated. It is all very 
well for the Minister to say that this is a technical matter that will clarify the rights of the previous 
Government. ' 

Mr Nicholls: The Government of the day. The rates went through to 1993. 

Ms ANWYL: Is that not the previous Government? 

Mr Nicholls: They went through for the previous Government and in the fIrst part of our term. 

Ms ANWYL: I think we are talking at cross-purposes on that point. The difficulty is the retrospective 
nature of the Bill. The other compounding factor, which was mentioned by the member for Mitchell, is the 
speed with which this is being done. Unlike the previous speaker, the member for Mitchell, I am not an 
authority on the drainage system of the south west. However, I have some experience in the legal 
principles that are involved. It is not the function of this Parliament to end any uncertainty in a 
retrospective way, which is clearly what will happen with this legislation. 

Mr Bloffwitch interjected. 

Ms ANWYL: If that were the case, this Parliament's Notice Paper would be full of amendments because 
Acts of this Parliament create legal uncertainties from time to time. 

Mr Bloffwitch interjected. 

Ms ANWYL: If the member is going to interject, he might want to listen to the response; otherwise, what 
is the point of his interjecting? The difficulty created is that the Bill seeks to end the uncertainty 
retrospectively. I do not have any problem with trying to clarify legislation generally. That is fine, so long 
as it does not retrospectively deal with people's rights. It is not enough to say, as has been said here, that 
97 per cent of people have paid their rates and that we are talking about only 3 per cent of ratepayers and 
that their rights are not important. We cannot do a mathematical exercise of whose rights are and are not 
important. As previous speakers have said, the retrospectivity relates to the question of the technical 
grounds. In his second reading speech the Minister said -

Subsequent legal opinion has confirmed that doubt as to the validity, based on technical grounds, 
does exist. 

The fact is that retrospectivity will affect people's rights. It does not matter whether they are technical 
grounds or something of greater moment. We cannot say we are not talking about principles of fairness or 
equity; that we are talking only about technical grounds. Retrospectivity impinges upon those principles of 
fairness and equity. 

It has already been mentioned that certain members of Parliament are not here today. It is unfortunate 
because the bulk of the constituents who will be affected by this legislation are not adequately represented 
in this House. The Minister acknowledged that some people would be unhappy with the legislation when 
he said in his second reading speech -

The people whose Supreme Court action will be stopped by this amendment probably will not be 
happy. However, I am assured that the action is based on technical grounds, not on questions of 
justice or equity. 

Again, there is some difficulty with disregarding existing litigation. It does not matter whether we are 
talking about 3 per cent or 50 per cent of ratepayers; the reality is that all the ratepayers have rights. 
Therefore, the 3 per cent who will be affected by the legislation will not be any the less affected because of 
the Minister's contention that this Bill is based on technical grounds, not questions of justice or equity. 
The court decides what constitutes justice or equity. It is not characteristic of the courts with which I am 
familiar to say, "This is a technical argument and we will not apply considerations of justice or equity. 
Therefore, will you get out of the court and stop wasting our time." That simply is not the way the law is 
applied. It may be to the Chagrin of non-practitioners of law, but it does not assist the Government with 
this legislation because the reality is that the rights of the people in the court must be treated with all due 
concern. 

Mr Nicholls: There are issues concerning the group of people who are not paying their rates. They believe 
the way the rates were struck was unjust and not equitable. The complaint of the people around Busselton 
is that the rate was not struck justly. It is not a technical issue. They believe it was wrong from the start. 
This Bill will in no way affect any issue which may be taken up on the basis of equity or justice. 

Mr D.L. Smith: It does and you should seek advice before the Committee stage. 

Mr Nicholls: It validates the rates which have been struck. 

Ms ANWYL: The Minister acknowledged a short time ago that the purpose of this Bill is to end the 
Supreme Court litigation. 
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Mr Nicholls: In respect to the technicalities. 

Mr DoL. Smith: You are misleading the House and you should take advice. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr Hames): Order! The member for Kalgoorlie has been understanding and 
patient in taking and dealing with interjections from the government side of the House. Obviously, she has 
been prepared to accept them, which is reasonable, and the process has functioned quite well. However, 
the member for Mitchell is responding to interjections to the member on her feet and it is disrupting the 
proceedings of this House. I ask the member for Mitchell not to interject. 

Ms ANWYL: It does not bother me. Perhaps the Minister will answer a question: Is the point of this Bill 
to end the Supreme Court litigation? 

Mr Nicholls: The point of this Bill is to clarify the technicality - it is clear on the advice I have received 
that it is a technicality - where it may result in the action against the Water Corporation being successful. 
This Bill states that those rates which were gazetted and announced were valid. The technicality which has 
been raised is not something that was intended. In fact, this BiII will make clear that there is no technical 
breach and the rates were valid on the day they were struck. 

Ms ANWYL: A moment ago the Minister said there were other issues of justice or equity. He 
acknowledges that there is no justice or equity in the present litigation, but is he now saying other litigation 
may be commenced and that the problem created by that litigation is not addressed by this Bill? 

Mr Nicholls: In respect of the local issue, some people have not paid their rates. They believe the rates 
were unfairly struck because of the way the different zones were rated and the changes which had been 
made. They believe they have an equity problem because the rates are unjust. This Bill will make sure that 
the technicality applying to the maximum and minimum levels is removed. In other words, the rates were 
valid. Although the Bill will not change the issue of people objecting to what they believe is an inequitable 
process, the Government is saying that the rates struck in different areas over those years are valid. 

Ms ANWYL: I understand the Minister's argument, but we are at cross-purposes. He will not 
acknowledge my point, which is simply that the result of this Bill being passed will be that the litigation 
which is on foot cannot be decided by the court. 

Mr Nicholls: It will actually end any progression of that litigation. 

Ms ANWYL: The litigation has been on foot since 1989. In fact, it predates those events. This Bill deals 
with the rights of people who have had litigation on foot for seven years. The Minister said in his second 
reading speech -

Because of the inevitable disappointment resulting from this amendment the Water Corporation is 
willing to discuss with the ratepayers concerned various issues relating to the payment of 
outstanding rates. 

I assume that implicit in the $675 000, which is estimated to be the sum in question, is the interest. 
Therefore, I further assume that a significant component of the $675 000 will be interest. For that reason, 
there should be room for negotiation, particularly with the interest component. I also understand from the 
recent briefing that there have been negotiations with respect to the 97 per cent of ratepayers who have 
paid. A number of them have had concessions granted to them with respect to interest. I ask the Minister 
whether that is the case. 

Mr Nicholls: I believe that is the case. It is proper for the corporation to enter into negotiations with those 
people with respect to the outstanding interest. That is the intent which has been expressed. However, we 
must resolve this technicality before the negotiations can seriously take place. 

Ms ANWYL: It is not correct to say that 97 per cent of the ratepayers paid the full rate, therefore the 
remaining 3 per cent must pay the full rate. In fact, concessions have been made to some of the 97 per cent 
of ratepayers who were late with their payment. 

[Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.] 

Mr Nicholls: I am not sure what concessions have been made to people who have already paid. However, 
there should be proper and full negotiations with those people who have rates outstanding, and who 
genuinely have a grievance. We should try to seek a resolution with those people as soon as possible. 

Ms ANWYL: Does the Minister for Water Resources acknowledge that a concession has been built into 
the total amount of rates recently paid by some people, so it is not accurate to say that all of these 
outstanding rates must be paid in full because everybody else has paid them? The reality is that not 
everyone has paid them; some people have had concessions with the interest component. 

Mr Nicholls: The Water Corporation will need to enter into negotiations with individual ratepayers or the 
group, and that is proper. However, the member for Kalgoorlie would agree, with her legal background, 
that we must resolve the technicality on which these people are pinning their hopes. We must remove any 
doubt, so negotiations can continue without a belief that the court case is the solution. I hope that both 
sides will agree with the solution that is reached in negotiations, and those outstanding rates are paid. 

Ms ANWYL: It is not right to say that because 97 per cent have paid their rates in full the other 3 per cent 
must pay in full, when some of the 97 per cent have received concessions in the interest component. 
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Mr Nicholls: Weare talking about the rates. 

Ms ANWYL: I understand that. However, the Minister cannot say that there will be an unfairness to the 
97 per cent who have paid if he does not enforce payment on the remaining 3 per cent 

Mr Nicholls: That 3 per cent have not paid their rates since the 1980s. 

Ms ANWYL: Until recently some of the 97 per cent had not paid their rates either. 

Mr Nicholls: That is right. However, we should be negotiating with those 3 per cent of people who have 
rates outstanding at the mbment. People should pay that rate component unless they have a very good 
reason for not paying; that is, they have gone broke and it is not recoverable, or some other reason. 

Ms ANWYL: The Minister has acknowledged that other issues exist apart from this. However, I want to 
focus on the particular issue raised by this Bill. 

Retrospectivity is unacceptable to the Opposition. It is a concept that is repugnant to the law, because it 
strikes at the whole concept of justice in a fundamental manner. It has been a great source of interest that 
this Government has cast aside that notion of retrospectivity as being repugnant, because we have seen 
several examples of retrospective legislation being passed through this House. The argument that the rights 
of individuals do not matter much if the majority is not a particular class of litigant or p<?tentiallitigant, and 
the suggestion that the law can treat people differently according to the risk they mIght have of availing 
themselves of their legal rights, are a nonsense. It would be like saying the amendments to the workers' 
compensation legislation that came through this House, and which were loudly decried by huge sections of 
the community, did not matter because only some workers get injured; therefore, we are not talking about 
all workers' financial entitlements, only about the lesser percentage of workers who are injured. That is an 
erroneous argument, when one looks at the concept of changes to laws which rob people of their rights at 
law. That is effectively what this Bill has the potential to do. 

There have been several examples where this Government has not worried too much about people's rights. 
The amendment to the State Government Insurance Commission legislation is just another example of 
rights being eroded. The full detail of the effect on common law rights is not clear yet, because those 
claimants are still coming forward, particularly in workers' compensation, with the abolition of certain 
common law rights. If anything, the Government is making it even more difficult for certain people to 
have claims at common law. Rather than seeking to address any of the ills it has created, it is doing the 
opposite and is seeking to exacerbate those problems. It is not right to say that it is a technical ground, and 
only a few people will be affected, or it is only the greedy lawyers who will be harmed by these changes, 
because if one person is affected, it is sufficient to require the whole concept of retrospectivity to be thrown 
out. Retrospectivity boils down to robbing people of their legal rights. 

The other issue that has already been raised, and which I will close on, is the concept of rushing the Bill 
through and therefore further exacerbating and compounding the problems which will be faced by these 
people who have been involved in litigation for approximately seven years now. 

MR BRADSHAW (Wellington - Parliamentary Secretary) [5.36 pm): This issue affects my electorate. 
Over a number of years many people have told me that they do not believe drainage rates should ever have 
been struck. In the late 1980s and early 1990s the Liberal Party agreed with that, and it was party policy to 
abolish rural drainage rates. What sticks in my craw now is that the now Opposition, the Minister for 
Water Resources at the time, the member for Kimberley, and probably the member for Mitchell knew 
about it in 1987, and they did nothing. They sat on their hands. 

Mr D.L. Smith: I made sure the legislation wasn't changed. 

Mr BRADSHAW: Yes. However, the member for Mitchell did not tell anybody. He did not have the gall 
or the guts to tell anybody there was a problem. The member for Mitchell kept collecting the drainage 
rates from those people who were willing to pay. The member for Mitchell did not have the guts to say 
there was a problem. The member for Mitchell assumes a high moral attitude and says we should not do 
anything about it. What are we supposed to do about those people who have already paid? Should we give 
them back their money? 

I tried to explain my view of retrospective legislation to a meeting on Saturday in Capel; that is, the will of 
the Parliament at the time was that drainage rates would be struck for a drainage district. It is not a 
proposition of there never being any drainage rates, and then the Government imposing a charge and 
demanding back rates. There is a distinct difference between what is happening today and retrospective 
legislation. It is retrospective in its effect of fixing a glitch that members opposite did not have the guts to 
fix when they were in government. 

Mr D.L. Smith: We were prepared to allow them to have their day in court. 

Mr BRADSHAW: The member for Mitchell did not tell them that at the time. He did not say boo about 
that. Not once did he say in the community that there was a problem with the legislation. The member for 
Mitchell let it go on; he led them on. He did not even try to collect the back rates. 

Mr D.L. Smith: I have been advising those people for a lot longer than you have. 

Mr BRADSHAW: The member for Mitchell may have been doing that, but he did not say anything 
publicly or in this place. 
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Mr D.L. Smith: It was mentioned in the Bill in 1990. 

Mr BRADSHAW: The member for Kimberley did not say anything when he was the Minister. It is 
disgraceful that the Opposition is now saying that the Government should do nothing about it, that we 
should give them their rights, etc. 

I do not usually believe in retrospective legislation. However, I do not consider this to be retrospective, 
because it was the will of the Parliament at the time that there should be a drainage district and rates should 
be collected. The coalition Government did not agree with that, and it abolished drainage rates in 1993 
because of the inequalities in that system. 

Mr D.L. Smith: That is a decision I endorsed. 

Mr BRADSHAW: No-one else in the Opposition did. The member for Mitchell did nothing about the 
situation when he was in government. The coalition Government had the guts, fortitude and intelligence to 
do it, and we did it! I do not like what the Government is doing now; however, it is essential that it be 
done. 

MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [5.40 pm]: I was interested to see that this Bill is on the guillotine list - that 
is, it will be forced through the Parliament this week - when it seems to be of little consequence and 
comprises only two pages. However, we have seen in this debate that the Government clearly has an 
agenda. That agenda is not about good government or treating people fairly, but about shutting off the 
opportunity for some people to take their case to the Supreme Court. That litigation was initiated in 1989. 
It is totally unfair to rush through the Parliament at this stage legislation which aims to remove that right 
from those people. This legislation is clearly retrospective, because it is about removing rights which 
people had previously. It is not about allowing people to go to court to argue the merits of their case, and 
of the court determining at the end of the day what should be the result. It is about this Government's 
guillotining legislation through this Parliament without considering the people whom it will affect or what 
is good and proper process. 

Mr Bloffwitch: We are taking away a perceived right of people not to pay their rates. This Bill is what the 
court would decide if they did go to court. We are saying that the intention of the Parliament was that it 
could levy those charges. It is the right of the Parliament to clearly identify what was its intention. That is 
retrospective. It is fixing up drafting that was not particularly good. 

Mr KOBELKE: I happen to disagree. Two separate issues are involved: The levying of the rate, and the 
technicalities that are involved in its collection; and the action by this Government to overrule the existing 
process. That is a significant move. The points made by the member for Geraldton could be argued in a 
court. If the Government lost the case, that would be the result. If the Government won its case on the 
basis of those arguments, these people would have spent a great deal of money to take their case to the 
court, and that is where the matter would stop. In this case, the Government is resorting to the use of 
retrospective legislation to withdraw from these complainants that right at law. People seem to have 
forgotten the debate in the early 1980s, which was very much driven by the Liberal Party, which is now in 
government, when there was a real need to crack down on a range of rorts in federal taxation. At that time, 
the now Prime Minister, who was then Treasurer, brought legislation into the Federal Parliament which 
was clearly retrospective, and we heard howls of condemnation from the Liberal Party in Western Australia 
about the attempt to introduce that retrospective legislation. That was a very different situation, because in 
that case people were using highly paid lawyers and accountants to set up quite artificial systems to get 
around the taxation laws of this country, yet we heard a chorus from Liberal members in this State 
opposing that legislation on the high principle that it was retrospective. We seem to have had a shift in 
principle. 

Mr Shave: Do you support retrospective legislation? It sounds like it to me. 

Mr KOBELKE: No. I am pointing out to the member for Melville the hypocrisy of this Government. 
Members of the current Government were very much part of a move to try to stop John Howard, when he 
was Treasurer in the early 1980s, from introducing retrospective legislation - legislation which in that case 
I supported, because it was shutting off a series of rorts. It was not about removing people's rights. People 
had set up a lot of contrived arrangements to avoid meeting their taxation obligations. 

However, this Government has done a total backflip. It now regards retrospective legislation as simply a 
tool of government. It has been common for this Government to introduce legislation which contains 
retrospective provisions. In fact, I asked a series of questions of the former Attorney General and now 
Minister for Family and Children's Services to try to gauge how many Bills contained retrospective 
clauses, and it was such an effort for me to get an answer that I cannot remember the details, but I did 
receive a long list of all of the pieces of legislation which contained some element of retrospectivity. It 
may be that this is just poor government; the Government has just let things continue for too long and it 

. been caught in a situation where it must pass retrospective legislation. 

I tum now to the types of retrospectivity with which we may have to deal. This legislation is at the extreme 
end. There are times when Governments must bring in retrospective legislation. That may be simply 
because events have taken place and, for the sake of good administration, the Government must change the 
law to ensure there is continuity with what was happening previously. Therefore, for quite clearly 
technical reasons, sometimes a law is put into effect which will apply from a previous date in order to 
continue with an arrangement that applied previously. We have seen legislation from this Government, 
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and I am sure also from the previous Government, although I cannot give an example, where that has been 
the case. That is simply good government. The Government may have made a mistake where it let things 
slip for too long, or it may have been beyond the control of the Government because things have been done 
on a national basis; therefore, it has been necessary to ensure that the law applies retrospectively. 
Retrospectivity may also be necessary for the sake of proper administration. I am speaking here of cases 
where people may be adversely affected, but the reason is to ensure that there is uniformity across the 
system and the law applies equally to everyone. 

This Bill is not one of those cases. This legislation is at the far end of the spectrum. It is about people who 
initiated an action in 1989, according to what they perceived were their rights under the laws of this State. 
It is possible that in the intervening years, those people have spent tens of thousands of dollars. I do not 
know the exact amount, but if they have been actively pursuing their case, I suspect their legal costs will be 
considerable. At this stage, some seven years later, when it appears that those people are about to have 
their day in court, the Government is ramming through the Parliament legislation to withdraw that right 
from them. 

I do not see how a Government which claims to have any principles, whether they be liberal principles, or 
whatever, could take such action. I thought that one of the guiding philosophies of Liberal Governments 
was to stand up for the rights of individuals and ensure that there was some element of equity in the 
application of the law. We certainly do not see that here. The Minister said that the rating system was 
being interpreted in a way that was not intended by the legislation. I am not a lawyer; I am not even a bush 
lawyer. However, it seems to me that we as legislators must have some understanding of the principles of 
the rule of law. While the law may be characterised with some truth as being an ass, it is nonetheless a 
system which puts us ahead of the many parts of the world where people do not have the protection of law. 
If the law is the law of the State, people have rights according to that law. 

While the law may cause us to see things that are incongruous, and it may lead to things that we see as 
injustices, at the end of the day we must stand by the rule of law. It is simply not an argument for the 
Minister to say that they are technicalities. The technicalities are part of the law and if the law is an ass or 
wrong, we still must stand by it. It might have been different if in the early stages immediate action had 
been taken and these people had been shown that they did not have recourse to the law in order to protect 
what they saw as their rights. However, we are talking about seven years later, when these people have 
invested their time, energy and money in trying to uphold their rights. I am not entering into the issue of 
whether I support their case, and there has been some debate about the complexity of the system and 
whether one group might be advantaged over another. While those matters of themselves are important for 
the administration of good government, that is not the point we are dealing with. We are dealing with the 
fact that those people were able to take their case to the courts to protect what they saw as their interests, 
and they have been doing that for seven years. However, this Government will not respect that. This 
Government is today trying to chop off the right of those people to win their case in court. I assume that 
means that the Government, on its legal advice, sees itself as having no chance of winning that litigation. 
One wonders why it has dragged on for so long. Clearly, that is to surmise because I am not in possession 
of that legal advice. One would obviously form that opinion if there were a need at this stage to rush 
legislation through the Parliament to thwart the rights of those people before the Supreme Court. I assume 
that that action would be anathema to those people who uphold Liberal values or principles. 

Mr Shave: How do you interpret Liberal values and principles? 

Mr KOBELKE: The member might like to speak, and I would be happy to hear him. My presence in this 
Chamber leads me to believe that the member for Melville might actually believe in the rights of 
individuals and that individuals should be treated equally before the law. I assume that he would place a 
fair bit of emphasis on people's property rights. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr KOBELKE: I accept the interjection from the member for Mitchell because that leads me to the next 
point that I intend to make. We do not see in the current Government a Government which upholds the 
rights of individuals and which treats individuals fairly. I know that members opposite would be very 
happy if I were to launch into another speech about how they assist Mr Buckeridge, but I do not need to get 
into that. We have seen case after case where this Government treats some people far more equally than 
others, and where administrative decisions are made to ensure that one individual or group is advantaged 
over others. 

Mr Cowan: Did you stop to familiarise yourself with this issue before you got up to speak? 

Mr KOBELKE: I did; I have briefing notes and the Bill. 

Mr Cowan: You are talking about the rights of individuals. Bear in mind that it was this Government in 
1993 that decided it would cease rating people in the Busselton drainage area, just as the previous 
Government ceased rating people in the Preston drainage area. We decided we would apply equality - all 
of those things that you have been talking about - right across the board. That is what we have done since 
1993. This tends to deal with the problem prior to 1993 - a problem which you left us and which we must 
try to fix to put some equity back into the system. It docs nothing more than that. 

Mr KOBELKE: I accept what the Deputy Premier is saying. I hope that when we come to office next year 
we have as few problems left to us as were left to this Government when it came to office. The Deputy 
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Premier is suggesting that there has been an unfair application to areas. All Governments must make 
decisions about application of laws across areas, and there may be cases where one area is disadvantaged 
against another. The debate earlier in the day suggested that certain areas were advantaged over others in 
respect of sports grants. The Deputy Premier would certainly be aware of the arguments in relation to that 
because they affect his electorate. When one looks at the electorate by electorate situation, one sees that 
Governments must make decisions. We clearly have within the National Party a group that has sought 
preferential treatment for particular areas, and th~t is a matter of politics. 

Mr Cowan: That is not true. 
Mr KOBELKE: How many schools in the Deputy Premier's electorate have contract cleaners? 

Mr Cowan: None. 
Mr KOBELKE: I rest my case. The Deputy Premier has not had to put up with dirty schools like we have 
in the metropolitan area. 

Mr Cowan: I know you are a bit short on for Labor members in the bush, but how many contract cleaners 
are there in the seats of Northern Rivers and Pilbara? 

Mr KOBELKE: I thank the Deputy Premier for exercising his influence over the Government to ensure 
that contract cleaning has not been introduced in the bush generally. However, I do not think that the 
Deputy Premier is suggesting that we won the day on the overtures made by the member for Northern 
Rivers or other members on this side. I am simply alluding to the fact that, when it comes to exerting his 
influence, the Deputy Premier has had a fair degree of success. 

Mr Shave: What about the sports handouts? 

Mr KOBELKE: The member is moving away from the debate. I should stick to the issue we are debating. 
I am trying to finish my answer to the interjections made by the Deputy Premier, who gave an example 
suggesting that perhaps one area had not been fairly treated in comparison with another in relation to 
drainage rating. Those decisions are made by all Governments and, as the member for Mitchell has 
indicated, we are now very happy that that has been extended to a wider area. 

However, that is somewhat different from the rights of individuals. We are dealing with individuals who 
have taken their case to court and we find that this Government is now chopping off that option. This is 
reminiscent of what has occurred in Burma during the past few years. We saw the democratic election of a 
party that was then moved aside by the generals. The generals then changed the law so that some of those 
who had been elected were suddenly found gUilty of offences that prior to their election were not offences. 
Their election was therefore declared invalid on the basis of retrospective laws. 
We are not dealing with retrospective application in a criminal sense. However, it is worth looking at that 
issue because it encapsulates more clearly the principle involved - that we do not expect that actions we 
take legally today under the laws of this State will somehow become criminal or subject to a different law 
because a law is passed at a future time. That is a primary reason that we feel retrospective legislation, as a 
principle, should be avoided. When we do need to legislate retrospectively, it should be in only the 
minimum of cases to ensure the good management and government of this State. That is not what we see 
here. The Government is trying to collect more revenue. The Government has as its underlying motivation 
the maximisation of money going into its coffers. 

We have already seen the increasing range of taxes applied through utilities. The percentage of turnover 
returned to consolidated revenue has been increased from 4 per cent to 5 per cent. If one increases the 
revenue of the utilities, one directly increases the tax going to consolidated revenue. As with many other 
measures taken by this Government in relation to the former Water Authority of Western Australia, it is 
maximising the dollars it can put into its coffers. It is doing that in a totally unprincipled way by removing 
the right of parties who wish to have their day in court in order to protect their rights. I have not raised the 
substantive issue as to whether we would wish to support their argument but, clearly, we cannot support the 
Government's actions because it is simply one more clear example of where it is willing to trample on the 
common law rights of ordinary people to ensure that it maximises its take for the government coffers. 

Sitting suspended/rom 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

MR NICHOLLS (Mandurah - Minister for Water Resources) [7.30 pm): I wish to respond and conclude 
the second reading of this Bill by outlining exactly the pasis of the amendment, referring to the debate that 
took place in 1983 when the amendment to the Act at that time created the technical problem that we are 
currently facing. I would like then to go through the comments made by the speakers in this debate, 
answer their concerns and also, I hope, clarify the issues that have been raised, first, in a way that will 
allow members to fully understand exactly what is the intent through this amendment and, secondly, to 
gain the support of members of this House. The Bill that we are currently debating is simply to clarify the 
intent of the Parliament in the 1983 amendments that subsequently provided for the striking of drainage 
rates within Western Australia and, of course, the requirement for those drainage rates to be paid. The 
validation part of this Bill is contained in clause 3(1) which states -

The Land Drainage Act 1925 is taken to have authorized the making and levying of any rate 
particularized in a notice to which this section applies, and each of those rates is taken to be, and 
to always have been, validly made and levied under that Act and to be recoverable accordingly. 
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This Bill is not about retrospectively going back and changing the rates, the intent or the law. It is about 
clarifying the intent and validity of striking those drainage rates. I remind some of the members who are 
here in the House tonight, and provide information of which some of the members may not be aware, of the 
debate that took place in 1983. I refer to Hansard of Thursday, 29 September 1983 and the second reading 
speech of Mr Tonkin, the then Minister for Water Resources. In opening Mr Tonkin said -

The purpose of the Bill now before members is to permit the introduction of a new uniform 
drainage rating method in country areas. 

He went on to comment abOut some of the clauses and referred to clause 3, which amended section 88 of 
the Act-

Clause 3 adds a further restriction to section 88 of the Act, which in subsection (2) currently 
determines the limits to which rates may be imposed. New subsection (3) is an integral 
requirement in limiting the annual increase in rates, which I will deal with under clause 6. 

He then goes on to say, referring to section 89 -

Certain provisions in the section are currently rather vague and do not appear to cater adequately 
for the proposed new rating methods. 

There is no doubt that anyone who reads the second reading speech will understand that the intent of the 
then Government was to introduce a new rating system which would provide for a minimum and maximum 
rating process, and that those rates would be validly struck and would apply in a way that was to be 
gazetted from time to time. 

The then shadow Minister, the late Hon Andrew Mensaros, made what I consider in hindsight to be a wise 
speech, because he raised in particular issues relating to the very thing about which we are talking tonight 
He recognised and supported, if I may use that broad term, the general thrust of trying to resolve the 
problems that existed at that time in the Land Drainage Act. He specifically referred to the fact that the 
consultation of the then Government left a little bit to be desired; in fact, he made quite clear reference to 
the fact. Hon Andrew Mensaros said in part -

I refer to page 22, paragraph 12, of the report of the PWD under the heading "Consultation and 
Discussion", as follows -

On April 6, 1983, State Cabinet agreed that the decision to implement the proposed new 
drainage rating system would be made following consultation and discussions with: 

Urban and rural rate payers or their associations 

The Members of the Legislative Assembly of the seats of Mitchell and Bunbury. 

Other affected parties. 

The shadow spokesman went on to refer to the fact that although the members for Mitchell and Bunbury 
were included in the consultation, it was unfortunate that the members of the Opposition who represented 
those other areas were not included, as I understand it, in that consultation. 

The member for Mitchell was a little bit rich when he stated to the House that he wants to support the 
ratepayers in those areas who have concerns, and that the members on this side of the House who represent 
those people should be doing the same. At the time these amendments were being made the consultation 
process did not extend to that. 

Mr D.L. Smith: It was not that sort of issue. Talk to the people down there and ask them what my position 
was throughout. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The late Andrew Mensaros referred to the point we are discussing today. On Tuesday, 
8 November 1983, at page 4127 of Hansard, he is recorded as saying-

The existing provisions could be interpreted as being, upside down. It appears that the statutory 
maximum rate - I emphasise the words "statutory" - is lower than the prescribed minimum rate 
and has been for quite some time. If those words seems to be Chinese, I ask members to bear with 
me. Subsection (2)(b) of section 88 of the Act, as amended by Statute No 38 in 1978, limits to 
$10 per hectare the maximum rate where the rates are assessed on an area. The Bill will not 
change this section. Section 90 of the Act states, "A minimum rate of such amount as is 
prescribed may be levied". As far as I am aware, the minimum is presently $10.80, which is 80¢ 
higher than the statutory maximum. Members should not worry because the regulations will 
override the Statute. Section 90, as amended by Statute No 14 of 1977, says It ••• the restrictions 
imposed by subsection (2) of section eighty eight of this Act do not apply to any such minimum 
rate". 

That comment is very important to the debate tonight. The Minister of the day intended to provide a new 
rating system. It is quite clear in the debate that took place during the second reading that the shadow 
Minister raised the issue about maximum and minimum rates. 

Mr D.L. Smith: That is six years before the Lee committee. 

Mr NICHOLLS: It is at the time of the amendment. 
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Mr D.L. Smith: That did not solve any of the problems; that is why we had the Lee committee. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I am trying to remove any doubt in anybody's mind that it was intended that these rates 
be lawful. 

Mr D.L. Smith: No more than the Bill was intended to amend the rate, but it did not. 

Mr NICHOLLS: When the late Andrew Mensaros raised the concerns, the expectation was that regulations 
would remove any conflict. The amendment of Statute No 14 of 1977 provided that the minimum rate 
would not apply. As I read it, the late Andrew Mensaros, in contributing to the debate when the 
amendment was going through, had the view that the regulations would resolve the conflict. From reading 
the Committee debate, it is clear that the Government of the day, and in fact the Parliament of the day, 
believed there would be no conflict in respect to levying these rates. 

The Opposition has made a great deal out of this being retrospective legislation. The second reading 
contributions of both the then Minister and the then shadow Minister during Committee debate quite 
clearly involved questions about the maximum and minimum rate. The technical problem in the Act today 
was part of the debate, and was believed to have been addressed. It was not expected to create any 
problems. The intent was that the rates be levied in accordance with the intent of the Act. The Parliament 
of the day intended for those rates to be levied lawfully and to apply to those areas. 

Members opposite have commented on the rights of people to take their case to court; I have no problem 
with that. Members in this House and the upper House have a responsibility to clarify the intent of the 
amendment that was passed through both Houses of Parliament and proclaimed in 1983. It is an absolute 
nonsense to discuss whether the courts should be allowed to determine that outcome. The information I 
have is that a technical discrepancy exists within the Act. The people who are taking action could win their 
case. This is not a simple situation where those people will not have to pay their rates. The situation raises 
the question of the payment of all rates in Western Australia: For urban drainage rates from 1983 until 
today, and rural drainage rates paid since 1983 until they were abolished in 1993-94. 

It is absolute nonsense for the Opposition to oppose this amendment because when it was in government it 
introduced the amendment; it rebutted the suggestion by the late Andrew Mensaros that there was a conflict 
between the maximum and minimum drainage rates. The then Government appointed Malcolm Lee QC to 
investigate and report on the issue, and that report indicated a potential problem. It knew about the action 
taken in 1989; it failed to proceed on an amendment or an alteration of the Act in 1990. Further, it failed to 
proceed with the Bill and the recommendation in 1992 that the Act be amended to clarify the technical 
problem. 

Members opposite would do better to support the amendment based on the fact that they did not do what 
was necessary when they were in government to rectify the problem. The Opposition did not rectify the 
technicality which could have saved those people, whom the member for Mitchell suggests he strongly 
supports, a lot of money and anguish in respect of their case. If the aim was to change the level of rates, to 
impose rates on people who did not have them in that period, and to change the law to provide a different 
meaning and intent, I would agree with the arguments of members opposite. However, that is not the aim. 
The aim is to clarify the technicality which is a shortcoming of the legislation introduced by the previous 
Labor Government. The Government is doing what the member for Mitchell and his colleagues should 
have done in 1987. 

Mr D.L. Smith: The Opposition did not do that because we do not believe in retrospective legislation. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member for Mitchell can say that today but I think he has failed the people in that 
area. The member has failed those people because if he knew about those problems when he was a 
member of Cabinet, he had a responsibility to clarify them then and there. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Retrospective legislation such as the Government's confiscates people's rights. We were 
a different Government; we knew how to behave. 

Mr NICHOLLS: It is a nonsense to talk about confiscating people's rights. This is about being responsible 
and doing something about a problem instead of sweeping it under the carpet and pretending it will go 
away. The member for Mitchell's self-righteous claptrap in this place serves no benefit. It is obvious that 
the member for Mitchell has run out of any substance to his argument. I understand the member's being 
sensitive about this. I understand his wanting to try to promote a notion that he is fighting for the people in 
that area and that he wants to protect their so-called rights. I hope the people in that area obtain a copy of 
the Hansard of the debate in 1983. It clearly states that the member for Mitchell was briefed about the 
implications, knew about the amendment, and supported the amendment. Did the member support the 
amendment? 

Mr D.L. Smith: Yes. I have told you already that part of the basis of that support was the sort of 
misinformation that was given at public meetings. 

Mr NICHOLLS: Is the member suggesting that his Government misled the people down there? 

Mr D.L. Smith: I am saying that misinformation was given out at the public meeting. 

Mr NICHOLLS: What did the member do about it? 

Mr D.L. Smith: We set up a select committee to investigate it. 
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Mr NICHOLLS: What did the member do about the commiuee's recommendations which highlighted this 
inconsistency and need to rectify the problem? 

Mr D.L. Smith: I supported the basic thrust of the committee's recommendations which were to abolish 
the rate and substitute a small increase in the ordinary rates that W A W A imposed. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I suggest to the member that he is sitting on the fence and trying to have the best of both 
worlds. If this was so important, he did very little about trying to rectify the problem. In 1987 there was 
no litigation to resolve the Jlroblem and the member knew at that time that it was wrong. He has also said 
in the House tonight that he knew at that time, or before that, that the people in that area had been misled or 
lied to by members of his Government. If he has known about this since 1971, why did he not contribute to 
the debate in 1983 to try to resolve the problem? 

Mr D.L. Smith: Have a look at my speech. Do not quote what other people have said. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I have looked at the debate in 1983, which related to the amendment we are concerned 
about, and I cannot find the member's speech. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Do a bit more work. 

Mr NICHOLLS: Is the member suggesting he made a speech in 1983 that outlined the problems with the 
legislation? 

Mr D.L. Smith: If you read through Hansard over the period 1983 to 1992 and look at my press releases 
and the submissions that I made personally to the committee, which were the basis of its report -
Mr NICHOLLS: We are talking about the 1983 amendment which created the problem. The 1983 
amendment is the amendment we are focusing on tonight in this legislation. That is why the Bill goes back 
only to 1983. I cannot find any record of the member for Mitchell's speech in the 1983 debate which 
outlines the problems with the drainage rating system, a record of the member opposing these amendments 
or a record of the member outlining what he plans to do for his constituents because of the inequities in the 
drainage rating system. The member for Mitchell is trying to have his cake and eat it too. He is trying to 
position himself retrospectively to where he would like to have sat in those days. Hansard shows that the 
member for Mitchell supported the amendments. It also indicates that when the late Andrew Mensaros 
raised his concerns during the Committee stage, the member for Mitchell did not support him. I cannot 
find any indication of his opposing the suggested amendments. 

Mr D.L. Smith: This is a red herring for retrospective legislation taking away people's rights. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member for Mitchell supported these amendments as did the House. I cannot find 
anybody who objected to the new land drainage rating system. 

It was said the concerns raised by the late Hon Andrew Mensaros were not legitimate concerns because 
regulations would deal with them. Thirteen years on, we have the benefit of hindsight which suggests that 
the concerns that the late Andrew Mensaros raised were genuine and had those concerns been addressed, 
we would not be in the position we are now. There is no doubt that the intent was to provide a legitimate 
process for striking drainage rates. 

These amendments are not retrospective legislation, even though they retrospectively provide validity for 
those rates to be levied. They do not change the rates or where they will apply. This Bill says that the 
levying of any rate under the Act is valid and is recoverable accordingly. That gets us to the nub of the 
question. A group of people has taken a genuine concern to court. As the member for Kalgoorlie said, 
those people took action in 1989 and we are now trying to take action in 1996 to clarify the technicality. I 
am concerned about that also. Unfortunately, the member for Mitchell, when he was part of the then 
Cabinet and the then Government, did not take action to rectify the problem. The problem had been 
outlined in the Lee report some two years earlier. 

Mr D.L. Smith: I do not think you understand the issues involved in this matter at all. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I may find that is the case. However, I suggest this is about people who argue they 
should not have to pay their rates, based on a technicality. 

Mr D.L. Smith: It is not based on a technicality. It is based on a variety of reasons. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The technicality that has been drawn to my attcntion that this Bill clarifies is that between 
the maximum and minimum rate. 

Mr D.L. Smith: The technicality is that it takes away any right they have to object at all. 
Mr NICHOLLS: The issue I see is the objection by those people to pay their rates because they do not 
believe they have been validly struck. This Bill will removes any doubt about the validity of the measure. 
The member for Maylands said that if these people win, that is good. I asked her what we would do about 
the 97 per cent of people who paid their rates. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Perhaps the other 97 per cent did not have an objection. You would never know. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member is saying that if they paid their rates and did not have a concern, they do not 
have any problems if the group wins the court case. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Reread the speech of the member for Kalgoorlie. 
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Mr NICHOLLS: We have a responsibility to clarify this matter and we should do it before the group incurs 
any additional costs. We are doing what the member should have done when he was in government 
Unfortunately, he did not have the inclination or the capacity to do it Members went through a range of 
reasons that we need this Bill. 

In earlier comments I outlined that the intent was in the legislation. The Parliament of the day believed 
there was an intent to allow the levying of those rates; therefore, the clarification in this Bill is just, and 
something that should have happened some time ago. I understand the argument from the member for 
Mitchell and others about the right of people to go to court. However, we must ensure the intent of 
Parliament, when making laws, is not circumvented because of either a technicality caused by 
inappropriate drafting or incompetence by those who managed the Bill. The member for Mitchell referred 
to the member for Vasse and a few other members. The member for Mitchell may not know that the 
member for Vasse is not here because his wife is ill. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Why not delay the Bill until he gets back? 

Mr NICHOLLS: This issue is difficult for the member for Vasse and other members, including members 
of the upper House. This is not a simple exercise. I am inclined to think that perhaps this is the reason 
members opposite did not proceed with their Bills to clarify the issue when they had the opportunity; 
however, it is important to pass this amendment and to ensure any doubt is removed about the validity of 
those rates. 

The member for Mitchell also refer to Mr Fentrill. That issue has been raised with me previously by the 
member for Vasse. I seek leave to table a memorandum I have received from the Managing Director of the 
Water Corporation which outlines that this validation Bill does not affect Mr Fentrill's long running 
dispute seeking compensation for drainage works. If this Bill does impact on Mr Fentrill's case, I will be 
quite happy to go back to the assurance I have received from the Managing Director of the Water 
Corporation and make good anything that needs to be made good. 

[Leave granted. See paper No 326.] 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member for Mitchell went to great lengths to talk about the ire and concerns of the 
community in his area. I inform the member for Mitchell that I am aware of the strength of feeling about 
this issue in that area. Nevertheless it is important to clarify this situation; therefore, I am prepared to 
sponsor this Bill to remove any doubt about the matter. I expect members of the community who may feel 
aggrieved or disappointed to express their views to me. 

As a result of this Bill the Water Corporation should enter into negotiations with those people to try to 
come to an agreement for payment of the rates, and also for the outstanding interest. I accept there is a 
basis of concern and that those people who raised concerns about the validity of the drainage rates felt they 
had a genuine grievance. I accept negotiations should take place about any interest that was levied against 
them during the time when they sought to take action, and I believe it should be waived; however, that is an 
issue for negotiation between the Water Corporation and the parties involved. I know there is strong 
feeling within the communities in the area about this issue. 

The member for Mitchell also made a statement that this legislation is undemocratic. That is nothing more 
than a sop to a few people in the community. The rates were levied on the basis that they were lawful. A 
majority of people paid them believing that was the right thing to do in a democratic society, even if some 
of those people believed the way in which the rates were levied was not correct. However, it is hard to 
sustain the argument that it is undemocratic to try to clarify a situation where 97 per cent of the rates have 
already been paid and 3 per cent of the rates remain outstanding. . 

The member for Kalgoorlie went through a number of the same arguments. During her speech there were 
some reasonably lengthy interjections, during which hopefully a number of issues were clarified for her. 
Her speech centred on the belief that this was unjust, given its retrospectivity. This Bill seeks to clarify the 
intent of the Parliament in 1983, not retrospectively to change the law. It is important to understand that 
when we are talking about trying to remove doubt, we are trying to resolve this dispute. As much as some 
members opposite may argue that this is all about taking away the right of people to go to court, I suggest it 
is about this Parliament clarifying its intent. 

The final speaker for the Opposition was the member for Nollamara, who used the speech to try to create a 
diversion or air some other issues about which he feels strongly. He talked about taking away the 
opportunity for people to have their day in court. Although I understand his ideological point of view, I 
cannot stress enough that I hope this amending Bill will remove the necessity for those people to go to 
court; to expend moneys associated with that process; and also to take up the court's time to argue the 
matter. I hope the legislation will provide a catalyst that will result in those parties and the Water 
Corporation reaching an agreement about the payment of rates. His other comments about the 
retrospective nature of taxation did not relate at all to this Bill; therefore, I do not intend to comment on 
them. 

I do not believe there is any doubt at all that this Parliament's intention in 1983, through its amended Land 
Drainage Act, to allow a new rating system to be introduced, had the support of members opposite, 
including the member for Mitchell and his colleagues of the day. It also had the tacit support of other 
members of this House, even though queries were raised by the shadow Minister of the day, the late 
Andrew Mensaros. 
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It is beholden on this Parliament to agree to this amendment, to clarify exactly what is the intent. It is also 
beholden on the Water Corporation to enter into negotiations with those who have not paid their rates to 
attempt to reach a resolution. I believe those people who have not paid their rates should do so. A case 
could be argued about the interest that has accrued during this dispute; however, I do not believe we should 
simply sit on our hands and do nothing and allow the issue to go to court. If it does go to court, and if a 
decision is made that people do not have to pay the drainage rates, we will then find ourselves back in this 
place to introduce another amending Bill to say that those rates were lawfully raised. 

Members opposite have had!the opportunity to position themselves on this argument; however, they should 
recognise that their amenrunent when in government in 1983 had the clear intent of striking rates validly. 
The inaction of those opposite in 1987, after the Lee report, and in 1990 and 1992 when they did not 
proceed with the legislation, demonstrates that the opportunities were available to rectify the situation, but 
they chose not to do so. 

This is the time for members opposite to redeem themselves by supporting this amendment which will 
clarify what has been the intent since 1983. 

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Mr Ainsworth 
Mr C.J. Barnett 
MrBoard 
MrBradshaw 
MrCourt 
MrCowan 
MrDay 
Mrs Edwardes 
MrHouse 

MsAnwyl 
MrM. Barnett 
MrBridge 
MrBrown 
Mr Cunningham 
Dr Gallop 
MrGraham 

MrOmodei 
MrBlaikie 
MrMarshall 

Question thus passed. 

Bill read a second time. 

Ayes (25) 

Mr Johnson 
Mr Kierath 
MrLewis 
MrMcNec 
MrMinson 
Mr Nicholls 
MrOsborne 
MrPrince 
MrShave 

Noes (19) 

MrGrill 
Mrs Hallahan 
MrKobelke 
MrLeahy 
Mr Marlborough 
MrMcGinty 
Mr Riebeling 

Pairs 

Committee 

MrW. Smith 
Mr Strickland 
MrTubby 
Dr Turnbull 
Mrs van de Klashorst 
MrWiese 
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller) 

MrRipper 
Mr D.L. Smith 
MrThomas 
Dr Watson 
Ms Warnock (Teller) 

Mrs Roberts 
Dr Edwards 
MrCatania 

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Day) in the Chair; Mr Nicholls (Minister for Water Resources) 
in charge of the Bill. 

Clause 1 put and passed. 

Clause 2: Commencement-

Mr D.L. SMITH: I said in the second reading debate that I hoped Hon Barry House would oppose this Bm 
in the other place. I understand his father died at the weekend and that he is not in the Legislative Council 
this week. I apologise for raising that matter and extend to him my sympathy. I also made reference to the 
member for Vasse and I have been made aware that his wife's ill health is the reason that he is away. I 
apologise also for that. However, it raises the question: When members whose electorate is so directly 
interested in these matters are away for such valid reasons, why is the Government pushing ahead with this 
legislation in such haste and depriving them of the opportunity of being present during debate? On that 
score, when will this matter go to the upper House, when will it be debated there and when does the 
Minister anticipate that the Bill will be assented to? What must be done prior to its assent? 

Mr NICHOLLS: I am disappointed that the member for Mitchell suggests there is some problem with the 
member for Vasse not being here and with Hon Barry House being away. I can assure him that the 
member for Vasse has taken great interest in this issue, as has the member for Warren and the member for 
Wellington. 
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Mr D.L. Smith: Neither of them is here. Should not the Minister, as a matter of courtesy, have given them 
the opportunity to be here? 

Mr NICHOLLS: The nub of the member's question concerned the reason I am proceeding with this Bill as 
soon as possible. I believe it should be processed, debated and approved, if possible, by both Houses of 
Parliament as soon as possible so that it can be proclaimed prior to any date being set for the court action. I 
do not believe it would be responsible for me as the Minister or for this Government to sit back and do 
nothing when I have been made aware of the concerns and the potential problems that this technicality may 
create. 

We have a technical problem with the Bill. Some doubt exists about whether the litigation will be 
successful. It is not responsible to sit back and do nothing. I understand that individuals have an agenda to 
run regarding their positions in their constituencies. However, I have no doubt about the intent of the 
Parliament in 1983. I have no doubt that the issue was raised genuinely in 1987 through the Lee report, 
and that the previous Government should have resolved those problems long before any litigation 
commenced. It will not be in the interests of the Opposition, the people who have taken this action or the 
Government to sit back and do nothing and just wait for the court case. People will incur major costs by 
going to court, but the court will see clearly that the intent of the legislation was to strike the drainage rates. 
We should support the amendment which seeks to remove any doubt that the rates were levied with the 
approval of the Parliament when the amendments were made in 1983. 

Mr BRADSHAW: The amendment will not change the thrust of the legal challenge by people in the south 
west. I may be wrong, but I am fairly sure that the challenge is whether the drainage rates should have 
been levied. We are not about to change the fact that the rates should have been levied. It is for the court 
to decide. We are merely seeking to change the anomaly which arose with the 1983 legislation. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Have you sought any legal advice on that interpretation? 

Mr BRADSHAW: No. 

Mr D.L. Smith: You are wrong. If I were you I would sit down. 

Mr BRADSHAW: I am confident that this amendment will not change the legal thrust by people seeking 
their day in court. I am not a lawyer; I am simply stating my opinion. We are trying to fix an anomaly 
which occurred in 1983. The thrust of the challenge to the legislation is whether the rates should have been 
imposed. However, I am open to correction. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I take it that the Minister is prepared to admit that the only reason for such haste with 
this Bill - indeed the only reason for the Bill - is to guarantee that the litigants in any action cannot succeed 
and that the Government must win any court case. 

Mr Cowan: You would not fix up the situation prior to 1993. You did it for Preston but you would not do 
it for Busselton or Capel. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The Deputy Premier has made a valid point. I wish to remove any doubt about this 
amendment. We must remove any doubt about the technicality prior to action being taken in the Supreme 
Court, because while a doubt remains the people who are not paying their rates currently hold the view that 
they may not have to pay the rates in future. I put to the member for Mitchell that those people should pay 
their rates, just as anyone else in the area pays rates. There was no intention by the Labor Government of 
the day to deceive or unlawfully levy rates on those people. It is only a technicality that resulted from the 
amendment by the Labor Government which unfortunately created this problem. Had the member done 
something about it at the time we would not have this situation where people have expended money on 
litigation. 

Mr TUBBY: I have sat here for about half an hour listening to the member for Mitchell interjecting on the 
Minister. He made great play on the retrospectivity aspect of this legislation. If I recall correctly, only a 
few years ago the member for Mitchell was the Minister for Planning. At that stage he put through a 
number of minor planning amendments. Much protest was made about that and questions were asked 
about the validity of his minor amendments. At that time we allowed him to progress through this place 
omnibus legislation that legitimised all the minor amendments. 

Mr Lewis: There were 152 validations, and it was not the member for Mitchell but the member for 
Arrnadale who was the Minister. 

Mr TUBBY: I apologise to the member for Mitchell. I was out by a year or two! It was a Labor 
Government of which the member for Mitchell was a Minister, and if he felt so strongly, even though he 
was not the Minister for Planning at the time, why did he not put then all the arguments he has put 
consistently during the past hour on this subject? 

Mr D.L. SMITH: Had the member been here, he would recall that the validation Bill made some 
exceptions regarding court actions that were under way at the time, including Cedar Woods and the like; 
and those people who already had actions under way were not deprived of the opportunity of having 
matters -

Mr Lewis: It was after the ruling on the validation Bill, because the judge's ruling was that the amendment 
had not followed due process. 
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Mr D.L. SMITH: I always allow my memory to be challenged, but my recollection is that when the Bill 
went through, exceptions were made regarding the ones where court actions were under way. I hope the 
Minister is not saying that what previous Governments may have done justifies what current Governments 
do! Standards have changed. I return to where we were before I deal with matters of retrospectivity. The 
Minister made it clear that the purpose of the rush with this legislation is to ensure that people cannot win 
in court. Can he assure the Chamber that the Water Corporation will not seek any costs from those 
persons? Will he consider meeting the costs they have incurred up to the date on which this legislation 
takes effect? 

Mr NICHOLLS: I will be diSCUSSing the issue with the Water Corporation once both Chambers have 
determined the result of the legislation. I have already said that it is my intention to have the Water 
Corporation negotiate the interest outstanding. I would be very disappointed - indeed, I would find it 
difficult to accept - if the Water Corporation sought any costs or damages from those people, because I 
believe that some genuine doubt exists. However, I am not in a position to give any commitment regarding 
their costs. As with the total amount of interest, it is a matter that needs to be part of the negotiation 
between the Water Corporation and the parties involved. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 3: Validation-

Mr D.L. SMITH: This clause is the key to the legislation. In his response to the second reading debate, the 
Minister made great play on the problems confronting the Water Corporation resulting solely from the 
1983 legislation. If that were the case, I would have expected clause 3 to relate solely to that enabling 
legislation. However, the intent of clause 3 is made clear through subclause (1), which reads-

The Land Drainage Act 1925 is taken to have authorized the making and levying of any rate 
particularized in a notice to which this section applies, and each of those rates is taken to be, and 
to always have been, validly made and levied under that Act and to be recoverable accordingly. 

That is a wide-ranging provision which does not relate simply to a technicality, the point constantly 
conveyed to the Chamber by the Minister. It makes valid all rates regardless of the grounds upon which 
this validity is attacked. It is not a matter of the Minister fixing up the 1983 legislation; he is fixing up 
every action taken by the then water authority and now the Water Corporation in levying and making those 
rates. The Minister makes them recoverable accordingly. Somehow the Minister claims that this 
legislation does not impact on more substantive grounds such as over drainage, the work not being 
authorised by legislation or money spent for purposes other than provided for in the legislation. It does not 
matter what the money was used for, or the reasons for the objections, as subclause (1) will simply remove 
every objection anyone has made for reasons substantive, technical or on grounds of equity or justice. 

The Minister should acknowledge that fact and not try to simply refer to the 1983 legislation, which was 
passed 13 years ago. This Government has been in office for three and a half years, and the legal action 
was under way for four years before it came to government. The Minister must explain why, if it is his 
intention, the Government waited for three and a half years to enact this legislation and has allowed these 
people to continue incurring costs during that time. 

Regarding the Minister's comments about my position, we both know that it is difficult to be a 
backbencher. However, people in these areas know my position through the work I have done behind the 
scenes over the years. The 1983 amendments resulted from a widely distributed proposal about which 
consultation occurred. However, the impact of those changes was never clearly explained to those 
involved or to those like me who were consulted. The impact of those changes added to the ire of the 
people challenging these rates, but those are not the only grounds for objections made. The objections 
relate to numerous reasons outlined in my contribution to the second reading debate. The Minister will 
take away every right of objection which could be made, be it on technical grounds or substantial grounds 
relating directly to injustice. Both categories are covered. 

The legislation should not apply retrospectively. I urge the Minister to reconsider his position. If he does 
not proceed with the Bill, the Water Corporation mayor may not win in court. All people ask for is their 
day in court. Let the court decide who is right. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member for Mitchell read clause 3(1), but I refer members to subclause (2) which 
indicates that the provision will apply to the notices published in the Government Gazelle on the post-1983 
dates outlined. I clearly understand that the Bill will address the technical problems which resulted from 
the 1983 amendments, and will not apply to any pre-1983 issues. Therefore, it is not intended to cover any 
of the issues to which the member referred; namely, incorrect charges and so on. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Can you ask your adviser whether he believes they will have any right to take the case to 
court following the passage of this legislation? 

Mr NICHOLLS: I need not ask my adviser as I know that the Bill will remove any doubt about the validity 
of those rates being struck and to be recovered. 

Mr D.L. Smith: To make or levy the rates? 

Mr NICHOLLS: That is right. We are discussing rates levied, made and gazetled. 

Mr D.L. Smith: The making of a rate and its levying are two separate systems. 
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Mr NICHOLLS: We both know about the debate involved in the process of making or determining a rate 
on whether the rate is legitimate on the basis of the minimum and maximum levels part of the current Act 
as referred to in the 1983 debate. The other issue is the levying of those rates. The gazettal of the rates is 
the normal process by which everyone understands that they are applied in a proper fashion. We are 
debating whether the Government of the day, or one of its instrumentalities - be it the public works 
department, the water authority or the Water Corporation - has the ability to recover those rates. The 
question is whether they were made and levied in a correct and legal fashion. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Give me some examples of the types of objections people have raised outside this clause. 

Mr NICHOLLS: People have raised objections on the grounds that the Act does not allow the agency to 
strike a rate because it technically contravenes the Act. 

Mr D.L. Smith: I asked for examples of the types of rates to be challenged; that is, the rates outside this 
clause. 

Mr NICHOLLS: There will be no right to challenge the validity of the rate. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Will there be any means of attacking the rate at all? It will be not only technical reasons, 
but every reason. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member and I know that when a rate is struck and approved by the Executive 
Council or government process, it is gazetted. We both know that it is legally recoverable because it is 
applied under the Statute, whether by regulations or by-laws. 

Mr D.L. Smith: Procedural irregularities and other issues could be involved. 

Mr NICHOLLS: Can the member give examples? 

Mr D.L. Smith: If the rate and process requires a valuation to be made on a particular basis under this or 
other legislation, and an error occurs in the method of the valuation upon which the rate is placed, the 
procedural error in most cases would invalidate the rate. However, the Minister is removing any means of 
challenge - that is, not only procedural matters, but all others. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I reiterate that this amendment will remove any doubt about the validity of the rates 
struck. If any irregularity arises regarding procedure, it is more than likely to relate to the irregularity in 
the making of that rate. That would relate to the ability under the Act to levy the rate. A question arose 
about whether the former public works department could legally levy the rate, and this provision will 
remove any doubt about its legality. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I reiterate that I am very much opposed to retrospective legislation. This legislation will 
validate retrospectively for all purposes the making and levying of the rate and will deprive people of going 
to court. The Minister has tried to make something of the fact that the Labor Government did not move to 
rectify the problem when it emerged. The reason it did not do that was that it thought it would be unfair to 
the litigants to change the legislation retrospectively. 

Mr Cowan interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Ainsworth): Order! 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I will respond to the usual rantings of the Deputy Premier. I remind the Deputy Premier 
that the previous Government set up the Lee committee and that the basic thrust of the Lee committee 
recommendations were based on a submission by me. That submission was that all drainage rates should 
be abolished; that other water authority rates should be increased by the magnificent figure of less than I 
per cent, which would cover all the costs; and that we should transfer down to local government the 
responsibility for the maintenance of some of the minor drains. That is precisely what this Government has 
done since it came to government and something for which I have congratulated it on previous occasions. 
If the Deputy Premier wants to familiarise himself with the south west as the Minister responsible for 
regional development and the South West Development Commission, he should occasionally go to 
Bunbury and Busselton and the rest of the region. He might then be better informed about both the history 
of matters such as this and what are the views of the people there. The effect of the legislation being 
supported by the Deputy Premier in the strong manner he has indicated is to deprive the people of country 
Western Australia of their legal rights, and to do that in a discriminatory way. I am surprised that the 
Deputy Premier, representing regional development and representing a party which used to pride itself on 
being called the Country Party, but which I notice is now the National Party, is simply not interested in the 
people in Vasse, the people in Warren or the people in Wellington. He appears to reserve his concern for 
regional Western Australia to those seats which are held by the National Party. I remind the Deputy 
Premier that there is a fair bit of regional Western Australia outside the National Party seats. It is about 
time that he as Minister for Regional Development, as the Leader of the National Party and as Deputy 
Premier represented all the views of all country Western Australians, and not just a select few in National 
Party seats. 

Mr Cowan interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! 

Mr D.L. SMITH: The Deputy Premier is quite a good parliamentarian these days! He really believes in 
people in this place being able to stand and represent their constituents in the way they feel is appropriate! 
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Mr Cowan interjected. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: The Deputy Premier is very sensitive. If one wants to know the real thrust of this 
legislation, which is to confiscate the rights of country Western Australians, one need look only at the 
chagrin and demeanour of the Deputy Premier tonight to know that in his heart he knows he is letting down 
country Western Australia. He knows he is letting down the people of Vasse, Wellington and Warren by 
allowing this legislation to come before this place because he was too weak in Cabinet to ensure that it was 
defeated. At least in Cabinet I stood up for country interests whenever they were involved. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The mem~r for Mitchell does his argument no good by trying to smear the Deputy 
Premier. I find it interesting that the member for Mitchell reinforces that he has felt passion and support 
for those people who have been wronged. He did not speak in any of the debate in 1983 when the 
amendments were put forward; I may stand corrected. He maintains that he was the one who encouraged 
the then Government to undertake the Lee report. How many recommendations of the Lee report did his 
Government implement? My understanding is that the Lee report contained something like 15 
recommendations and that the previous Government implemented none. 

Mr Cowan: Are you sure it did not make a recommendation to alleviate the drainage rates of the people in 
the Preston district, which just happened to be in the electorate of the member for Mitchell? 

Mr NICHOLLS: Who may have then been the Minister for The South-West? We must ensure that we do 
not get into personality debates that take us right off the track. The member for Mitchell is correct in 
saying that the Lee report brought down its recommendations. However, the litigation did not commence 
until 1989. Given that the Lee report indicated that there were problems and made recommendations that 
action be taken, it is questionable that the member for Mitchell supports those who are aggrieved yet he 
was comfortable sitting in Cabinet for a number of years when none of those recommendations was 
progressed. Moreover, when the litigation finally commenced in 1989 the member for Mitchell sat in the 
same Cabinet and, I understand, was part of a Government that introduced a Bill in 1990 in this place that 
was designed to amend the Act that subsequently did not proceed. He was then part of a Cabinet that 
decided in 1992 not to proceed with the amendments to rectify the problem. 

The member can stand in opposition today and talk about how he fought for those people. However, the 
evidence is that although the member for Mitchell may have delivered for the people of Preston, he did not 
deliver for all of the people in the Busselton-Vasse area and he did not deliver as a member of the 
Government at that time in an issue that affected not only those people, but everybody who paid drainage 
rates throughout the State. Although the litigation may be about people in the Vasse-Busselton area, we 
are talking about validating all drainage rates for that period, irrespective of where they were levied in the 
State. My understanding is that this amendment refers only to the rates under subclause (2) that were 
published in the Government Gazette and not to any previous rates that may have been levied. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: Subclause (2) particularises the years and the Minister will note that it includes every 
year between 1985 and 1992. Will the Minister inform the Committee whether the action taken by the 
litigants in 1989, which is currently before the court, covers any year outside that period? 

Mr Nicholls: No. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: I make the obvious point that the only relevance of the period covered in subclause (2) is 
the period which the litigation is about. To say that it was due to a technical defect in the 1983 legislation 
ignores the fact that it removes all objections of any description for all of that period. 

Subclause (1) retrospectively takes away the rights and subclause (2) clarifies the period over which those 
rights are taken away; that is, the period which is relevant to the action taken by the litigants. The Minister 
was arguing in his second reading response and in this debate that there should be some kind of slips rule 
for the Parliament. In other words, if Parliament intends to do something and by its legislation does not 
quite achieve it, it should be able to correct the error retrospectively, right back to the date on which the 
mistake by Parliament was made, regardless of any rights that might have accrued to people in the 
meantime, arrangements people might have made for their own affairs, or decisions people might have 
made on legal advice they were receiving at that time. The Minister's argument would enable the 
Parliament to pass retrospective legislation as a daily event. Every time it made a mistake it should 
retrospectively change the position to the time the mistake was made. It flies in the face of convention. 
The general rule is that retrospective legislation applying to revenue and especially crime is repugnant and 
this is revenue legislation. The Minister is retrospectively changing the rights of people in relation to 
revenue. 

The Minister can belittle me and cast aspersions about me, but my future in this place and my reputation in 
the south west is not dependent on the drainage rate. I have already decided to resign my seat and my 
political position does not in any way govern my position on this legislation. The only position I am taking 
is that the legislation is retrospective and confiscates the rights of people to have their day in court. It is 
something which this Parliament should reject. If every time the Government gets into litigation with the 
general public it can come to this place and rush through legislation to save its position in the courts, where 
will we be? It means that no-one can ever litigate with the Government because it will always correct any 
error to make sure that people cannot have their rights heard. 

I have said to the Minister on a number of occasions that all that is at stake is $675 000, which will not 
affect future revenue, and the Government should lel the people have their day in court, according lO the 
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law which applied when they began their action. Why should this Parliament be going back not one or two 
years, but 11 years? The Minister can blame the previous Government for not doing something sooner, but 
that does not excuse this Government for going back 11 years. This Government wants to change the law 
so that it can have a win in the court and the people who have been affected will be deprived of their day in 
court. Does the Minister think that is fair, reasonable, just, equitable, democratic or parliamentary? The 
answer to all the questions is no. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I am sure that members in this House are tired of the repetitive nature of this debate. I 
understand that in 1988 the then Minister provided a period of interest relief for people who paid their rates 
within 30 days, or thereabouts. That followed on from the recommendations of the Lee report, which 
identified problems with the legislation. The reason that we are going back to 1985 -

Mr D.L. Smith: Why go back 11 years? 

Mr NICHOLLS: There was not the ability to appeal the rates prior to that. I understand that in 1985 there 
was an ability under the legislation to appeal the rates within a certain time frame. 

I reiterate that the basis on which this action was taken is a deficiency in an amendment to the Act. The 
concerns were raised by the then shadow Minister and were deemed to be not of substance; Both Houses 
of Parliament supported the attempt to levy the rates. The member for Mitchell raised the issue of 
retrospectivity and the rights of these people. I advise him that he and the previous Government had the 
opportunity to resolve the problem before there was any litigation. 

It is disappointing that we are debating something which quite frankly should have been resolved a long 
time ago. I advise the member for Mitchell that when I became aware of the potential problem; that is, the 
doubt which existed about the technicalities -

Mr D.L. Smith: Your predecessor may have had more problems than you. 

Mr NICHOLLS: It is not as though the corporation will lose. There is some doubt about it. I believe 
people should pay their rates. When rates and taxes are levied, even if we do not agree with them, and they 
are gazetted and applied as part of the government structure, they should be paid. However, I acknowledge 
that this technical deficiency in the Act has raised some hopes that people will not have to pay their rates. 
They should pay them. 

As I said previously, there should be some discussion and negotiation about the outstanding interest and 
other issues. If the previous Government had not had any doubt, the then Minister would not have 
provided any option for people to pay their rates. In addition, there would not have been an issue about 
interest and there would not have been any attempt to try to amend the Act. I have a solemn belief it was 
the intent of the 1990 Bill. 

I understand that the recommendations in 1992 were intended to change the legislation. If the previous 
Government was of the view that there was not a problem, none of those actions would have been taken. 
However, I believe the previous Government knew there was a problem and it recognised that it involved 
far more than the rural drainage rates in those areas. I also believe the previous Government wanted to 
change the Act in 1990, and after that, in 1992, it did not appear to have the will to do so. I am charged 
with the responsibility of water resources and applying them equally across this State and I believe people 
should pay their rates. This Parliament should remove the doubt which resulted from a deficiency in the 
ability of the Parliament to amend the Act in 1993. Unfortunately, it is probably 13 years too late, but it 
should be done. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: This should not become a debate about the successes and failures of the past. My 
position on drainage rates is well known. When the drainage rate in the Preston district was abolished, I 
had difficulty with the decision not to waive the arrears there. I had some difficulty, even though the 
reasons for abolishing the rate in the Preston district were more compelling than in other areas, going to the 
public and justifying the decision not to abolish them elsewhere. 

Any technical difficulties that might have been in the legislation are side issues. The fact is that three and a 
half years into the life of this Government, and 11 years since the first of these rates was struck, we are 
retrospectively changing the law and validating a rate about which the ministry acknowledges some doubt 
exists as to whether it was validly imposed. The only reason the Minister offers for that, is that it is 
inequitable somehow that the 97 per cent of people who paid did not object, and 3 per cent of people did. 
That happens every day. Whether it is a Multanova conviction, a taxation assessment or other matters, 
some people go to court and some do not. Those who go to court get the benefit of their willingness to 
expend the money and to engage legal counsel and the like to get proper legal advice. The Minister is 
retrospectively making worthless the personal effort they have put into these issues in the past, all the legal 
advice they have had and all the legal work and expense they have been put to, and is simply saying, 
"Tough." 

The Minister acknowledges that deficiencies exist in the legislation. However, he is saying that the 
Parliament should save the Executive from the loss of this revenue, because somehow or other the fault 
might have been parliamentary in its origins. That would be an excuse for retrospectively changing every 
piece of legislation in which this Parliament has ever made a mistake. If we start that business, there are no 
limits on what we can do retrospectively. For as long as I am in this place, and for as long as I am able to 
have an opinion about what this place should be doing, whatever my personal record or the records of 
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previous Governments, retrospective legislation is wrong. It is wrong in revenue and criminal law. 

However, it is especially wrong when the Government is passing it simply to defeat the valid claims of a 

group of people who are involved in a legal action with the Government, and have been involved in that 

legal action for five years. If the rule is that whenever the legal advice to the Government is that it will 

lose a court action, the Government will come to this Parliament to fix the law retrospectively, that is Big 

Brother gone mad. 

A responsible Minister and a responsible Government would say that the Government made a mistake -

whether it was in the life of the previous Administration - and it will meet the costs of that mistake. The 

Government should not ask fimd owners in the Vasse, Capel and Margaret River districts to bear the costs 

of a mistake of government or an agency of government. Surely Governments have the revenue, assets and 

resources and are responsible enough to acknowledge when they have made a mistake and to accept the 

consequences in court or, at least, have the courage to go to the court and have the matter litigated so the 

position can be spelt out. On the basis of that outcome, the Government should decide whether it wanted to 

change the law on any other matters. However, it should at least let those people who began their action in 

1989 take it to decision, and have their legal rights determined by the proper place: that is, the Supreme 

Court of Western Australia, if that is where the litigation is. 

Mr NICHOLLS: When we talk about the Government doing nothing and letting it go to court, the 

Government paying for the costs, and the Government allowing people not to pay their rates if they are 

successful, we are talking about the taxpayers of Western Australia. 

Mr D.L. Smith: The Government represents those taxpayers, and it should behave in an honourable way. 

The taxpayers expect the Government to act in an honourable way. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member for Mitchell and I have a difference of opinion. I believe the Government is 

doing the honourable thing, and it should have been done in 1987. We are aware of the doubt concerning 

the validity of the Act, based on the 1983 amendment. We are talking about the taxpayers of Western 

Australia potentially picking up the tab and paying the money and other associated costs, based on the fact 

that some people do not want to pay their drainage rates. 

Mr D.L. Smith: They have legally and validly objected to paying those rates. 

Mr NICHOLLS: That may be their view. There is some doubt about the technicality of the Act resulting 

from the 1983 amendment. I am concerned that the member for Mitchell expresses a view that it is okay 

for all those people who were dumb enough to pay their rates in accordance with what they believed was 

the legal requirement. However, if those people who have chosen to take action through to court win their 

case, it is okay for the taxpayers of Western Australia to pick up the tab, because of a technical deficiency 

in the Bill that the previous Government created in 1983. The member for Mitchell should think further 

afield than his local constituency. 

The changes that the previous Government made to the drainage rates in the Preston drainage area are the 

major reason that people are so upset. Although the member for Mitchell was comfortable in looking after 

his own constituency - that is fine - the majority of people in Vasse and the Busselton area felt aggrieved 

because they believed they were being treated harshly and differently. The member for Mitchell can try to 

portray himself as a knight in shining armour for these people. However, the member for Mitchell was part 

of the Government, a Minister for the south west, who could have pursued those changes if he felt so 

strongly about them. All of those issues are irrelevant when dealing with this Bill. This Bill will clarify 

any doubt about the right of the public works department, the water authority and now the Water 

Corporation to strike drainage rates in accordance with gazetted rates. This Bill does not make any 

changes other than to remove the legal doubt about the right to strike those rates, which will enable those 

rates to be recovered. The quicker this Bill is agreed to in this Chamber and in the other place, the quicker 

we will resolve the differences of opinion between the Water Corporation and those people and the quicker 

those people can get on with their lives without the hope that they will not have to pay their rates. 

Clause put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 
Report 

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading. 

MR NICHOLLS (Mandurah - Minister for Water Resources) [9.13 pm]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a third time. 

MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [9.14 pm]: However much the Government may shillyshaUy and try to 

blame me and the previous Government, let it be very clear that this is a deliberative legislative act by this 

Government to change the law retrospectively and to confiscate the rights of objectors who currently have 

an action before the Supreme Court. The sole purpose of this Bill is to defeat those people in that Supreme 

Court action. This is Big Brother government, using its control of the Parliament to ensure that it has a win 

in court. This is the worst kind of retrospective legislation which one can contemplate, and it is a nonsense 
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for the Minister not to accept the responsibility for this deliberate legislative act and to say it is my fault 
and not that of the previous Administration. This Government is now three and a half years into its term of 
office. This is a legislative act of this Government and this Minister to confiscate from people their legal 
rights. If the Minister wanted to guarantee that the Government had a win in court notwithstanding the law 
as it stood before the passage of this Bill, at the very least he should have been man enough to say, "This is 
what I am doing and this is what I think I should be doing", and to accept full responsibility for it. The 
Minister has not had the courage to accept that this is his Bill and his decision and he should be answerable 
to the people of Vasse, Warren, and Wellington who are being deprived of their rights and of their day in 
court as a result of this Bill. 

MR NICHOLLS (Mandurah - Minister for Water Resources) [9.18 pm]: I accept responsibility. The 
member for Mitchell can try to create a diversion, but I introduced this Bill with the full knowledge that it 
was needed to clarify a doubt, and in the full knowledge that it should have been introduced a long time 
ago. I apologise to the people in the Va sse and Busselton area that it was not introduced when the anomaly 
was first discovered in 1987, but I believe this Bill is necessary and I accept full responsibility for its 
introduction. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: You have the full support of Cabinet. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I accept full responsibility for trying to rectify an anomaly that should have been rectified 
a long time ago but nevertheless has been rectified under my hand and under my stewardship as Minister 
for Water Resources. 

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Mr c.J. Barnett 
MrBoard 
MrBradshaw 
MrCourt 
MrCowan 
MrDay 
Mrs Edwardes 
Dr Hames 
MrHouse 

Ms Anwyl 
Mr M. Barnett 
MrBridge 
Dr Edwards 
Dr Gallop 
MrGraham 

MrOmodei 
Mr Blaikie 
Mr Trenorden 
MrJohnson 
MrMarshall 

Question thus passed. 

Mr Kierath 
MrLewis 
MrMcNee 
Mr Minson 
Mr Nicholls 
MrOsborne 
Mrs Parker 
MrPendal 
MrPrince 

MrGriII 

Ayes (26) 

Noes (18) 

Mrs Hallahan 
Mrs Henderson 
MrKobelke 
MrLeahy 
MrMcGinty 

Pairs 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 

MrShave 
MrW. Smith 
Mr Strickland 
MrTubby 
Dr Tumbull 
Mrs van de Klashorst 
MrWiese 
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller) 

MrRipper 
Mrs Roberts 
Mr D.L. Smith 
MrThomas 
Dr Watson 
Ms Warnock (Teller) 

Mr Cunningham 
MrCatania 
Mr Riebeling 
MrBrown 
Mr Marlborough 

BILLS (2) - RETURNED 

1. Fruit Growing Industry (Trust Fund) Repeal Bill 

2. Local Government (Consequential Amendments) Bill 

Bills returned from the Council without amendment. 

Resumed from 11 June. 

HEALTH AMENDMENT BILL 

Second Reading 

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.21 pm]: The Opposition supports 
this Bill, which does a number of things. It basically amends the Health Act 1911 - a very complex and 
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lengthy piece of legislation - which deals with a whole range of health regulations and public health 
matters. 

The first area I wish to address relates to definitions. Currently terms such as "removal", "disposal" and 
"collection of sewage or rubbish" are used in the Act without any consistency. This Bm creates a new 
definition of "disposal" in relation to sewage, rubbish or refuse and indicates that these items can be dealt 
with by a series of methods. It be removal of sewage, treatment, destruction or burial and it is up to 
local government to determine of those services it will provide and whether it will contract them out. 
We have a very clear definition of "disposal", which is broken down into a number of different methods 
and it is clear that local government will be able to choose which of those services it wants to provide and 
will be entitled to contract them out if it wishes. A series of clauses makes that definition clear throughout 
the 1911 Act. It is a question of clarification and the Opposition supports it. 

The second change in definition - and this was not referred to in the second reading explanation - relates to 
a change in the definition of house". The Act provides that -

A lodging house is any building or structure, permanent or otherwise and any part thereof in 
which provision is made for lodging or boarding more than four persons, exclusive of the family 
of the keeper thereof, for hire or reward. 

The number of lodgers resident determining whether a lodging house exists is increased from four to six. 
Of course, under part V, division 2 of the principal Act, lodging houses arc regulated. This simply changes 
the definition of lodging house by increasing the number of people who would be lodgers from four to six. 

The Nedlands City Council has approached me because it has some concerns about this change in the 
definition. The council appears to be missing the point in relation to a lodging house, but it is important to 
put its concerns on the record so that the Minister is in a position to respond. The council states -

Council is aware that the above bill includes a provision to change the definition of "lodging 
house" from where more than four unrelated persons occupy a residence to where more than six 
unrelated persons are in occupancy. 

Council is most concerned over this issue. The limit of four persons is currently utilised to 
protect: 

(i) tenants from unscrupulous landlords who would otherwise permit excessive occupation; 
and 

(ii) surrounding residents from the social impact of high density occupancy and the resultant 
noise, disturbance, vehicles etc which affects health and amenity. 

A recent meeting between Councillors and local Real Estate Agents revealed that they favour 
strict regulations to limit the number of tenants in residential premises, as the Residential Tenancy 
Act is deficient in this area and they are pressured by landlords and tenants to permit high 
occupancies. 

With the high proportion of tenanted properties (up to 50% in some areas) an increase in the 
permitted number of tenants could result in an increase in population density of up to 25% with no 
reference to town planning issues. 

There does not seem to be any logical health reasons to increase the number, and Council sees this 
issue as an unnecessary reduction in living standards. In practice, if air space limitations are 
complied with, six adult persons could occupy a one or two bedroom unit. 

Council strongly requests that the number of persons mentioned in the definition of a lodging 
house not be amended, and remain at four persons. 

It is clear that the City of Nedlands wants to use the definition of lodging house to try to bring about some 
regulation of the number of people residing in its local authority area. Could I be right in thinking that the 
council is confusing people who would rent a house and then go into that house in various numbers - and, 
of course, we are referring in that area primarily to university students attending the University of Western 
Australia or Edith Cowan Claremont campus - with lodgers? That situation would not be regarded as a 
lodging house; it would simply be a tenancy taken out by a number of people. 

A lodging house is fairly clearly defined as a situation where a person who is in charge of the house rents 
out a portion of that house to four people, as is currently the case, or in future to six people to whom certain 
services are provided. That is quite a different situation from that which exists with students who rent 
houses in the area. It may be that the change from four residents 10 six residents might place some 
restrictions on the ability of the council to control the number of people going into that area. However, if 
the council thinks that this can be used as an instrument to reduce the number of people in the area, other 
than through its normal town planning and health regulations, it is certainly missing the point I would like 
the Minister's comments on that because there was no reference to it in the second reading explanation. As 
I said, the City of Nedlands has written not only to me but also to the member for Cottesloc and the 
Premier. If I am right in thinking that we arc dealing with a lodging house, I simply seek an explanation 
from the Minister as to why it is fclt that we should increase the number of residents from four to six. I 
would also like confirmation of my view that the City of Ncdlands is wrong in its interpretation of the 
implications of that change on its ability to plan. 
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The third area of the Bill deals with a degree of devolution. The function of approving certain types of 
apparatus for the treatment of sewage is devolved where the regulation spells it out that it can be devolved. 
Given that this is a fairly technical issue, the regulations will ultimately determine what will be the subject 
of devolution. Local government authorities will move to control the normal types of apparatus used for 
the treatment of sewage and the Executive Director of Public Health will deal with the more difficult 
situations. Following on from this, of course, use without or before approval is given, be it by the local 
government authority or the executive director, will constitute an offence. Therefore, we are keeping the 
concept of regulation but devolving the power to approve where the regulation stipulates. 

The fourth area is interestin~ and indicates that the Act is being brought up to date with some of the 
changes that have occurred ill Western Australia in recent years. It relates to the Pesticides Advisory 
Committee, which is important and advises the Government on a whole range of matters. The number of 
its members is increased from four to six. Currently the legislation allows for a government analyst to be 
on the committee. The legislation will enable the director of the Chemistry Centre or an analyst from the 
centre, nominated by the director, to go on to the committee. The legislation clarifies that the analyst must 
be the director or a nominee from the centre. The legislation adds two more representatives, one being the 
Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Environmental Protection and the other the Chief Executive 
Officer of the Department of Occupational Safety and Health. That in a sense recognises that they have an 
interest in this matter and are being incorporated into the advisory processes set up by the Health Act 1911. 

The major clause of the Bill deals with local government authorities and it relates to a problem that has 
occurred within the meat inspection area of their activity. The Government and indeed the Opposition 
have been lobbied by local government in respect of the fees that must be paid to local government 
authorities for meat inspection services. Currently local government authorities must carry out those 
inspections. However, some businesses fail to pay local authorities for the services. The local authorities 
have been pressing the Government to act on this matter. This legislation is a response to that pressure 
from local government. The State's -local government authorities see this as an important issue. We 
certainly want to support a situation where their ability to be financially recompensed for the services they 
provide is sufficiently catered for. The financial security that must be provided must take such form as the 
executive director of public health or the local government authority determines. The Minister might 
comment on that. As it currently stands, the form of financial security required is not prescribed. Perhaps 
he could comment on the types of scrutiny that local government and the Health Department have in mind 
on this issue. The legislation provides that if the fees are not paid within 30 days after notice of 
requirement of payment, the local government authorities can use the security to recover the amount 
owing. This is a big issue for local government and the central clause of the Bill, and one we support. 

The Bill also contains some other minor clauses. There is a simpler scheme for prosecuting persons 
responsible for selling food that may contain offensive matter. An example was given by the Minister in 
his second reading speech of the sale of a loaf of bread in the local supermarket that might contain 
offensive matter. It may be that the seller may not be expected to know in normal circumstances that the 
bread contains offensive material. The manufacturing process may be the source of the offensive material 
being in the bread. Therefore, this Bill allows for the supermarket to bring the manufacturer before the 
court. A clause also allows for the public inspection of any proclaimed codes or standards. As members 
will know, it is becoming common procedure for codes of practice to be developed in the area of public 
health. I think this will be increasingly the case. The power to adopt the codes and standards is expected 
to exist. Clause 18 allows for public inspection of those codes of practice without charge during normal 
office hours. That is certainly a good, open accountability clause, which the Opposition supports. 

Finally, I refer to the last two clauses. The second to last clause allows local government to impose fees 
and charges by resolution instead of by the expensive method of amending local laws on each occasion. 
The Opposition may be concerned about this, but it is encouraged to see that resolutions will still be subject 
to disallowance and that the Minister can still revoke or amend them. Therefore, there is still a process by 
which accountability is provided to the people of Western Australia through the Parliament by way of a 
disallowance procedure and the concept of ministerial responsibility. Even though the change is made, the 
accountability part of the equation is preserved. 

Not mentioned in the second reading speech, but also in the Bill, is the abolition of all references to master 
and servant and their replacement by employer and employee. It is interesting to note that those historical 
leftovers are still contained in our state legislation, which of course relate to a very early period in our 
colonial history. The Masters and Servants Act was the basic framework for industrial relations, and the 
concerns therein were quite different from those that have developed since the tum of the century with 
industrial arbitration and the concept of employer and employee as different from master and servant. This 
brings the Health Act 1911 up to date. The Minister might be able to indicate, if he wished, many other 
areas of the Health Act 1911 which require Updating and amendment. In this case the argument has been 
focused mainly on the problem of security being provided by abattoirs for meat inspection fees. That is the 
central part of the legislation and it is important. 

Other parts are important also in their own small way, and the Opposition agrees with them. As I have 
said, one area to which we would like the Minister to respond is that of lodging houses. He is in a position 
now to assure the City of Nedlands that this change will not mean the student hordes of Western Australia 
will take over the city and indeed, if they were to take over, they would not be helped or hindered by this 
amendment. 
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MR PRINCE (Albany - Minister for Health) [9.39 pm]: I am obliged to the members opposite for their 
support of the Bill, particularly the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I will refer very briefly to some of 
the matters he has raised. I will comment first on the question of a lodging house and the change from four 
members to six members on the Pesticides Advisory Committee. It has been brought to my attention by 
my adviser that in 1988 the State Planning Commission of the day had a residential planning review task 
force that reported to it. Its report and recommendations were endorsed by the state Cabinet, I think in 
August 1988. 

The recommendations of that task force related in large part, but not exclusively, to the need to ensure that 
dwellings and residential buildings as they were defined in various pieces of legislation could not be 
construed to discriminate against various individuals or groups. One of the first recommendations of the 
task force was -

That small groups of unrelated people be able to occupy a dwelling house as a right, provided that 
there are no more than six (6) such occupants to each dwelling house (a figure which may include 
a supervisor(s) in relevant circumstances). 

That recommendation has subsequently been incorporated in town planning schemes. The City of 
Nedlands has incorporated that change from four to six in its town planning scheme. Part of the 
recommendations brought down by the task force in 1988 was that the Health Act and other relevant 
legislation be reviewed and amended. That was brought to the attention of the then Commissioner of 
Health by the then secretary of the State Planning Commission in March 1989. Subsequent to that Hon 
Keith Wilson, when Minister for Health in 1990, undertook that the change from four to six would be 
progressed when the next Health Act amendment legislation was put before Parliament, which was 
expected to be in 1991. The wheels move quite slowly because it is now 1996 and this amendment has 
finally made it into the House. 

We are seeking to amend the Health Act as a result of changes in planning law and practice some eight 
years ago. A house, flat, unit, or whatever in which up to six people reside is not necessarily a lodging 
house. In the case of people sharing a roof or accommodation, they may do so on a shared basis, as 
students often do. When I was a student that is what we did and undoubtedly things have not changed. In 
practical terms there is probably not much difference between four or six people. 

Dr Gallop: This would allow lodging houses in Nedlands to take in more people than they did before. 

Mr PRINCE: It would allow houses to accommodate up to six without their being licensed as a lodging 
house and being regulated by the town planning scheme of the City of Nedlands. A lodging house is where 
a person who pays a fee receives board and lodging in a quasi tenant situation; in other words, some kind of 
accommodation which usually includes one meal, but not necessarily so. People sharing a home are not in 
a lodging house. 

Dr Gallop: The City of Nedlands has obviously been using lodging house regulations as a planning 
weapon, because that is what it was concerned about. 

Mr PRINCE: The City of Nedlands wants to protect tenants - using the word in a general sense - from 
unscrupulous landlords. I would be interested to see some examples of that. I have no difficulty with 
allowing up to six people to be accommodated in one place as tenants without its being licensed as a 
lodging house, and neither does it create a problem to change the number from four to six people. 
However, amenity of surrounding areas is a matter for town planning law and zoning, and I am sure that 
will be taken into account. 

Dr Gallop: My father came from a family of 11 and my mother from a family of 10; I do not know how 
their situation would have been considered. 

Mr PRINCE: Perhaps under town planning law they would have been lodgers. Under the circumstances, 
bringing the law in the Health Act up to date with the law as it has been in town planning since 1988 and in 
conformity with the City of Nedlands town planning scheme is merely a matter of consistency more than 
anything else. 

I now tum to meat inspection, mainly in country abattoirs. A problem has arisen when the abattoirs in 
smaller country towns, particularly the wheatbelt, have financial difficulties and close down. These are 
abattoirs where the kill is for domestic purposes in the immediate surrounds, or perhaps for the 
metropolitan area. For some period before they finally close their doors they continue to operate without 
necessarily paying the total of the running costs in relation to inspection fees. Local authorities are obliged 
under the Health Act to provide meat inspection as a matter of public health, as they should. When 
abattoirs close their doors and no recoup has been made of the debt owed to the local authority, that debt 
amounts to real money. The fee charged by the loeal authorities in this regard equates to the cost of 
employment of the meat inspector together with a small fee for administration. That is an on-cost exercise 
for the local authority. The local authority is left with a debt because it has employed the meat inspector 
and paid him, and that debt must be shared over the rate base. A number of small local authorities - small 
in the number of ratepayers, not area - have increased the cost to the ratepayer significantly. That is an 
unreasonable imposition. Local authorities have sought the ability to shift the potential risk to the operator 
of the abattoirs rather than its being borne in a residual sense by the ratepayers. It is a matter for the local 
authority to determine how the financial security may be obtained. It may require a monetary bond to be 
lodged by the business; that would happen in few cases. Any organisation that has the means to do that 
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would probably not be at risk in any event More likely the local authority will endeavour to obtain a bank 
guarantee or a guarantee of a similar nature from another financial institution which is involved with the 
company that operates the abattoirs. That is a perfectly reasonable facility for the local authority to have in 
order to cover its ratepayers against what could otherwise be an unreasonable burden on them as a result of 
a local business failing some time after ceasing to pay meat inspection fees. 

I appreciate the other comments made by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition in support of the Bill. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time, proceeded through remaining stages without debate and transmitted to the 
Council. 

HOSPITALS AND HEALTH SERVICES AMENDMENT BILL 

Council's Amendments - In Committee 

Amendments made by the Council now considered. 

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Day) in the Chair; Mr Prince (Minister for Health) in charge of 
the Bill. 

The amendments made by the Council were as follows -

No 1 

Clause 11 

Page 12, line 27 - To insert after "section 5 of the" the words "Land Acquisition and". 

No2 

New clause 

Page 2, after line 9 - To insert after clause 3 the following new clause to stand as clause 4 -

Section SA amended 

4. Section 5A(1) of the principal Act is amended by deleting "throughout the State". 

Mr PRINCE: I move -

That the amendments made by the Council be agreed to. 

The first amendment is a consequential amendment following change to the title of what was the Public 
Works Act to the Land Acquisition and Public Works Act last year. The changes to the Public Works Act 
arose out of the commonwealth Native Title Act. In relation to the second amendment, the existing clause 
has territorial limitations on it. The Health Department already provides health services outside this State 
in some of the border areas with the Northern Territory and South Australia. Therefore, it would be 
improper to have the principal Act limited to only areas inside the boundaries of the State. In addition we 
have been seeking for some considerable time to attract to Western Australia people from overseas to take 
advantage of some of the health services we provide. We are also some health services in parts 
of Asia. Recently I was in China in that regard and efforts were made by Government to 
provide similar services to parts of Indonesia. For those reasons, it is a inappropriate that the words 
"throughout the State" stay in the Bill. 

Dr GALLOP: I reiterate the Opposition's position on this Bill. The most important part of the Bill is the 
incorporation of the Medicare Agreement into state legislation. That is an important advance for the health 
system of Western Australia. It means that we have a statutory basis for our argument that the Western 
Australian public health system should be open and accessible to aU citizens in the State. That is 
incorporated in the law. We will use that as a benchmark for judging what goes on in our health system. 
We were not happy with other sections of this legislation. They will facilitate the privatisation of seetions 
of our health system. We will have that argument again another day. 

Question and passed; the Council's amendments agreed to. 

Report 

Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a message accordingly returned to the Council. 

Resumed from 20 June. 

(CONSOLIDA TED FUND) BILL (No 2) 

Second Reading 

MR C,J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [9.59 pm]: I thank members for their comments 
on this Bill. 

Question put and passed. 

Bm read a second time. 
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Committee 

The Deputy Chairman of Commiuees (Mr Day) in the Chair; Mr Court (Treasurer) in charge of the Bill. 

Mr CJ. BARNETT: I foresee a difficulty that although the Treasurer is responsible for the Bill, parts of 
the Budget relate to a lot of different portfolio areas. I wonder how we will proceed if questions are asked 
in areas relating to different ministerial responsibilities. 

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Day): My advice is that the normal procedure is for the Treasurer or 
someone on his behalf to receive comments from members and then refer them to the relevant Ministers for 
response. However, there is no definite requirement to do so. I understand that has been the usual practice. 

For the assistance of members I advise that to maintain the intent of the standing orders, I will call, in tum, 
each of the areas listed as items in schedule 1 of the Bill. Although they are called items, they will be 
treated as divisions and general debate will be allowed on them. At the conclusion of the general debate, 
items will be called forth and members can then speak on those items of expenditure listed in the 1996-97 
capital works program. Members should note that those items for which there is no expenditure from the 
consolidated fund may not be raised. Under Standing Order No 304 schedule 1 is considered first, 
followed by the four clauses. 

Schedule 1-

Items 168 to 171 put and passed. 

Item 172: Joint Library Committee-

Mr BROWN: I wish to talk about the capital funds allocated to the Parliamentary Library. If members 
wish to carry out their responsibilities for their constituencies correctly and expeditiously, there is a need 
for considerable improvement in the facilities currently available to members in this place through the 
Parliamentary Library. Members, other than Ministers in this place, must try to carry out their work with 
an allocation of one electorate officer. In busy electorates, such as mine, that means the electorate officer 
works exclusively for the interests of constituents. For members to carry out their job effectively -

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Before the member proceeds any further, I remind him that this Bill concerns 
capital items. It appears from what he is referring to that he is not addressing capital items. I also remind 
him that we are considering the Joint Library Committee. 

Mr BROWN: I am concerned about the capital expenses for the library. We cannot separate out and put 
into a small box the issue of capital. Capital deals with efficiency measures, particularly the allocation of 
resources for the Parliamentary Library. Here I am talking about the allocation of research facilities within 
the Parliamentary Library that can be provided by other than an additional allocation of staff members -
that is, recurrent expenditure - but by capital equipment and the computerisation of the library records. 

Quite often, as we all know, members are required to deal with a very broad range of issues, particularly in 
opposition, when they are called upon either by their constituents or by the party they represent. It is not 
possible for an electorate officer to deal with those matters. That person simply does not have the time or 
the capacity to deal with them. That means it falls upon the member to do so. I do not shirk that 
responsibility, but it is a question of how effective we are in carrying out that responsibility. If it is not 
possible to obtain information quickly through the use of effective library facilities, particularly through 
computerisation, members are not being as effective as they can be. 

Most members will be aware of the facilities that are available in the Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Library to its members. That goes to the questions of capital and available research facilities. Although I 
do not have the liberty of talking about the research facilities, given that they come under recurrent 
expenditure, it would be of considerable assistance if our members had access to better computerisation 
than is the case at the moment. I am a user of our Parliamentary Library. I am not what might be called 
computer literate; therefore, I have some difficulty with the systems that are in operation here. I take up 
the time of the library staff members whom I find to be excellent, very accommodating and obliging; 
however, each staff member has only one head and one pair of hands and can serve only one member at a 
time. 

On many occasions, if user-friendly computerised equipment were available to members, they could find 
the information for themselves and print it out. It would provide a much more effective system of 
operation and it would enhance the quality of not only debate in this House, but also, more importantly, 
decision-making in this House. Members would be far better able to bring a comprehensive and well 
researched view to this place. 

Unfortunately, in opposition - I do not think it matters who is in opposition - the quality of the information 
that we can bring to the debate is limited by the degree of research capacity that is available. I have 
listened to speeches of all members of this Chamber - this applies other than to Ministers of the day, 
whoever they might be - on subjects similar to those made by members in the Federal Parliament. The 
quality of the contributions emanating from Federal members of Parliament tends to be considerably 
superior. I do not believe that is because members of the Federal Parliament are more intelligent or there is 
a rarified atmosphere in Canberra that gives them a greater intellect. 

Mr Court: They speak less often. 
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Mr BROWN: I grant the Treasurer that. 

Mr Court: You are quite right; they have a good research facility that will back them up and give them the 
information they need. I have my own views that I think will satisfy the member. 

Mr BROWN: I am pleased the Treasurer will do that. I always feel somewhat embarrassed when talking 
about what members of Parliament need. I think they do quite well. Most members of Parliament on both 
sides of the House work very hard and work long hours. However, in that respect they are no orphans to 
many other people in society. With the exception of some people in senior, technical and research 
positions in industry, members of Parliament are well paid for what they do. As a result there is an 
expectation that members of Parliament will be able to access information to their constituents when it is 
asked for. People ask me for information all the time. Indeed, if we can provide people who have queries 
about legislation or whatever with the appropriate information, they will gain a better grasp of matters with 
which Parliament is trying to deal. 

These days many people have computers in their own homes. They have access to information systems 
through their own work which are linked with modems. They can recall information stored on work 
computers at their homes, print it out and provide it in a snap. Our systems are not antiquated, but are 
behind what many large and even middle size companies would call best practice. I recently attended a 
community meeting where a husband and wife, who ran a very small business, produced all the graphics 
pertaining to their business. With their computer facilities they had tapped into other systems for that 
information. When we talked about the facilities available to members of Parliament, even if we 
personally buy the computerised equipment - many of us have - there is no guarantee we can tap into the 
parliamentary systems for information. We can retrieve only what is in the internal system. 

As more and more people have access to information from their workplace and are able to provide that 
information quickly, members of the public generally expect their members of Parliament to respond with 
equal expedition. That is quite difficult given the limitations. I am sure that there is no limit to the 
argument for a larger research staff. However, given this is a capital works debate, certainly a large 
amount of information can be obtained these days by user friendly systems which give even people with 
limited knowledge of computers, such as me, an opportunity to link into systems to retrieve the information 
that members of Parliament or members of the public want. We have all heard the expression that 
information is power. That is as true today as it always has been. If one believes in a society where power 
should be spread and people should not be reticent about sharing information, we should make appropriate 
investment in computerisation and the systems we use. I notice elsewhere in the capital works budget that 
considerable provision has been made for improvements in computerisation. I do not criticise those moves; 
they are appropriate. This area is changing constantly and the Government must keep up with the changes. 
However, it is important for members of this House also to keep up with technology and have access to that 
type of information. 

A number of things are important to all members of this Parliament. One which is particularly important to 
me is to find at least a small amount of time for oneself. That is beeoming increasingly difficult. If we 
were able to extract information more quickly as a result of advanced computerisation and cut down the 
working week to provide a half day or a full day off every seven days, I, for one, would be happy to forgo 
some of the recent improvements that the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal said we should have. We are 
all serving bigger electorates; yet there is no proposal to increase the size of this House, and I am not 
advocating that. That means that as the population of Western Australia continues to increase, which it 
will through either external or internal migration, pressure will be on each and every member of this place 
to serve the interests of more and more constituents. In 1986 the electorate of Morley, as it was then, had 
about 16000 voters. The latest statistics indicate that for the new seat of Bassendean, for which I am a 
candidate in the next election, 24 000 voters will be registered. That is no different from any other city 
electorate and, as we all know, that will grow. 

I do not think the public of Western Australia will be too receptive to increasing the number of members of 
this House. Therefore, if the number remains at 57 members, no matter how those members are allocated 
around the House, to which party or Government, more and more demands will be made on their time and 
expertise. As a result, something must give. Many members work very long hours now to satisfy the 
demands on them. Consideration of this issue is justified. I will be pleased to hear what the Treasurer has 
in mind. I believe the workings of this place and, therefore, the workings of Government and the 
Parliament in the broader sense can be improved if enhanced research facilities are provided to us. As I 
say, we can have those enhanced facilities by ensuring investment in the appropriate capital equipment. 

Mr COURT: I have some empathy with the position put by the member for Morley. Having completed 10 
years in opposition I know how members use those facilities. I used the library facilities extensively in that 
time and, as did the member for Morley, I required the expertise of the library staff to help me find 
information. I, too, do not have the computer skills to search as quickly as I would like. Often too much 
information is on-line and we need the skill to home in on the area we want. A related issue is that even 
with modem technology, a library requires physical space, if for no other reason than to allow people to sit 
and read something. Over the years, in the relatively short time I have been here, the shortage of space has 
become absurd. For example, it is difficult to find space to sit and easily read magazines. Everything has 
been pushed from pillar to post. Recently we had to shift some of the library materials to premises away 
from the House, when it would be more convenient for them to be in Parliament House itself. 
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The situation can be addressed in two ways: First, the time is coming when we will require more room for 
that type of facility. Secondly, we need to expand the computer facilities and access to that research in our 
electorate offices. I cannot give any commitment regarding the physical size of the place except to say that 
the matter must be addressed. I will also address the issue of computer power. I am prepared to receive a 
submission from the Joint Library Committee regarding an appropriate way to improve the facility. 
However, I accept it is a facility used much more by Oppositions than by Governments. Having to do 
research work makes a person a better member of Parliament. Having served in opposition, I am aware of 
the time spent preparing speeches. Because a member does that work himself, it has more meaning and it 
results in better work. Not a lot of benefits flow from being in opposition but when a person is forced to do 
such preparatory work, it makes one a better member of Parliament. If the member wishes to ask the Joint 
Library Committee to make a submission regarding improvements to the system, we will consider it 
sympathetically. 

Mr KOBELKE: Money is available perhaps not under this item but it is available under another 
interrelated department of the Parliament. We must ensure that the computer systems complement each 
other and become integrated to provide the maximum possible advantage to members of Parliament and the 
functioning of the Parliament generally. Can the Treasurer be more specific about what will be provided? 
I have asked informal questions of people who I thought would be able to provide the information -

Mr Court: Do you mean for electorate offices? 

Mr KOBELKE: I am not sure whether it would come under that budget. I seek information to explain the 
relationship between these matters. The electorate offices is one item within the Parliament's budget for 
computers and I think it is tied to members' use; and then there is the Parliamentary Library's budget. 
Given that the money has been allocated, what are we seeking to achieve with the various allocations and 
how will they relate to each other? 

Mr COURT: I cannot provide the technical details on the upgrading of the equipment in electorate offices 
or on the way in which we will in future link them to Parliament House, or to the library system. I will 
provide that information because the time is rapidly approaching when we must be on-line to the library, 
Hansard, and other departments - probably even to the Federal Parliament - and to such documentation as 
updated Acts. This is a possibility, and it is becoming cheaper. I will find out what work has been done to 
ensure that we have integrated and compatible systems. I cannot provide that information at this moment. 

Mr BROWN: I refer to page 57 of the Capital Works Program, specifically to "Works In Progress" which 
indicates an allocation of $82 000 for computer hardware and software. In my opinion, the database is not 
user friendly when one tries to retrieve Hansard and other data. Some information is available on the 
system and some is not. What can be done to extend the amount of additional data on the system? 

The Treasurer talked about ensuring that electorate offices can link into the Parliamentary Library database 
or to other areas in order to retrieve very important information. The problem in my electorate office is 
simply getting on the computer, because we have only one computer in the office. In most companies 
these days the managing director has a computer on his desk. The days have passed when the computer 
was the province only of the secretary or clerical staff. These days most people have a computer on their 
desk. They might not type at the necessary speed of, say, 100 words per minute, but they do not need to 
bother the secretary or the clerical staff to bring up data. They are able to do their research by utilising the 
facility. If we wanted to do that in our electorate offices, that would create a problem because we share the 
facility with an electorate officer - particularly if we wanted to do some in depth research and allow the 
operational side of the office to get on with it. Capital expenditure on equipment will be necessary in 
future - at least for those members who wish to have it, and most members would - to provide a second 
terminal in members' offices so that they can tap into the information and carry out research. I will 
appreciate receiving information when it is made available. I am not sure how the Treasurer will make the 
information available generally. It is important for all members to be aware of that because we need that 
information if we are to improve speech quality. 

In conclusion, in response to the Treasurer's comments regarding members' preparedness to conduct their 
own research, many of us are happy to do that. However, the day has only so many hours. If two or three 
hours are spent researching a complex issue without tcchnical equipment, the speeches will match the 
degree of knowledge. If the computer systems are greatly improved, and they are user friendly, people will 
happily conduct their own research - to a limit obviously - effcctively and efficiently. We are striving for 
that. 

Mr KOBELKE: I thank the Treasurer for his answers. More specific questions may help the Treasurer 
formulate answers. I do not require technical detail; however, what is hoped to be achieved by the 
computer and other equipment to be purchased and integrated into the current system? How will this assist 
members in their work, and when will we have detail on when it will occur? I purchased an extra computer 
for my office but it is playing up. The parameters of the system to be installed in the Parliamentary Library 
may influence my decision on this computer. The equipment may be standard and may not influence the 
purchase, but I do not want to commit my funds to make my office work if it will not be compatible with 
what is occurring in Parliament House. If this program involves a general upgrade for members, it may 
influence my decision. 

I now refer to a couple of aspects which are crucial to improve our efficiency. The Treasurer referred to 
this point earlier. Tomorrow we will discuss the Official Corruption Commission Amendment Bill, the 
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principal Act which has been consolidated with the Statutes of Western Australia now-in-force system -
SWANS - data base extract. This is terrific. Rather than dealing with the original Act along with the 
amending Acts, we have one consolidated Act. 

However, we must consider the Bill to change certain parts of the consolidated Act. It would not be 
difficult to use a computer system through the library to incorporate the Bill's proposed provisions within 
the Act in a different colour. If further amendments are to be moved by the Government or the Opposition 
in the Chamber, those could be indicated in another colour. Therefore, amendments could be considered in 
the proper context. Previously, this consolidation was not available. The OCC Bill is almost thicker than 
the principal Act, and juggling the other amendments involved is difficult. We could have lap tops in the 
Chamber by which we consider amendments. It may be that the expenditure we are considering is one step 
towards a bigger system. 

I write many letters which I dictate into a dictaphone, and these are then typed. My electorate office staff 
cannot do so immediately, and it may take a day or so for the letters to return to me. It may be that I am 
not good with a dictaphone and the letters must be corrected and retyped. If I could log into my office 
from Parliament House and e-mail the letters, the corrections could be made and the letters printed for 
signing. The recent salary increase for members of Parliament referred to productivity improvements. In 
many areas of the work force technology has led to increased productivity which relates to wage claims. 
Members do not need to jump through the same hoops but it is incumbent on us to improve productivity. If 
technology improves services to electors, we must consider the cost benefit of that service. 

I do not expect answers to those details here and now, but I raise two areas for debate. I refer to large 
productivity improvements through small expenditures and the necessary technology. Will the Treasurer 
indicate the general direction of this program? What criteria are likely to apply? If members are making a 
decision on equipment purchase, they may hold off until the technical details are clear. When will this 
occur? Members may hold off from the purchase decision for six to eight months. If the time frame were 
known, they could purchase equipment to fit in with Parliament. 

Mr COURT: I thank members for their comments. The member for Nollamara raised the question of 
consolidated legislation. Having spent 10 years pasting Bills together to understand their meaning, I 
certainly support a system to bring their parts together in the form suggested. Undoubtedly the technology 
may be available for that to occur. The only problem is that Bills are often changed during debate. 
However, we are pretty close to delivering that service now. 

Mr Kobelke: The problem is not technology but the priority the Government gives to it. A cost benefit 
analysis needs to take place. 

Mr COURT: I understand the Legislative Council is doing that now. 

When we compile the Budget each year, requests are always made for the upgrading of computer 
equipment in electorate offices. We have ensured that we have continually upgraded equipment and that 
all electorate offices are treated the same. Sometimes a lag occurs, and sometimes, as occurred under the 
previous Government, we trial new equipment in some electorate offices, and we ensure that a proper 
balance is maintained between the different parties in the trials. I have no difficulty in trying to keep 
equipment up to date. The Gove:nment will attempt to provide some indication of the direction and 
timing. A number of members have bought computer equipment in recent times. For example, when the 
member for Vasse was bedridden, he upgraded his computer and became more computer literate, and he 
now pumps out coloured press releases from the United States and the Eastern States. 

Mr Kobelke: He is now surfing the Internet. 

Mr COURT: One can pick up a great deal of useful and useless information on the Internet. However, I 
like the way it is presented in multicolour. When I graduated from university in the late 196Os, I worked in 
the United States. The major disadvantage I found at work - this was before we had computers as we know 
them today - was that all graduates in the States were proficient typists as everybody in primary and 
secondary schools is taught to type. Therefore, as computers have developed, it is easier for Americans to 
be computer literate. Even in the late 1960s before computers the Ford Motor Company did not have 
secretaries typing letters: People were expected to type all their own correspondence. I saw that as a 
tremendous advantage they had. I think e-mail is available in the library now; I will check that. 

Mr Kobelke: It relates to the provision of facilities. If members want to operate in that way, they need 
their own machine in the Parliament to which they can have ready access. 

Mr COURT: I do not profess to know all the technical answers. I will find them for the member. If 
members are thinking of making equipment purchases, the Government will do what it can to ensure that 
systems are compatible. The Government's rule of thumb is for electorate offices to be state of the art and 
to have access to that information. We will move as quickly as we can t6 keep up with it. 

Item put and passed. 

Item 173 put and passed. 

Item 174: Premier and Cabinet-

Mr KOBELKE: In the year ending 30 June 1996, $200 000 was spent on computer hardware and software. 
A similar allocation is made for the coming year. That seems a large amount of money for ongoing 
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u'''Tlr<'lrl,'" anticipated for electorate offices? What is the level of "'''I",u"n'AAV; 

This Budget contains an outfit of $lm. Does that apply to ministerial offices generally, to 

the Treasurer's office or to electorate offices? An allocation of $700 000 is made to the Government 

Pr"nPrtv Office for land development and disposal. Is that just a global amount? To which areas does it 

,",V''''''''''lIll> of keen interest to me at the moment is the disposal of property belonging to schools. Is 

Education or as a general government property asset that is handled by the of 

Cabinet? 

ll1nmp,nt upgrade, when I provide the other information I will outline what 

current financial year and what will be done in the next financial year. 

but also a cost involved in accessible to all members 

the in boundaries will occur SOOI1. 

works? 

Mr COURT: It refers to hardware and software. I am not sure whether it would be included. I will 

provide the member with that answer. I am sorry that I do not have the precise detail on the 

accommodation fitout. I will provide the member with a break-up of what that is for. 

Properties such as the old Swanbourne hospital, Sunset Hospital, Heathcote and the Midland Workshops 

are being handled by the Government Property Office. The Government is working on proposals for them. 

Some has been involved in some of them. Commitments have been made for the Swanbourne 

hospital Montgomery HalL Sunset is on a care and maintenance basis; however, certain costs will be 

associated with that. The maintenance is currently through the Health budget. Some expenditure has been 

involved in consultants' report. A heritage study in that area has just been published. 

Mrs Roberts: Are you allocating money for a consultant's report on the Midland Workshops site? 

Mr COURT: One study has been done on that site. We must get the involvement of the shire. We 

want to incorporate that site into a larger planning study. The work on the Midland area has been a little ad 

hoc. There is the problem of two separate retailing centres to consider. Some heritage issues are 

associated with land at the Midland Workshops, but also the noise problem with the planes must be 

considered. We are trying to find compatible uses for the land by fitting it into a broader plan. That study 

has not commenced, but we want to proceed with that concept. 

Item ~:md 1''''",,,,,, .... 

Item 175: Governor's Establisbment -

Mr KOBELKE: Given that Government House is of heritage value to this State, what is the next stage in 

this refurbishment, which has an expenditure of $600 OOO? How many years is the project likely to take 

and to what part of that overall program will the $600 000 contribute? 

COURT: It will take too long. I do not know whether the member has had the opportunity to go 

~hrough Government House recently. I am sure that if he wanted to inspect the works which have been 

completed and are first class, it could be arranged. A lot of water damage which had been caused to many 

parts of the building had to be resolved before any of the refurbishment could be undertaken. Most of the 

ground floor has been completed, including the main dining room and the public rooms. Some works will 

be undertaken to some of the Hving areas on the first floor. 

The biggest expense the Government is facing is refurbishing the ballroom. The plans have not been 

progressed as quickly as the Government would like because there are major problems with white and 

other issues. The Government is waiting for the Perth City Council to finalisc its plans for House. 

The Government proposes, if Council House is demolished, to rebuild the western facade of the 

Government House ballroom and redo the entrances. The entrances are currently not user friendly for the 

disabled because of the steps. The Government is working with the council and as soon as it indicates what 

it proposes to do, the Government will complete its plans for the ballroom. That will be the main item of 

expense. The Government wants to establish the ballroom as a public facility which can be used for a 

number of events. When it is properly refurbished it will be an ideal venue for receptions. 

Mr Pendal: It is one of the best musical auditoriums in Australia. 

Mr COURT: I was going to say that it also has a role for musical performances and that is the reason the 

Government is prepared to carry out a fun refurbishment. 1 cannot provide the member with of the 

costs or the timing of the completion until the Perth City Council has decided what it will do with Council 

House. 

Mr Kobelke; Are the works at Government House roughly half way through? 

Mr COURT: Yes. Thousands of people are going through Government House and I am sure the Governor 

would be proud to show the member the work that has been done. A Government House councilor 

committee, which is a voluntary group, is involved in overseeing the heritage side of that work. The main 

challenge will be the ballroom. Most of the work on the ground floor has been completed. 

and 1Il"'''''''''''''' 
Items 176 and lJi:iI:~llI<:;IJI. 
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Item 177: Treasury-

Mr KOBELKE: The accommodation refit is estimated to cost $2Am. Is the proposal to expend $1.9m from this Budget to commence the work or complete it, and what work is being undertaken? 
Mr COURT: Considerable work is being done. I do not know whether the member has been through the Treasury operation. It is a tired operation and as it is moving to new computer systems a revamp of the operation is required. I do not know the precise detail of the number of floors involved and what the refit involves, but I will provide it to the member. 
Mr Kobelke: Is it shifting or is it simply refurbishing? 
Mr COURT: It is not shifting. Treasury is a tight operation from the point of view of the number of staff and it will stay in the building. The Government is renegotiating the lease for the Capita building. I cannot give the precise details of the proposal; however, in general terms its situation is convenient. Although it might be a B grade building, the leases are well above the current market price. The Government is concerned that because it requires a large slab of accommodation it will have to look for new accommodation when the market peaks again. The Government would have signed at the top of the cycle and the lease would fall due for renewal at the top of the cycle. The Government has renegotiated the lease by extending it and has taken a substantial cut in the lease payments. At the same time, it has called for a refurbishment of the lifts and other areas. It is worth the Government's while, with departments like the Treasury, to refurbish the facilities it currently occupies because it will be there for the longer term. 
The State Revenue Department had to shift out of the old Treasury building into Mt Newman House. A complete refurbishment was done of the floors it occupied. Both the Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd and the Government have signed up long term leases for office space in that building. The Government has some good deals in place with various leases. I will provide the information on the refit costs to the member. I think the Under Treasurer provided the information during the Estimates Committee, but I do not recall the detail. 
Mr Kobelke: Is the work commencing in the coming financial year? 
Mr COURT: Reference is made to $2Am and $1.9m, and $500 000 may have been spent, but I will provide the member with the information. 
Mr Kobelke: For what period will the new lease run on the Capita building? 
Mr COURT: I will provide the member with the detail. I do not know whether the agreement has been signed, but if it has not the Government is close to signing it. It has taken approximately a year to renegotiate it. I will provide the information on the old lease, the new lease arrangements and the length of the lease. The Government has been able to negotiate a good deal. It is keen to finalise the deal because rental costs are starting to increase. 
Item put and passed. 
Item 178 put and passed. 
Item 179: Commerce and Trade-
Mr MARLBOROUGH: This is one of the significant increases in budgetary expenditure. Would the Minister give a brief outline of the key areas in which that $It.29m will be spent in the coming financial year? 

Mr COWAN: Much of the funds in this item will be allocated for redevelopment within the constituency of the member for Peel. The member for Cockburn will be interested to hear that some money will be expended for the redevelopment of Coogee, which has already started. Some planning works are associated with the relocation of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation petroleum and minerals research division to Western Australia, to be associated with Technology Park in Bentley. We have set aside $Sm for the construction of a purpose built facility for the CSIRO's petroleum minerals resources research division. 
Mr Marlborough: Is that within the $IIm? 
Mr COWAN: Yes. In addition some money will enhance the Jervoise Bay industrial area and is associated with the construction of the northern breakwater to provide better protection to the aluminium shipbuilding industry. Finally, some money has been set aside for the redevelopment of the administrative centre at Technology Park. 

Item put and passed. 

Items 180 to 199 put and passed. 
Item 200: Transport-
Mrs ROBERTS: I note that $50000 has been allocated to the Metropolitan Perth Passenger Transport . Trust for stage 1 of a depot decentralisation feasibility, and a further $200 000 for depot decentralisation. I also note an allocation of $7.9m for a bus acquisiuon program to supplement and replace Transperth's ageing fleet. The budget papers state that the program will ensure that a satisfactory and commercially viable average age for the bus fleet is maintained, and the accessibility requirements of the disabilities 
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action plan is progressed. I draw to the attention of the Parliament that in its term of office this 
Government has purchased no buses. This is the first year the Government has allocated funds for the 
purchase of buses to add to Transperth' s fleet. The fleet has been allowed to run down over the past three 
years, with the last buses being purchased in about 1992. 

Previously, front line buses - those that were given the more difficult routes and were used around the 
clock - were the newest buses. We are finding for the first time in many years, those front line buses that 
have been used by MetroBus are often seven years old. I have also found that the preventive maintenance 
that used to occur on buse:;! is no longer occurring through tremendous cuts to bus maintenance. Many 
instances have been drawn to my attention where this has led to problems. It is a good move that the 
Government is acquiring these buses and I am told - I would be interested to find out from the Government 
if this figure is correct - that about 100 buses are on order. The budget paper states that the program will 
"supplement and replace" the ageing bus fleet. The rhetoric of the Government has been that it is doing a 
great thing by purchasing new buses to replace old buses. I am told that to cover the routes which are 
broken up into private contracts, as the Government is currently progressing, more buses are needed. 
Perhaps the member for Swan Hills might be aware that Swan Transit, for example, is having to use about 
six or seven more buses in that Midland tender than were previously used by Transperth. Anyone involved 
with MetroBus will say this is because those run-through routes are no longer available, and there are no 
economies from interaction between areas. That means that more buses are required. In the Midland 
region six or seven extra buses are required because of the differing requirements of the morning and 
evening peak periods. That is because of schools and other special requirements for that region. I have 
spoken to numerous people in MetroBus who all say the same thing, and it is only logical: If the service is 
broken up into small contract areas, tpore buses will be needed. 

We have been waiting six months or more for the results of the tenders that were put out by the Department 
of Transport The Minister has advised in the other Chamber that all the tender details have been sent to 
the State Supply Commission. How much longer they will be there I do not know. However, I will put 
some grave concerns on record. If those services are broken up and those tenders are not awarded to 
MetroBus, it will mean that many of these through routes will not continue and there will be a greater 
requirement for buses. The fear of bus drivers and others is that these new buses that are being acquired 
will not be replacing those buses which are aged but are a cost of the contracting out of the Transperth 
tenders, and should be counted as part of that extra cost in tendering out bus contracts. If a region such as 
Midland requires six or seven extra buses, and that is the same across a number of depots, one can easily 
see how potentially there might be a need for 50 or more extra buses just to provide the same service that is 
currently being provided by MetroBus. That makes no sense at all. I support the Government's purchase 
of those buses. It is long overdue. However, I do not support the breaking up of the bus service and the 
contracting out to private companies of those tender areas. 

With regard to capital works in MetroBus, many people believe that a lot of the public transport facilities 
are being run down, and while it is commendable that this Government and the Federal Government are 
putting in place the Central Area Transit System for the city and that we have the very flash and new bus 
stops for that service, this Budget has made no provision for the replacement and improvement of bus stops 
throughout the metropolitan area. Many of the bus shelters throughout the suburbs are not conducive to 
getting people to travel by bus and are not sufficient to shelter people from the weather. The condition of 
some of the bus shelters throughout the State is not a good reflection of the public transport system in this 
State. It is interesting that someone said to me the other day that he regards the standard of the public 
transport system as a reflection of how well a State or country is performing, and the lack of expenditure by 
a Government on its public transport system is an indication that that Government is not able to serve its 
people properly. 

This Government appears to have done everything in its power to downgrade our public transport system. 
That is a great shame. We rarely see advertisements to encourage people to use the buses. We have seen 
the deterioration of the bus fleet over the past few years. I have already mentioned that no work has been 
done on improving facilities such as bus shelters. Although the Government's expenditure in this area to 
replace the buses is warranted, I question its motive. Its motive is really to cover up the fact that it will 
need a lot more buses to cater for a privati sed bus system. I have illustrated that by reference to the 
Midland region, and I call upon any member of the Government to dispute the fact that Swan Transit is 
using six or seven more buses than MetroBus used to cover the same routes. 

Mr Cowan: That is not true. 

Mrs ROBERTS: On what basis does the Deputy Premier say that? 

Mr Cowan: It is just not true. 

Mrs ROBERTS: I have spoken to people who know. 

Mr Cowan: I have spoken to people who know as well, and they tell me it is not true. 

~s ROBERTS: I have spoken to people who operated that service. The Deputy Premier might do better 
If he checked with his Minister for Transport. 

Mr Cowan: I do not need to. 

Mrs ROBERTS: I hope the Deputy Premier will apologise to the House if his statement is wrong. 
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Mr Cowan: I will not need to. You are misleading the House because your information is incorrect. 

Mrs ROBERTS: We will see, and one of us will, no doubt, have to apologise. 

Mr Cowan: You will. 

Mrs ROBERTS: It is pretty arrogant of the Deputy Premier to suggest that. 

Mr Cowan: It is not. It is a matter of fact. You do not know what you are talking about. 

Mrs ROBERTS: The Deputy Premier can get angry with me, but the in this industry to whom I 
have spoken say it is a simple matter of logic, where we have an service with buses runs 
t.hrough the region -

Mr Cowan: How many buses did MetroBus use for the Midland area run? 

Mrs ROBERTS: I cannot quote those figures. 

Mr Cowan: How can you make all those statements if you do not know how many buses MetroBus used? 

Mrs ROBERTS: It has been put to me, and I will stand corrected if these figures are wrong, that Swan 
Transit is currently running the service with 41 buses and MetroBus used to do it with six or seven buses 
fewer than that, so perhaps the Deputy Premier can get the Minister for Transport to check those figures. 

Mr Cowan: It is the other way around. MetroBus used to do it with 42 buses, and Swan Transit is now 
doing it with six or seven fewer. 

Mrs ROBERTS: The Deputy Premier can also check for me whether there is an imbalance between the 
peak loads in the morning and the afternoon in that area of Midland covered by Swan Transit, because that 
is what I have been advised. 

Mr Cowan: You had better find another source of advice. 

Mrs ROBERTS: I also want to raise matters which relate to WestraiL The budget provides some $323 000 
to complete the ticket vending machine security project. I understand that may include security cameras or 
the like. I wish to draw to the attention of the Parliament the latest debacle by the Minister in the area of 
Westrail security, when Westrail put out for tender the car parks at the Warwick, Edgewater, Midland, 
Kelmscott and Cannington stations. Certain conditions were attached to those lenders, such as that they be 
staffed from the fIrst train to the last train, which was probably from 6.00 am to midnight, and that aU of 
the equipment put in those car parks became the property of Westrail at the end of the tender, which I 
understand was for one year. I understand that an Eastern States company called K.C. Park Safe Pty Ltd 
was successful in winning that tender. 

The debacle ensued when that company determined to charge people $1.80 a day to park in the secure area 
of the car park. The security facilities provided by that company were put in place only at the W;;Iwick 
and Edgewater stations and not at the Midland, Kelmscou and Cannington stations. I suggest is 
because the facilities did not work in Warwick and Edgewater in the way that the Minister and his 
department anticipated. Some amendments have been made to those tenders. For example, the areas that 
were tendered and the number of car bays that were involved decreased, and the requirement that those 
secure car parks be manned from the frrst train to the last lTain was relaxed. 

It appears to me that the tenders that were put out have not been complied with. That concerns me, 
particularly when. I am told by one of Perth's leading car parking companies that in its tender for those car 
parks it told the Department of Transport that it did not believe that people would be comfortable with 
paying much more than $1 to park in a secure car park, particularly when the choice was between parking 
for free and parking for a fee in the secure area, and that company's tender was rejected. The Department 
of Transport suggested that its research indicated that people would pay up to $2.50 a day to park in a 
secure car park. It also imagined that it would get some night and out of hours patronage of those car 
parks. 

My evidence is that that is not the way things have eventuated. I can understand that, because of the 
security problems that have been experienced on trains for the past year or so and because of the number of 
violent incidents on trains and at stations, many people are not inclined to take trains out of normal hours, 
particularly young people, people travelling alone, and women. Particularly poor research was done by 
Westrail in the first place. The initiative of having some secure parking areas was good, and I do not 
criticise that initiative, but I do criticise the way in which the department went about it and the changes that 
it made to the tender. 

I would be very interested to learn whether there has been any change in the remuneration for K.c. 
ParkSafe given that it is not doing the job it tendered to do, that the number of car bays has changed and 
that it is not dealing with what may have been the more problematic areas of Midland, Kelmscott and 
Cannington. I have been advised that it is not providing staff for the first train and the last train. Of 
course, the moment that that happens and people are aware of it, they will not feel that Ulere is secure 
parking in the evening. 

I note the Westrail expenditure for security and I will be raising some questions with the Minister as to 
what variations have been made to that contract and, if there have been variations, whether appropriate 
variations have been made to the remuneration. An unsuccessful tenderer predicted what would happen 
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and advised the Department of Transport what it felt people would pay and what conditions were suitable. 
To have lost that tender to another company that has relaxed those conditions must be frustrating and I 
would be critical of that as part of the tender process. The homework could not have been done on the 
project in the first place. 

I note that $77 Am has been allocated for ongoing land acquisition, preconstruction and construction 
activities for the Burswood bridge and road project. It concerns me that whenever the Opposition has come 
up with figures of over $300m for that project we have been told that that is nonsense and that the project 
will not cost anywhere near that much. If the Government is still acquiring properties and allocating 
$77Am for this bridge in ithe next financial year, it means that the Opposition's claims with regard to the 
ultimate expenditure for the northern bypass project will be very close to correct. 

Mr KOBELKE: I wish to refer to two issues. The first issue is of local interest to me and my electorate of 
Nollamara and it relates to funding for the construction of part of the Reid Highway from Mitchell Freeway 
to Roe Highway. Clearly, that covers a very long stretch of Reid Highway and will involve various stages. 
We are currently nearing the completion of the stage west of Wanneroo Road and touching on the 
electorate of Nollamara. I am pleased that is well under way and that it included the construction of a 
bridge on Wanneroo Road. It was suggested a year or two ago that it would not involve a bridge until a 
much later stage and that there would be additional sets of lights. As it is, there will be four sets of lights 
within a couple of hundred metres on Wanneroo Road, which is a major artery feeding traffic into and out 
of the city. Major bottlenecks will be created with four sets of lights. I hope that the synchronisation of the 
lights will mean that traffic will pass through fairly efficiently. However, I am thankful for the bridge and 
that that stage has progressed quite well. The company that won the tender for this stage has gone to the 
trouble of consulting the people whose homes are immediately adjacent to the area. I welcome that and I 
thank the contractor and Main Roads for that consultation. In the preceding stage, from Wanneroo Road to 
Mirrabooka A venue, there was a major problem with damage to houses as a result of construction of the 
highway. That has been an ongoing problem for a large number of residents. The damage was quite 
extensive; possibly hundreds of houses experienced cracking, ceilings damaged and a whole range of other 
problems because of the compaction process. Nearly two years later, some of the householders have 
battens on their ceilings to stop them falling in. In fact, one of the residents spoke to the Premier on talk 
back radio. Following that radio program, which occurred about a month ago, a manager from Main Roads 
was at a meeting that I attended last week. The department has brought in an independent assessor to deal 
with the people who still have outstanding claims. Hopefully that assessor - whom I met this week - will 
be able to put together a report fairly quickly, and I trust that the department will treat the situation 
sympathetically so that the issue can be settled. 

About 50 cases were raised with the member for Balcatta and me in relation to problems with houses as a 
result of the construction work. That number dwindled to about 23 householders because we had engaged 
a lawyer and intended to proceed through the courts. A number of people simply became frustrated with 
the whole matter and did not wish to proceed or to take the risk of embarking on litigation and they 
dropped out of the group. Finally, 23 householders were willing to take court action to recover some of the 
cost of the damage that had occurred. The difficulty arose in part because the construction company was 
required as a condition of the contract to carry insurance, but clearly there was a cost to the company if it 
proceeded to call on that policy. The company was therefore not willing to lend a sympathetic ear to the 
real problems that had been created for the people in that area. Of course, Main Roads wished to distance 
itself from the issue because it was standing behind the contract. This standoff situation has meant that for 
well over a year people have been left with their houses in various states of disrepair, including swimming 
pools with large cracks and ceilings partly falling in. In some cases nothing has been done and in other 
cases something has been done. Some level of responsibility was admitted in that the construction 
company brought in workmen to fix ceilings in some houses to stop them falling in. The company did that 
on the basis of not accepting any liability; it stood back from the whole issue and left no recourse for the 
people to engage legal counsel and try to take some action. Following the most recent talk back radio 
program - and there has been a number - there seems to have been some action and we hope that will flow 
through to resolution of those claims very shortly. 

Another issue I wish to raise in relation to Reid Highway is that we do not know how the $5m will be 
spent. With the development at Ellenbrook, consideration was given to bringing forward the development 
of Reid Highway from Beechboro Road through to Great Eastern Highway. I do not know whether the 
$Sm will help with that section. It is an important project and I do not know whether we will get any 
answers if we ask questions now, but I hope that we will get a response given that this is the stage of the 
Budget we are discussing. I would like some detail about what is happening in relation to the section near 
Ellenbrook and whether that will be picked up in this budget item. 

I now refer to the very bad decision by this Government to proceed with the city northern bypass. This 
Budget allocates $77Am in the forthcoming year towards the construction of the bypass. I find it 
surprising that, to 30 June, over $32m has already been spent. I am not sure how much has gone into 
consultancies and planning work, but $32m simply for levelling a few buildings is quite a large amount of 
money. Clearly I accept that a considerable amount has gone into planning and consultation. That being 
the case, I cannot pass on without acknowledging the fact that this Government has failed in a couple of 
major areas in undertaking what one would have thought were fundamental studies before embarking on an 
expenditure of approximately $400m. 
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Mr Lewis: It has never been $400m, and you know it. 

Mr KOBELKE: The costing has not been but the project is that amount. I will come back to that in a 
moment. There is a big difference. I want to comment on two points, and will do so very quickly. First 
no study was undertaken to indicate the number of vehicles per day that currently bypass the city in ari 
east-west direction. The Government has a computer model but no destination study. Further to that, the 
environmental side has been ticked off and no study of any significance has been undertaken to look at the 
whole range of areas flowing from such a major project. This Government will pay dearly for that in the 
next election. We have a growing problem of air pollution, yet that matter was not investigated properly 
and reported upon by consultants. We did not have the Government conducting a major study of air 
pollution, which one would have thought was fundamental before committing such large amounts of 
money. In response to the Minister for Planning, page 82 refers to Mitchell Freeway and Loftus Street 
bridge construction expenditure of $9m, of which a small amount is to start that project until 30 June 1996. 
That is another amount of money that must be added to the total cost of the project. The Minister for 
Planning will know, and the Minister for Transport has put into the road plan, that we cannot start the 
envisaged construction of the northern bypass unless we have in place the duplication of the Loftus Street 
bridge. That subsidiary project must be taken as part of the overall project. When we include that item, the 
northern city bypass along with the sundry works will cost in the order of $400m. 

I want to raise one last matter. This is a genuine question which I am hoping the Treasurer may answer. 
The funding for the northern city bypass gives no indication of how much is for maintenance. Although it 
may not be seen as a normal capital item, we have the design and construction arrangement. From the 
press release, the final detail could be different, without any attempt to deceive or mislead. The general 
approach in the earlier studies was that it would be the design, construction and maintenance cost for 10 
years. If there is that maintenance component, how is it costed out? Is it included in the figures we have or 
is it in addition to those capital works figures? This is a crucial item. I wonder if the Treasurer could 
ensure that we have some details so that we can see how that maintenance cost is made up and the total 
amount. This would give us some idea over the period whether it is subsumed in these figures or is 
additional to the figures given here. In view of the hour and the fact that a lot of members would rather be 
in another place than this, I will not continue my remarks. This is an important issue. I am sure that we 
will have more opportunities to debate this expenditure of a huge amount of money, hundreds of millions 
of dollars, on a project which will not serve this State well. 

Mr COURT: I will obtain the detail on the question of the maintenance of the bypass and where that 
expenditure will occur. I will also obtain a break-up of the expenditure of $32m. As the member will 
know, quite a bit of work is being done around the intersection of -

Mr Kobelke: That is another item. 

Mr COURT: It is all included in the one project. I will obtain a break-up of those figures. Some 
acquisition costs have been incurred during the current financial year. I will also obtain some detail on the 
question of the roadworks that the member raised, relating to Ellenbrook and the like. The damage that 
was caused during construction was an unsatisfactory situation and was brought to my attention, as the 
member knows, through talk back radio and the like. I hope that matter will be resolved quickly. I 
appreciate the member with local iPsponsibility is trying to get the situation resolved. If we run into any 
difficulties there he should alert me immediately so that I can get involved again to make sure that they are 
fixed. 

The member for Glendalough referred to the K.C. ParkSafe tenders. I will have to obtain that information 
for her. I have people who have been taking notes, and we will work through the Hansard to make sure 
that we get that information and that we are aware of the detail. I can provide for the member details of the 
number of buses for the Swan route. I know that exercise has resulted in some considerable improvements 
in the utilisation of buses, to the point where they are telling us that they do not need the number of buses 
that they have got; or alternatively that they can keep something like eight buses because they do not need 
them for the routes they have; or they can increase the routes being served by 20 per cent. There has been 
quite a revolution in the way they have been working out how to use those buses more efficiently than was 
previously the case. I will also obtain for the member some statistics on the comparisons of sick time lost, 
for example, between the existing operations and the new operations. 

Mrs Roberts: The sick time has increased dramatically over the past year or so. There are also reasons for 
that. If you are to make comparisons it should be at a time when their jobs were not under threal. 

Mr COURT: If the member wishes to have statistics for the past couple of years, that is all right. 

The member referred to the reliability of services. Under the terms of the contract we require very strict 
reporting procedures. The comparison is not very kind. The tenders have gone through a lengthy process. 
One of the difficulties with the process has been to ensure that MetroBus is operating on a level playing 
field. As the member will know, the union became involved and wanted to make sure that certain things 
were taken into account so that MetroBus could be competitive. All of that has occurred. I hope the matter 
of those tenders is resolved soon. I will obtain the comparisons for the member, because I do not think we 
should be afraid of competition. Similarly, from the industrial relations point of view, the suggestion has 
been made that the drivers will not be paid as much. That is not the case. We have found out that quite a 
few of the bus drivers want flexibility in their working times. Some of them do not want to work full time. 
They may be at the stage in life where they are quite prepared to work less . 
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Mrs Roberts: There are some major bus depots, and Kalamunda is one, where MetroBus has built in 
flexibility and some drivers are on shorter shifts and some are on longer shifts. Some drivers are earning 
good money, but they are working longer hours as well. 

Mr COURT: Major change has taken place. There is nothing to fear from competition coming into the 
system. The Government's main concern is the growing requirement for bus routes in the expanding 
suburbs and finding the most efficient way to provide those services. I will provide that information for the 
member. 

Item put and passed. 

Items 201 to 20S put and passed. 

Item 206: Family and Children's Services-

Mr BROWN: Almost $1 500 000 is allocated to the construction of the adolescent and child support 
centre. A number of conceptual problems exist in relation to the philosophy of that centre. Is it a matter 
for the Department for Family and Children's Services or for the Health Department? 

Mr Court Do you mean the new facility at Forrestfield? 

Mr BROWN: Yes. Will there be locked divisions there? These are not juvenile offenders. There are 
serious questions in relation to the Aboriginal community if substance abusers and young people who have 
been removed from their families are to be held at this facility. These are quite deep philosophical 
questions in relation to the operation of the centre, and people are worried about that. The assessment 
centre that is used for difficult young people with problems is inappropriate and inadequate. 

The capital works budget for the Department for Family and Children's Services is virtually the same as 
that for the last three from the Government, in that all the capital infrastructure has been put into improving 
department offices or computer equipment. I do not complain about the improvement of department 
structure or computer equipment but very little has been put into child care facilities, which has a budget 
allocation each year that has not been spent. There is an allocation again this year. It will be interesting to 
see whether it is used at the end of the year; if it is it will be the first time. 

There is still no allocation in the capital works budget for a community centre in Lockridge. The 
Lockridge community has been striving for that for a considerable time. In the Budget is an allocation for 
community centres of almost $tm to complete the program that is outstanding. There appears to be no 
allocation for a community centre in Lockridge, and that is disappointing given that some significant steps 
have been taken to redevelop Lockridge to turn it into a really terrific area. The people who live in 
Lockridge always have been great and wonderful people, but the area needed to be improved. That is 
happening thanks to the former Minister for Housing who had the initiative to implement the 
recommendations from the executive director Greg Joyce. Many people have claimed credit for it. At a 
recent opening it was said that it was due to one man, Greg Joyce; the former Minister did not receive a 
mention. I believe it is due to a number of factors. First of all, a belated start was made in 1992 in 
knocking down Clare Court flats. Secondly, the local community determined that it would happen whether 
it was the Court Government or the next Labor Government. The community was not about to let the 
matter go. I participated in deputation after deputation on behalf of the community to all sorts of Ministers. 
It is disappointing that the community centre has not been provided for, at least in part, and that the funds 
are not even available to get the planning under way. 

A number of community groups operate in the area; they have operated out of houses or flats. A number of 
flats are being demolished, and that is approved by the local constituency. There is still no adequate place 
in which a community centre can operate. Some of the local community groups, such as the Society of 
St Vincent de Paul and the Lockridge community group, provide good works, and various other groups 
assist those on low incomes. 

I hope that further detailed consideration is given to the adolescent and child support centre, and that 
further consideration is given to providing funds for a community centre in Lockridge. 

Mr COURT: I do not care who gets the credit for what has happened in Lockridge, and also Kwinana, 
which is another worthwhile project. In many ways those are examples of how to rejuvenate areas that 
have had difficulties. Some elderly people who live in that area have said that their lifestyles have 
completely changed and they feel safer and have a more pleasant environment. I cannot give an answer in 
relation to the community centre; I will make inquiries about whether it is in the pipeline. This 
Government has been fair in the provision of community facilities. 

I do not know what are the member's concerns in relation to the adolescent and child support centre. A 
very serious problem exists in that there are no properly designed facilities for children at risk. They 
cannot be classed in a single category. A number of children are in very different circumstances that 
require specialist facilities. It may be appropriate for the Minister to brief the member on the facility. The 
Government has had a number of briefings at the Cabinet Estimates Committee. That facility is not a 
cheap one for the number of people that it accommodates. The circumstances of one young child have 
been brought to my attention. That child, through some very unfortunate circumstances, is in a house 
which would usually accommodate five people under supervision. He must be kept by himself because no 
o~er suitable accommodation is available in his case. Other children may have been involved in glue 
SnIffing and need surveillance at a particularly high risk period. Some children are on the verge of suicide. 
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This facility is long overdue. I do not know what the member's concerns are. I am prepared to have the Minister brief the member on the proposal because it is expensive; it is not a cheap facility. We keep asking why it costs so much for a relatively small number of beds. It has been explained that we do not have the appropriate facilities at present for the problem we are trying to address. I accept that and that is why we have agreed to proceed with it. 
Mr BROWN: I want to make two points in relation to the adolescent and child support centre referred to at 
the top of page 106. A briefing was offered but on the basis that it would have to remain confidential. There were concerns about political considerations coming up after the briefing. It is difficult to separate or isolate the politics of the issue if one is briefed and provided with information that one cannot accept. The centre will provide secure accommodation. Generally speaking, we lock people up because they have committed an offence against the law; the courts impose a penalty, or we lock them up because of selfharm. Those are the only two circumstances. 
Mr Court: Do you not have a problem with the self-harm? 
Mr BROWN: It is a medical issue. 
Mr Prince: Self-harm or harm to others? 
Mr BROWN: We do not lock up potential offenders. There is a very serious question about what we do with young Aborigines. Do we remove them from their families? Do we provide a facility which is capable of holding the young person and his or her family? Do we provide a facility like Ngala Family Resource Centre, except for older kids? It is run for families, normally mothers, but sometimes mothers and fathers, and kids from zero to two years of age. That relates to the whole design concept and the method under which it is operated. Is it operated as a detention centre? Is it operated as a treatment facility? Is it operated as a child facility? Are there group workers and nurses? What is the philosophy of the institution? What sort of multidisciplinary skills are used there? If those questions have been answered, they have not been communicated well. 

Mr COURT: It is not a detention centre. It does not have a fence around it. A section of the facility is secure to protect the person. As I said, it may be a person who is suicidal or a person with a severe drug problem or whatever. There is a surveillance section in the facility which provides security. I understand families will be provided for. Every case is different. I think the member would accept we do not have the appropriate facilities for these children at present. We have them in inappropriate facilities. I wish we did not have to have it, but unfortunately, we do. I think the member's concerns will be allayed by the 
Minister's briefing. I will have to ask the Minister why the briefing had to be confidential. Item put and passed. 
Items 207 to 235 put and passed. 
Item 236: Police-
Mr BROWN: I understand there is nothing in the capital works budget to improve the Lockridge Police Station, which is disappointing because it does not need a huge upgrade. A small upgrade only is necessary. 
Mr Court: It might not be needed if the area is upgraded to a district. 
Mr BROWN: The answer I have is that it will be done in 1998-99 or 1999-2000. A new station is not required. There are two buildings. They should be joined and other work needs to be done. I do not think a huge amount of money is required to make reasonable working conditions for the officers. It is alarming that it will take so long to do. 
A police post is required in Bassendean. The Bassendean town centre, a traditional town centre, is dying. Retailers tell me they are moving out of that centre due to the problems experienced in the evenings. It could be a thriving centre. It has the olde worlde feel about it that Leederville has. Some retailers are moving out and large gaps are being created in the complex. If that continues, it will pose a real problem which will be most disconcerting for the local residents and not a good advertisement for Western Australia, given the deep history of Bassendean as a successful area. A police post is required in the evenings because the shops in that area are being broken into constantly. It is not that they have not taken precautions. Their shops are done up like cells. An officer is not required to man the post for 24 hours a day. However, police should go there in the evening and make their presence felt. The retailers think that the mere presence of police officers will have a significant impact on the area. Members will know about some of the crimes that have been committed in that area. A Chinese restaurant was held up some time ago, and a bank was held up. They were not small, tittIe-tattie offences; they were significant. The local populace is not prepared to use that town centre in the evening, which is most disappointing. This would be a small outcome. Premises are available. It would not cost an enormous amount of money to put this facility there. Before he became ill, the former leader of the Government in the other place attended a meeting at the town centre immediately prior to the 1993 election. Although I will not say that cast iron commitments were given, the local business people certainly gained the impression that the situation would improve. That has not happened. To the extent that this facility has not been provided for in this capital works program, I express their disappointment and raise the matter here in the hope that something will be done. 
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Mr COURT: I will follow through the matters relating to Lockridge and Bassendean with the Minister for 
Police and get an answer for the member. The police are using more mobile stations which have been very 
effective. 

Item put and passed. 

Items 237 to 240 put and passed. 

Item 241: Health· 

Dr TURNBULL: I will confine my remarks to the large funding commitment to the mental health program 
put forward by this Government in its Budget. Only $lm has been allocated to the capital works program 
to develop and implement the statewide mental health strategy and to assess its impact on service delivery. 
Many projects are set out in this five year mental health strategy. They include a new youth inpatient 
facility to be located at Murdoch. The planning stage will commence in the 1996-97 financial year and the 
construction will occur after 1998. Funding has been allocated for a special unit within the Bunbury 
hospital as well as for many other projects which I will not go into tonight. Extra beds will also be 
provided for people with mental health disorders who have come up against the law. The mortality 
from both mental illness and suicide, for people held in police custody pending a hearing in a court 
summary jurisdiction is many times higher than for those in a comparable community cohort. Serious 
mental disorders are very common among the group of people who come in contact with the law. 

The Federal Government's response to the Port Arthur tragedy is very significant. People who look at 
huge movements in society see this decision as being equivalent to the passage in the British Parliament of 
an Act abolishing slavery in 1818. The British Government agreed to buyout slaves in all British colonies 
and British jurisdictions. In those days that required an amount of £2b. 

The Prime Minister has proposed a buyback of ftrearms in an attempt to ensure our nation is safer and 
more secure, where citizens do not have to live in fear of a small proportion of the population who, either 
purposely in the case of a crime or otherwise when people with mental illness or instability may fire upon 
and injure others in our society. The buyback program is a unique situation in any country, and it is 
particularly significant that it is occuring in Australia. We know the funds to achieve this buyback will be 
raised through the Medicare levy. We also know that. because Western Australia has had the tightest laws 
on gun ownership, management and use in the whole of Australia, this State does not have many guns in 
the categories that will be subject to the buyback. 

The proposed Medicare levy will raise $40m in Western Australia. The Minister for Police has 
guesstimated that only about $lOm will be needed to buy back: the guns in Western Australia under the 
Prime Minister's proposal. The big question is what will happen to the money raised by that 
Medicare levy in Western Australia. Both the Treasurer and the Deputy Premier have made comments 
about this matter. 

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Hames): I point out to the member that the debate needs to relate to the 
capital works in the State Budget. 

Dr TURNBULL: It most certainly does, Mr Deputy Chairman, and you have struck the nail on the 
that is, not enough money is in the capital works program to implement our mental health projects. 

Mr Prince: 1 agree with that. 

Dr TURNBULL: I acknowledge the Minister's agreement. Let us look at the new program at the Bentley 
health service - the Deputy Chairman has given me a magnificent opportunity to continue with my 
comments on mental health - and the psychiatric and mental hcalth beds that will be required in Bunbury, 
Joondalup and Murdoch within the next three years. 

I ask the Treasurer to comment on whether the surplus money raised from the Medicare levy that will not 
be required to pay for the buyback of guns in Western Australia could be used to fund a program to control 
violence using guns against ordinary citizens in our community - and quite often that occurs to people who 
are mentally unstable, either temporarily or long term. This is an extremely important question for 
Western Australia. An increased allocation over previous years is in the budget for mental health, but we 
need more. It is a unique time when we are thinking of raising a levy from Medicare funds some of which 
could be used for mental health. Why should extra money raised from Western Australia, which is not 
needed to buy back guns, not be used for our mental health program? That should allow us to take positive 
steps towards adopting this fantastic strategy which will help people with mental health problems in rural 
and remote areas and inner and outer suburban areas. I thank all my colleagues on both sides of the House 
for their indulgence. I am extremely interested in the reply by the Treasurer. 

Mr PRINCE: The mental health plan to which the member for Collie refers is a wonderful document 
However, even if extra funding were to be found instantly, it could not be spent. The facilities are not 
available on which to spend it and staff are not available to be employed. We need to find 119 
psychiatrists. 

Dr Turnbull interjected. 

Mr PRINCE: The member for Collie should let me ftnish; I did not interrupt her. We necd 195 
psychiatrists. Not enough mental health nurses are available, although all the training programs 
However, they will not produce employable graduates for some years. The capital works program for 
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19%-97 is entirely appropriate given the resources we will be able to use. Mental health has been 
neglected for far too long. That has been recognised; and I acknowledge the work done by my predecessor 
as Minister for Health in establishing the mental health task force. It was the catalyst to bring about 
complete change to the way in which the subject is addressed. As the member for Collie said, the mental 
health plan has been well received, as far as I am aware, by all parts of the community interested in it. The 
capital works program for 19%-97 is quite appropriate for the resources we will be able to command in 
that period. 

Mr COURT: I share the concerns raised by the member for Collie about the Medicare levy and which 
funds will be used for the gun buyback. In this type of fund raising, moneys raised in this State but not 
required here have an awful habit of disappearing into another State. We have been trying to get the 
guidelines for how this compensation money will be handled. It would be fair and appropriate if all the 
moneys not required for the buyback went to programs similar to the ones the member for Collie 
suggested. That would be a positive step forward and worthwhile use. We are still awaiting those 
guidelines. 

I think the legislation for the levy is going through the Federal Parliament this week. The Minister for 
Police no doubt will be informed at the Police Ministers' Conference next week what will be those 
guidelines. 

Item put and passed. 

Item 242 put and passed. 

Clauses 1 to 4 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 

Report 

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading. 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Court (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council. 

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME AUSTRALIA AMENDMENT BILL 

Returned 

Bill returned from the Council without amendment. 

House adjourned at 12.15 am (Wednesday) 
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

168. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Education: 

(1) How many schools are able to access the school volunteer program? 

(2) Is the Mini.ster aware of its impact on the reduction of violence, especially bullying? 
f 

(3) What is tile source of funding for the program? 

(4) What are the impediments to further extension of the program? 

(5) Would the Minister consider doubling funding to the program? 

(6) Ifnot, why not? 

Mr C.J. BARNETI' replied: 

(1) The school volunteer program operates in 29 metropolitan and six country schools. 

(2) The school volunteer program recently won the top award for Western Australia for the 
prevention of domesuc violence from the Australian Institute of Criminology. This 
award reflects on the capacity of the program to impact positively on school violence. 

(3) The Education Department made a three year commitment from state funds to this 
program of $30 000 per annum. The first of these payments was made in September 
1995. Organisers for the program are also seeking funds from other sources. 

(4) If the program were to extend and cover the whole State, it would be likely that an 
extensive and costly administrative structure would be required to support the program's 
operation. 

(5) No. 

(6) It is considered that the current level of support provided is appropriate from the 
Education Department. 

JUSTICE, MINISTRY OF - MINISTER FOR POLICE, MEETING 
19 SEPTEMBER 1995 

Section 9 Prisons Act Inquiries 

308. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Police: 

(1) On 19 September 1995, did the Minister attend a meeting with the then Attorney General, 
the former Director General of the Ministry of Justice, the Commissioner of Police and 
others to discuss matters relating to the Ministry of Justice? 

(2) Did those at the meeting discuss the idea of establishing a royal commission into the 
Ministry of Justice or into certain matters in the Ministry of Justice? 

(3) Did the meeting agree that, apart from the then police investigation, another type of 
investigation or inquiry was needed? 

(4) If so, were any suggestions made about the type of investigation or inquiry that should be 
initiated? 

(5) Did the Minister and/or Police Service have any further discussions about this matter 
between 19 September and 29 September 1994 when the Ministry of Justice established 
an inquiry into Canning Vale and Casuarina Prisons under section 9 of the Prisons Act? 

(6) Was the Minister and/or the Police Service conSUlted, advised or made aware of the 
Ministry of Justice's decision to establish the two section 9 inquiries before such 
inquiries were established? 

(7) When were the lines of communication between the section 9 inquiries and the police 
inquiries established? 

(8) Did the Minister and/or the Police Service hold any discussions with the Ministry of 
Justice on the lines of communication (or any other matter) between the police and 
section 9 inquiries before the section 9 inquiries were established? 

(9) Did the meeting the Minister attended on 19 September 1994 conclude on the basis that-

(a) another inquiry, apart form the police investigation was warranted; 

(b) the inquiry had to have coercive powers to force witnesses to give evidence 
which may be self-incriminating; 

(c) that further discussions would be held between those at the meetings or their 
representatives to discuss the nature of the inquiry; 
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that the option of using section 9 of the Prisons Act 1981 to conduct the 
inquiry/inquiries should be considered? 

Mr WIESE replied: 
(1)-(4) I refer the member to the Report on Inquiries into the Department of Corrective Services, 

tabled in Parliament in December 1995. 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The Commissioner of Police advises that there was continuous discussion between the 
Police Service and the Ministry of Justice relating to the ongoing investigation into 
allegations of criminal activity within the Department of Corrective Services. The police 
were not privy to any discussions relating to the section 9 inquiries other than general 
discussion regarding disciplinary matters and criminal activity prior to the Ministry of 
Justice establishing formal section 9 inquiries. 

No. 

1 November 1994. 

No. 

I refer the member to the Report on Inquiries into the Department of Corrective Services, 
tabled in Parliament in December 1995. 

POLICE SERVICE - WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS, CAUSING CHAOS CLAIM 
541. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police: 

(1) Does the Mart:h issue of Police News report that union secretary, Bob Stirling, stated that 
"the introduction of Workplace Agreements have caused chaos in the job"? 

(2) Does the Minister agree with this statement? 

(3) If not, why not? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

(1) Yes, on page 7 of the March 1996 edition of Police News, which is the official 
pUblication of the W A Police Union of Workers. 

(2) No. 

(3) The introduction of a workplace agreement for all new employees joining the Western 
Australia Police Service after 1 January 1995 has not caused chaos within the Police 
Service. A comprehensive set of guidelines has been issued to supervisors to assist in 
managing new employees. Workplace agreements were introduced to improve the 
flexibility, efficiency and effectiveness of the WA Police Service. The member would be 
aware that an enterprise agreement for Police Act employees has now been registered 
with the WA Industrial Relations Commission which is effective from 3 May 1996 and is 
available to all sworn officers. 

POLICE SERVICE - OFFICERS, INCREMENTAL PAY SCALES 

542. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police: 

(1) In the March issue of Police News, does the President of the Police Union state that the 
system of incremental pay scales, where police officers are rewarded throughout their 
work life for performance at any given rank, proved an attractive concept to union 
membership? 

(2) Does the Minister intend to continue with the concept? 

(3) Is this part of the enterprise bargaining process presently being undertaken? 

(4) If not, why not? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2)-(4) An enterprise bargaining agreement for Police Act employees has been registered with 
the W A Industrial Relations Commission which is effective from 3 May 1996 and is 
available to all sworn officers. 

POLICE SERVICE - DELTA PROGRAM, CHANGES 

543. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police: 

(1) In the March issue of Police News, did the President of the Police Union state "the Police 
Force has been undergoing a period of rarid change under the auspices of the Delta 
program, change will not be accepted i the reasoning for it has not been fully 
communicated to those that it effects. Change with little or no communication causes a 
negative reaction and where it effects large groups of personnel has a direct effect on 
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morale"? 

(2) Does the Minister agree that the Delta changes have not been adequately communicated 
to rank and file police thus contributing to low police morale? 

(3) If not, why not? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

(1) Yes, on page 7 of the March 1996 edition of Police News, which is the official 
publication of the W A Police Union of Workers. 

(2) 

(3) 

No. 

A great amount of effort and significant resources have been applied to ensure that all 
Police Service employees throughout the State receive adequate information on the 
changes occurring within the organisation as part of the Delta reform process. The 
commitment to effective communication will continue through and beyond the life of the 
Delta program. The majority of front line police officers have welcomed the change 
process and see it as the most positive initiative introduced into the Police Service for 
decades and have expressed the belief that it is overdue. 

HEAL TIl DEPARTMENT - TILT-TABLES FOR SPINAL CORD INJURIES, 
NUMBERS 

594. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Health: 

(1) How many tilt-tables are available for use by people with spinal cord injuries in Western 
Australia? 

(2) Where are they located? 

(3) How much is each? 

(4) Would the Minister consider providing one to the Rockingham-Kwinana District 
Hospital and to other regional hospitals? 

(5) If not, why not? 

Mr PRINCE replied: 

(1) Due to the small number of spinal patients pro rata total population, there is only one 
public physiotherapy service exclusively used for spinal cord injury recovery. It is 
located at the Royal Perth (Rehabilitation) Hospital in Shenton Park. However, most 
physiotherapy services at major health campuses - teaching, major metropolitan non
teaching, country regional and major district hospitals - are provided with a tilt-table 
which services a range of conditions including spinal injury. 

(2) As above, the only dedicated tilt-tables exclusively used for the treatment of spinal cord 
injuries are located at Royal Perth (Rehabilitation) Hospital at Shenton Park. Two tables 
are available. Private sector availability is not known. 

(3) Tilt-tables vary in price from $4 000 to $5 000. 

(4) If the need justified it, and the agreed strategic service plan of any hospital - health 
service - supported its provision, the Minister for Health would endorse the availability 
of tilt-tables wherever necessary. They would be purchased from the equipment budget 
of the relevant health service. Rockingham-Kwinana District Hospital is currently in the 
process of purchasing a tilt-table. 

(5) Not applicable. 

NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING BACKGROUND ETHNIC GROUPS - EQUITY 
STRATEGIES INITIATED BY GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS 

709. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister for Police; Emergency Services: 

What equity strategies have been initiated by departments and other instrumentalities which are 
within the Minister's responsibility which aim to achieve equitable outcomes for non-English 
speaking background ethnic groups which are disadvantaged as distinct from merely achieving 
equitable access? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

Police Service: In accordance with part IX of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 - Equal 
Opportunity in Public Employment - the Western Australia Police Service has not intentionally 
implemented any programs or systems which base human resource management or administration 
decisions on non-job related criteria, rather aiming to ensure that any barriers to merit are 
removed. This adoption of the merit principle is consistent with both Western Australian and 
federal afflftnative action philosophies arising from the Affirmative Action (Equal Opportunity 
for Women) Act (Commonwealth) and the Public Sector Management Act (W A). While selection 
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for a position as a police recruit is based on merit, there is currently a national recruiting campaign 
under way involving all Australian Police Services, which was launched in mid 1995, aimed at 
encouraging people from non-English speaking backgrounds to consider a career in the Police 
Service. This program has been supplemented in the Western Australia Police Service by the 
secondment of a recruiting officer from the commonwealth Department of Immigration and 
Ethnic Affairs to the police recruiting branch to coordinate a recruiting campaign targeted at 
people from ethnic minority backgrounds. 

W A Fire Brigades Board: The board is currently examining its entry and admission strategies for 
ethnic and other potentially disadvantaged groups as employees of the W AFBB. In particular, the 
W AFBB is looking at how to ensure that there is equity for access purposes as operational staff -
that is, firefighters. One major strand of this process is to examine and develop strategies which 
will ensure equity of treatment following appointment. It is felt that it is essential not only to 
attract members of ethnic and other potentially disadvantaged groups into the W AFBB, but also to 
have strategies in place which will ensure their continued employment and retention following 
appointment At present these strategies are still being formulated, but should be available for the 
next major intake of firefighter recruits. 

W A State Emergency Service: The SES provides its services to all individuals who may be 
affected by disasters or emergencies. It is also in the process of developing a disability service 
plan - which should be completed by 30 July 1996. This plan, however, is not specifically 
targeting non-English speaking background ethnic groups. 

Bush Fires Board: The board staff prepared and endorsed an equal opportunity plan which was 
approved by the management board in December 1995. 

POLICE SERVICE - JUVENILES IN CUSTODY RIGHTS, LEGISLATION 

784. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Police: 

(1) Does the Government intend to introduce legislation this year which gives juveniles 
apprehended by the police the right to have an adult present at any police interview? 

(2) Does the Government intend to introduce legislation this year which deals in any way 
with the rights of young people in police custody? 

(3) If so, when does the Government intend to introduce the legislation? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

(1)-(2) The Police Act is currently in the process of being overhauled. This involves extensive 
legislative amendments and will take some time to finalise. However, I refer the member 
to the provisions of sections 19 and 20 of the Young Offenders Act. The 
Commissioner's Orders and Procedures Manual issued in June 1995 also includes 
procedures and instructions to police officers on the matters raised by the member. 
Furthermore, the Police Lockup Management Manual includes orders and procedures for 
police in respect of custodial care. 

(3) Not applicable. 

MINERAL SANDS - SOUTH WEST, ACCESS TO LAND FOR MINING 

1056. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Planning: 

(1) What action has the Minister taken to ensure that planning processes in the south west 
take account of the needs of the mineral sands industry for temporary access to land for 
mining purposes? 

(2) Has the Minister made representations to any particular local government authorities on 
this matter? 

(3) If yes, which authorities and when? 

Mr LEWIS replied: 

(1) The needs of the mineral sands industry for temporary access to land for mining purposes 
in the south west are covered at various levels of the planning process. Region plans and 
strategies are developed in conjunction with the Department of Minerals and Energy, 
together with public input - including the mineral sands industry. The principle of access 
to mineral resources forms part of the adopted Bunbury-Wellington region plan and 
forms part of current strategic planning for the Warren-Blackwood and Leeuwin
Naturaliste Ridge regions. It is also anticipated that the needs of the mineral sands 
industry will be addressed in the state planning strategy. The Western Australian 
Planning Commission and Ministry for Planning regularly consult with the Department 
of Minerals and Energy on mining tenement and mineralisation information as part of the 
key information on which land use plans are formulated. The commission sometimes 
deals with particular types of lease applications involving mineral sands mining. In such 
cases, referrals are made to various agencies, including the relevant local government 
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authority, for advice. In approving local authority town planning schemes, the 
commission and I vet scheme provisions to ensure they do not conflict with the Mines 
Act. 

(2)-(3) During the development of region plans and strategies, local government authorities are 
consulted for input on any range of land use planning matters including those pertaining 
to the mineral sands industry. 

MINERALS AND ENERGY, DEPARTMENT OF - MINING LEASE 09-68, 
TRANSHER FROM BOLRETTE PTY LTD TO TODTONA PTY LTD 

1065. Mr LEAHY to the Minister for Mines: 

Could the Minister advise when the application to transfer mining lease 09/68 from Bolrette Pty 
Ltd to Todtona Pty Ltd was lodged with the Department of Minerals and Energy and the date the 
transfer was approved by the then Minister for Mines? 

Mr MINSON replied: 

Transfer 1029H/956 relating to mining lease 09/68 was lodged at 9.30 am on 14 November 1995. 
The transfer was approved pursuant to section 82(i)(d) of the Mining Act 1978 on 20 December 
1995 following receipt of an appropriate unconditional performance bond for compliance with 
environmental conditions on the lease. Registration of the transfer was effective from 14 
November 1995; that is, the date of lodgment. 

POLICE SERVICE - WEAPONS CARRIED BY OFFICERS, REVIEW 

1074. Mr PENDAL to the Minister for Police: 

(1) Are all members of the Western Australia Police Force in the position where they have 
weapons? 

(2) If so, will the policy for officers carrying weapons either openly or covertly be reviewed 
in response to the new national gun laws which will reduce the numbers of weapons on 
the open market? 

(3) If not, why not? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

The Commissioner of Police has advised as foIlows -

(1) It is the policy of the Western Australia Police Service not to provide all members with 
personal issue firearms. However, when the nature of any duty requires the issue of 
weapons then that decision is taken by senior supervisors at that time. 

(2) All policies are subject to review as and when necessary. A factor in any future policy 
review on the use of firearms by police would undoubtedly be the degree to which the 
new legislation impacted upon the carriage and use of fIrearms by the criminal element. 

(3) Not applicable. 

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES - CHILD CARE CENTRES 
Established and Licensed Since 1990; Closures ; Unqualified Staff 

1081. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Family and Children's Services: 

(1) How many-

(a) government; 

(b) private; 

child care centres (for nought to five year old children) have been built, licensed and 
newly operational each year since 1990? 

(2) How many have closed since then? 

(3) How many exemptions from the need for qualified child care workers have been given 
since 1993? 

(4) At which centre in which suburb/town were exemptions given? 

(5) Were these exemptions given in order for the centre to become operational, or some time 
after opening? 

(6) What arc the consequences of exemptions from qualifications for quality care of 
children? 

Mrs EDW ARDES replied: 

The following information about the establishment of services is provided by the commonwealth 
Department of Health and Family Services -
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There have been 11 new government funded community based child care 
centres including eight built and three located in existing centres established and 
licensed since 1990. 

(b) There have been 148 new commercial long day care services identified by the 
Child Care Services Board as being establish since 1990. 

The following information from the Child Care Services Board (Licensing) indicates the number 
of licensed services in each year since 1990 -

1990 
1991 
1992 

Govtfunded Private 

1993 (Jan) 
1994 (Feb) 
1995 (March) 
1996 (March) 

98 
106 
105 
106 

99 
121 
168 
216 

Total 

164 
175 
184 
197 
227 
273 
322 

(2) Three. 

(3) Statistics for the total number of exemptions given since 1993 are not available without 
considerable research. Staff exemptions are only granted for limited periods when 
qualified staff are not available for a qualified position. Currently there are 45 part time 
or relief workers with exemptions who cover periods of staff illness and holidays etc. 
Fourteen of these workers are studying for child care qualifications. There are 72 full 
time workers with exemptions of which 65 are studying. The remaining seven have 
related qualifications. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Attached is a list of long day care centres which have current staff exemptions. [See 
paperNo 323.] 

Only one of the current exemptions was given for a centre to become operational and this 
was for a non-profit service in a small rural town. 

It is widely accepted that suitably qualified staff are an important factor in determining 
the quality of care provided to children in child care centres. The Child Care Services 
Board considers each request for exemption very carefully. Services must show they 
have taken all steps available to try to recruit qualified staff before an exemption will be 
considered. Many of the exemptions issued are for staff members who are studying a 
recognised child care course, or who hold other related qualifications and are 
experienced. Where staff acting under exemption are studying, the exemption is issued 
on the condition the staff member continues with those studies. 

PORT HEDLAND - LAND SERVICED, RELEASE DELAYS 

1104. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Lands: 

(1) Has the Government eliminated delays in releasing serviced land in Port Hedland? 

(2) If so; 

(a) what were the actions that the Government took to allow this to occur; 

(b) on what date were the actions taken? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Department of Land Administration -

(1) Land in the Port Hedland light industrial area has been serviced for release and sites at 
Pretty Pool in Port Hedland have been identified to enable further residential 
subdivisional development The proposed release of these lands has been processed 
under the future act procedures of the Native Title Act. As a consequence, native title 
claims were lodged and negotiations have commenced with the native title parties. 

(2) Not applicable. 

Homeswest-

(1) Homeswest has instigated rezoning action on the balance of their land holdings from 
service trade to residential in Port Hcdland, servicing action will commence immediately 
after the rezoning is completed. 

(2) Not applicable. 

SOUTH HEDLAND - LAND SERVICED FOR RELEASE 

1105. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Lands: 

(1) Has the Government eliminated delays in releasing serviced land in South Hedland? 
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(2) If so; 

(a) what were the actions that the Government took to allow this to occur; 

(b) on what date were the actions taken? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Department of Land Administration -

(1) The Department of Land Administration has not been involved in the development of 
serviced land in South Hedland. As a consequence, a land develo(».llent program has not 
been listed by that department. However, DOLA, together With the Department of 
Resources Development and Homeswest, is investigating the further release of residential 
land in South Hedland to meet present and future requirements. 

(2) Not applicable. 

Homeswest-

Please see answer to question 1116. 

PORT HEDLAND - LAND NEAR OCEAN RELEASED FOR HOUSING 

1106. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Lands: 

(1) Has any housing land close to the ocean in Port Hedland been released for housing 
development since 4 February 1993? 

(2) If not, why not? 

(3) If so; 

(a) what is the location of the land, 

(b) on what date was the land released? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Department of Land Administration -

(1) None from the Department of Land Administration. 

(2) Land at Pretty Pool, Port Hedland proposed for residential development is the subject of 
a native title claim. Negotiations have commenced with the native title party. 

(3) Not applicable. 

Homeswest-

(1) No. 

(2)-(3) Homeswest has five contiguous vacant lots in Moore Street and will sell them by public 
tender in early 1996-97. 

SOUTH HEDLAND - FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL BLOCKS RELEASED; SALES 

1108. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Lands: 

(1) How many freehold residential blocks have been released for sale in South Hedland for 
the month of -

(a) January 1995; 
(b) February 1995; 
(c) March 1995; 
(d) April 1995; 
(e) May 1995; 
(f) June 1995; 
(g) July 1995; 
(h) August 1995; 
(i) September 1995; 
(j) October 1995; 
(k) November 1995; 
(I) December 1995; 
(m) January 1996; 
(n) February 1996; 
(0) March 1996; 
(p) April 1996; 
(q) May 1996? 

(2) Of those blocks released, how many have been sold for the month of; 

(a) January 1995; 
(b) February 1995; 
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(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(0 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
G> 
(Ie) 
(I) 
(m) 
(n) 
(0) 
(p) 
(q) 

March 1995; 
April 1995; 
May 1995; 
June 1995; 
July 1995; 
August 1995; 
September 1995; 
October 1995; 
November 1995; 
December 1995; 
January 1996; 
February 1996; 
March 1996; 
April 1996; 
May 1996? 
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(3) What was the selling price of each block? 

(4) How many applications for release of freehold blocks of residential land were made in 
the month of; 

(a) January 1995; 
(b) February 1995; 
(c) March 1995; 
(d) April 1995; 
(e) May 1995; 
(0 June 1995; 
(g) July 1995; 
(h) August 1995; 
(i) September 1995; 
(j) October 1995; 
(Ie) November 1995; 
(I) December 1995; 
(m) January 1996; 
(n) February 1996; 
(0) March 1996; 
(P) April 1996; 
(q) May 1996? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Department of Land Administration -

(1) The Department of Land Administration has not released any freehold residential blocks 
for sake in South Hedland from January 1995 to May 1996. 

(2)-(4) Notapplicable. 

Homeswest-

(1)* From January 1995 onwards Homeswest had 11 freehold residential lots available for 
sale; six of these lots sold between January 1996 and May 1996. a further four lots are 
unconditional and are awaiting settlement with one lot currently being a conditional sale. 
In April 1996 Homeswest released a further 23 residential blocks for sale by public 
tender. These blocks are currently under offer. Homeswest has not released any land 
since that date. 

(2)* (a)-(l) Nil. 
(m) One. 
(n) Nil. 
(0) One. 
(P) Nil. 
(q) Four. 

(3) Three lots at $16 000; three lots at $25 000. 

(4)** (a)-(le) Nil. 

** 

(I) Two. 
(m) Two. 
(n) Two. 
(o)-(q) Nil. 

In this question "sold" has been interpreted to mean "settled". 

In this question an "application" has been interpreted to mean a written inquiry to the 
commercial operations branch at Homeswest. 
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PORT HEDLAND - FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL LAND RELEASE 

1115. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Lands: 

(1) Has the Minister or any department in his portfolio area had any discussions with any 
party interested in securing the release of freehold residential land within the boundaries 
of the Town of Port Hedland? 

(2) If so, 

(a) ~ith whom were the discussions held; 

(b) when were the discussions held? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Department of Land Administration -

(1) Yes. 

(2) The Department of Land Administration has conducted discussions with various parties. 
However, some research is required and I will convey the information to the member at 
the earliest opportunity. 

Homeswest-

(1) Yes. 

(2) Homeswest has had ongoing discussions with various parties in respect of land in South 
and Port Hedland. 

SOUTH HEDLAND - FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL LAND RELEASE 

1116. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Lands: 

(1) How many freehold residential blocks of land are available for immediate sale in South 
Hedland? 

(2) Is this sufficient land to meet the projected demand; 

(a) for the next year; 

(b) for the next two years; 

(c) for the nest three years? 

(3) If not, what action has the Government taken to enable the release of sufficient land to 
meet projected demand? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Department of Land Administration -

(1) None from the Department of Land Administration. 

(2)-(3) In terms of crown land availability, DOLA is meeting with BHP and other government 
agencies to determine a strategy for an early release of land in South Hedland. 

Homeswest -

(1) 64 which includes group sites. 

(2)* (a) Yes. 
(b)-(c) No. 

:I< 

(3) 

Based on projected demand. 

Further lots will be available in three to four months. Assessment of the vacant land 
asset has revealed that there are 24 single residential lots which exist as vacant crown 
land. These require limited servicing extensions and can be readily alienated as freehold 
lots within the next three to four months. Lots available in eight to 10 months: 
Homeswest has obtained subdivision approval to resubdivide a number of former group 
housing sites into single residential allotments. A total of 42 lots yielding 62 dwelling 
units are expected to be available for purchase in around eight to 10 months. 
Simultaneously an additional 28 lots are expected to be available through alienated 
vacant crown lots. Lots available beyond 12 months: The opportunity exists to further 
subdivide undeveloped group housing sites owned by Homeswest. Applications have 
been lodged with the W A Planning Commission for subdivisions which provide for 111 
lots. Plans containing an additional 73 lots are expected to be lodged for approval in the 
next few weeks. An assessment is currently being carried out to determine the additional 
subdivision potential offered by vacant crown land. It is known that smaller portions of 
vacant crown land are unlikely to be affected by native title legislation, whereas larger 
holdings on the periphery of the developed area are almost certainly required to be 
assessed under the native title procedure. Homeswest is liaising closely with the 
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Department of Land Administration, Ministry for Planning, Town of Port Hedland, and 
the South Hedland enhancement scheme on these issues and expects that subdivision 
action can occur on a staged basis. 

PORT HEDLAND - FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL LAND RELEASE 

1117. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Lands: 

(1) How many freehold residential blocks of land are available for immediate sale in Port 
Hedland? 

(2) Is this sufficient land to meet the projected demand; 

(a) for the next year; 

(b) for the next two years; 

(c) for the nest three years? 

(3) If not. what action has the Government taken to enable the release of sufficient land to 
meet projected demand? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Department of Land Administration -

(1) None from the Department of Land Administration. 

(2) Not in terms of crown land. 

(3) As far as OOLA is concerned. action is proceeding and -

(i) negotiations with the relevant native title party have been instigated in respect of 
the proposed release of further residential land at Pretty Pool, Port Hedland; and 

(ii) investigations for the release of land in Athol Street, Port Hedland. 

Homeswest-

(1) Homeswest has five freehold residential blocks of land available for immediate sale in 
Port Hedland. 

(2)-(3) No. However, in an attempt to meet demand Homeswest will release all of its available 
land holdings in Port Hedland as soon as possible. In conjunction with this Homeswest 
has a land development and sales program in South Hedland. 

AGRICULTURE PROTECTION BOARD - MEMBERSHIP; PILBARA REGION 

1123. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Primary Industry: 

(1) Who are the members of the Agriculture Protection Board? 

(2) On what date was each member appointed? 

(3) By whom was it recommended that each member be appointed? 

(4) Is there a representative of the Pilbara Region of Western Australia on the board? 

(5) Unot: 

(6) 

(a) why not; 

(b) by what processes are the interests of the Pilbara Region determined by the 
APB? 

If so: 

(a) 

(b) 

who is that representative; 

what qualifications does that representative have to represent the Pilbara 
Region; 

(c) by whom was that representative nominated; 

(d) on what date was that representative appointed? 

(7) What are the processes used by this board to solicit the views of the residents of the 
Pilbara when decisions are taken? 

(8) What consultative processes are in place for this board to deal with the residents of the 
Pilbara? 

(9) Has this board visited the Pilbara Region since 6 February 1993? 

(10) If not, why not? 
(11) If so: 
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(a) What towns in the Pilbara Region have been visited by this board, since 6 
February 1993; 

(b) What was/were the purpose/s of the visit/s; 

(c) With whom did the board meet during its visit/s? 

Mr HOUSE 

(1) 

replied: 

Mrs Keryl Enright, Chairman 
Dr Graeme Robertson 
MrDon Watt 
Mr Ralph Burnett 
Mr Darrell Ramponi 
Ms Maxine Sclanders 
Mr William Dinnie 
Mrs Gail Bessen 
Mr Doug Dixon 
MrKimKeogh 
Mr Robin Scott 
Mr Ron Creagh. 

(2) 8 December 1995. 

(3)-(11) 
Each zone control authority of the Agriculture Protection Board was invited to put 
forward nominations. Additional advertisements were placed seeking persons with 
relevant experience to put their names forward. From this I appointed an independent 
chairman, five persons from the open panel, and five persons from those nominated by 
zone control authorities. In addition, the Chief Executive Officer of Agriculture Western 
Australia is a member. The membership of the board is based on expertise. 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT - ABORIGINES IN ADMINISTRATION IN 
REMOTE HEALTH SERVICES, STUDY BY MICHAEL DANN 

1124. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Health: 

(1) Did any person in the Health Department commission a study entitled "Human Resource 
Strategy to enable Aborigines to pursue careers in administration in remote health 
services" by Michael Dann? 

(2) If so, 

(a) who commissioned the study; 

(b) what was the reason for the study; 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Mr PRINCE replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Cd) 

which of the recommendations of the study have been implemented by the 
Health Department; 

what was the cost of the study; 

how many Aboriginal people have been employed as a result of the study? 

Pilbara Health Region of the Health Department. Report was funded through 
the rural health support education and training grant scheme. 

The report aims to identify the factors that impact on Aboriginal recruitment, 
selection and training of Aboriginal people in clerical and administration areas 
of remote area hospitals, and develop specific strategies to improve recruitment; 
identify and recommend a human resource management strategy format, and 
disseminate the report to relevant agencies, organisations, institutes and 
associations across Australia; and implement project outcomes in the form of a 
strategy in the recruitment, selection and training of Aborigines in 
administrative areas of hospital units in the Pilbara. 

Several of the recommendations have been implemented: Aboriginal liaison 
officers in hospital. Trainees in Training Aboriginal People. Two Aboriginal 
trainees who worked with other people in hospitals, one in clerical 
administration and the other as a ward clerk. Michael Dann was the preceptor 
of this. Another person was contracted to TAP. [See paper No.] Cross cultural 
awareness workshops and as standard in orientation. Aboriginality is a 
qualification. 

Michael Dann was employed on contract for 12 months for the sum of $28000. 
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(e) This cannot be measured in isolation. 

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - STAFF; PROGRAMS FUNDED, IN PORT HEDLAND, 
SOUTH HEDLAND, TOM PRICE, PARABURDOO, MARBLE BAR, NULLAGINE 

1149. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Labour Relations: 

What are -

(a) the number of departmental staff in departments under the Minister's control located in 
the following towns -

(i) Port Hedland; 

(ii) South Hedland; 

(iii) Tom Price; 

(iv) Paraburdoo; 

(v) Marble Bar; 

(vi) Nullagine; 

(b) the classifications of those staff; 

(c) the programs currently being funded in the towns listed in (a), in the departments under 
the Minister's control? 

Mr KlERA TH replied: 

Department of Productivity and Labour Relations -

(a) One staff member is engaged by the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations 
located at Karratha. This officer services the community in the Pilbara and north west 
regions. 

(b) The position is classified level 4. 

(c) In the Pilbara and north west regions the Department of Productivity and Labour 
Relations' Karratha office provides services associated with the Fair Workplace program. 

Commissioner of Workplace Agreements -

(a)-(b) The Commissioner of Workplace Agreements does not employ any staff in these towns. 

(c) The Office of the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements has no programs specifically 
allocated to the locations listed. However, the office's overall program includes the 
provision of information and the registration of workplace agreements in the Pilbara 
region. Staff visit and provide information kits to employers and employees who are 
interested in workplace agreements. 

Department of the Registrar, W A Industrial Relations Commission -

(a) The Industrial Relations Commission has a registry and permanent staff in Karratha 
which services the six towns listed. 

(b)-(c) The commission has a specific program which maintains the full office-court-conference 
facilities at Karratha. A deputy registrar (L6) and an officer (Ll) are permanently located 
at the Karratha office which, in addition to the six towns listed in (a), services the north 
and the north west of the State. 

WorkSafe Western Australia-

(a)-(b) WorkSafe Western Australia does not employ any staff in these towns. 

(c) Although no specific programs are funded, WorkSafe Western Australia does provide 
occupational safety and health services through head office in Perth and the regional 
office located in Karratha. 

WorkCover Western Australia -

(a)-(b) WorkCover Western Australia does not employ any staff in these towns. 

(c) Although there are no specific programs being funded, WorkCover, through its head 
office in Perth, does provide a telephone information service at the cost of a local call for 
country callers. In addition, WorkCover officers travel to country areas on an as needs 
basis to conduct hearing tests, to provide rehabilitation consultancy services, and for 
conciliation conferences. 

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - STAFF; PROGRAMS FUNDED, IN PORT HEDLAND, 
SOUTH HEDLAND, TOM PRICE, PARABURDOO, MARBLE BAR, NULLAGINE 

1150. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Housing: 
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What are -

(a) the number of departmental staff in departments under the Minister's control located in 
the following towns -

(i) Port Hedland; 

(ii) South Hedland; 

(iii) Tom Price; 

(iv) Paraburdoo; 

(v) Marble Bar; 

(vi) NuUagine; 

(b) the classifications of those staff; 

(c) the programs currently being funded in the towns listed in (a), in the departments under 
the Minister's control? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

Homeswest-

(a) 0) Nil. 
(ii) 20.5 approved FTEs 
(iii)-(vi) 

Nil. 

(b) 1 x level 7 
2 x levelS 
1 x level 4 
7 x level 3 
3 x level 2 
6.5 x level 1. 

(c) Programs under the commonwealth-state housing agreement including: Crisis 
accommodation program; community housing program; Aboriginal rental housing 
program; rental program; home ownership programs - Keystart, Real Start, Right to Buy, 
Aboriginal, people with disabilities; bond assistance program; special housing assistance 
program; and land development program. 

Government Employees Housing Authority -

(a) (i) Nil. 
(ii) Three (including one temporary appointment). 
(iii)-(vi) 

Nil. 

(b) Public Service level 4 - one officer; level 1 - two officers, including one temporary 
appointment. 

(c) The authority provides accommodation to government employees in all six towns. It is 
currently constructing a house in Nullagine. 

Rural Housing Authority/Industrial and Commercial Employees Housing Authority -

(a) Nil. 

(b) Not applicable. 

( c) There are no funded programs for these towns. 

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - STAFF; PROGRAMS FUNDED, IN PORT HEDLAND, 
SOUTH HEDLAND, TOM PRICE, PARABURDOO, MARBLE BAR, NULLAGlNE 

IIS8. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Emergency Services: 

What are -

(a) the number of departmental staff in departments under the Minister'S control located in 
the following towns -

(i) Port Hedland; 

(ii) South Hedland; 

(iii) Tom Price; 

(iv) Paraburdoo; 

(v) Marble Bar; 
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(vi) Nullagine; 

(b) the classifications of those staff; 

(c) the programs currently being funded in the towns listed in (a), in the departments under 
the Minister's control? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

The Bush Fires Board does not have any staff located in the above townsites. 

W A Fire Brigades Board -

(a) There are no W AFBB employees in the towns listed. 

(b) Not applicable. 

(c) At Port Hedland and South Hedland the W AFBB has volunteer brigades. At Tom Price 
and Paraburdoo, private brigades are operating under the auspices of the W AFBB. 

W A State Emergency Service -

(a) Permanent staff Volunteers 

(b) 

(c) 

(i) 4 permanent staff 
(ii) Nil 
(iii) Nil 
(iv)-(vi) 

Nil 

15 WASES volunteers 
Nil 
27 W ASES volunteers 

Nil. 

For the purposes of a W ASES unit, Port Hedland and South Hedland are considered as 
one area. The classifications of the four permanent staff at Port Hedland are as follows: 
1 x level 5 - overall management of the Pilbara/Kimberley regions; 2 x level 3 -
responsible for the Pilbara region only; 1 x level 2 - provides support services to the 
Pilbara/Kimberley regions. 

The W ASES conducts a single program, Community Emergency Service, across the 
whole of Western Australia. This program is divided into two subprograms, the 
volunteer rescue service, and emergency management and operations. Aspects of each of 
these subprograms are carried out such that each of the communities mentioned receives 
W ASES services either from a unit established in the town or by the nearest W ASES 
unit. 

COTION INDUSTRY - WEST KIMBERLEY FEASIBILITY STUDY 

1169. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for Primary Industry: 

(1) What financial resources has the Western Australian Government spent or committed to 
the West Kimberley feasibility study currently investigating the water resources, 
irrigation infrastructure and establishment of a cotton industry in the West Kimberley? 

(2) 

(3) 

Mr HOUSE 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Has the Western Australian Government signed a memorandum of understanding? 

If so, could the Minister provide details of the MOU? 

replied: 

A budget of $250 000 has been allocated in 1996-97 by the Department of Resources 
Development to coordinate a government response to private development proposals for 
the West Kimberley. This process includes a community consultation process with local 
shires, businesses, Aboriginal, environmental and other community organisations, 
commencing in June 1996; and progress towards expressions of interest to identify 
proponents with the skill, experience and financial capacity to privately investigate the 
feasibility of developing land and water resources in the west Kimberley. 

No. 

Not applicable. 

HOPMAN CUP - SPONSORS; GOVERNMENT FUNDING 

1177. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Tourism: 

(1) Who are the main sponsors of the Hopman Cup? 

(2) What are the agreements and terms of the new arrangements? 

(3) What level of funding is the Government proposing for the Hopman Cup? 

(4) Is it a fact that Events Corp has exhausted its budget and is now draining other Tourism 
Commission funding? 

Mrs PARKER replied: 

The Minister for Tourism has provided the following response -
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(1) The main sponsors of the 1995-96 Hopman Cup were Burswood International Resort 
Casino, Pepsi-Cola Bottlers Australia, Swan Gold, Hyundai, Tradelink, and Sunsmart, 
through Healthway and the Cancer Foundation. 

(2)-(3) The main terms and conditions of the agreement are: Confirmation of Perth, Western 
Australia as the venue for the event, and promotion of the name "Perth" through the use 
of the event logo, signage, media and footage via national and international television; 
share of the profits from each event; assistance in providing tour packages incorporating 
the event;; financial support for the host broadcaster television costs relating to each 
event; management fee to organise, market and manage each event, including the 
contracting of world class players to play in each event; and shares of the profits made 
from each event. The Hopman Cup has been a commercial success since its inception 
and has never incurred a loss. In addition to being a sporting drawcard, it has been 
instrumental in lifting the sporting and tourism profile of the State. 

(4) The Western Australian Tourism Commission has determined to invest 26 per cent of its 
Western Australian promotional budget in event tourism, based on the cost effective 
return to the tourism industry. From the 1995-96 year to 1996-97 year there has been an 
anticipated reduction in funding to EventsCorp of 5 per cent. While EventsCorp has 
utilised all of its budget in accordance with its approved "operational plan" on the current 
portfolio of events, as new opportunities arise it has, and will, continue to seek 
supplementary funds from Cabinet on the basis of merit and return investment 
EventsCorp's gross budget reflects a combination of the W ATC budgeted allocation and 
the supplementary funding provided by the State Government over and above the 
WATC's base funding. 

POLICE SERVICE - TOTALLY AND PERMANENlL Y INCAP ACIT A TED EX-SERVICEMEN'S 
VILLAGE, COMO, COMPLAINTS 

1206. Mr PENDAL to the Minister for Police: 

(1) Has the Minister's department investigated complaints about the affairs of the Totally 
and Permanently Incapacitated Ex-servicemen's Village at Como? 

(2) If so, what is the nature of the investigation? 

(3) Have any charges been laid? 

(4) If yes to (3) above, what is the nature of the charges? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) Concerning the financial administration and management of the village. 

(3) Yes. 

(4) Unlawful threats under section 338B of the Criminal Code. 

Note: The charge of unlawful threats relates to an elderly resident of the village allegedly being 
intimated after making complaints regarding the management of the village. It must be 
noted that these charges are still pending, and as such arc sub judice. 

AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA - NOTICES OF INTENT TO CLEAR; HECTARES OF 
LAND CLEARED 

1213. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for Primary Industry: 

(1) How many notices of intent to clear were received by Agriculture Western Australia in 
1995? 

(2) How many hectares did these notices of intent cover? 

(3) How many hectares of land was permission given to clear from these notices of intent in 
1995? 

(4) How many hectares of land was permission given to clear in 1995? 

(5) How many hectares of land were cleared in 1995? 

(6) How many NOIs have been received up to this date for 1996? 

(7) How many hectares do these NOIs cover? 

(8) How many hectares of land has permission been given to clear from these NOIs in 1996? 

(9) How many hectares of land was permission given to clear in 1996? 

(10) How many hectares of land have been cleared to date in 1996? 

Mr HOUSE replied: 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3)-(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8)-(9) 

(10) 
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Statistics for notices of intent to clear are recorded by financial year. In 1994-95, the 
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation received 97 notices of intent to clear. 

The total area notified to clear in 1994-95 was 10 600 hectares. 

The commissioner had no objection to the clearing of 6900 ha in 1994-95. 

It is not known how much of the 1994-95 notified area has actually been cleared. 
Persons have two years to complete the clearing before they are required to renotify. 

Statistics are available to 31 March 1996. For the period 1 July 1995 to 31 March 1996 a 
total of 116 notices of intent to clear have been received. 

A total area of 14 400 ha for the period 1 July 1995 to 31 March 1996. 

The commissioner had no objection to the clearing of 3 640 ha for the period from 1 July 
1995 to 31 March 1996. 

It is not known how much of the notified clearing from 1 July 1995 to 31 March 1996 has 
actuaJly been cleared. Persons have two years to complete the clearing before they are 
required to renotify. 

Y ANCHEP INN - LIQUOR LICENCE 

1214. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister representing the Minister for Racing and Gaming: 

(1) What concerns does the Liquor Licensing Division have regarding the facilities at 
Yanchep Inn in the Yanchep National Park? 

(2) Have any orders or instructions to alter conditions been issued? 

(3) If so, when and regarding what aspect of operation of the liquor licence? 

Mr COWAN replied: 

The Minister for Racing and Gaming has provided the following information -

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The premises are not being maintained in a satisfactory condition. 

Yes. 

On 9 April 1996, the licensee was required, under the provisions of section 99(2) of the 
Liquor Licensing Act 1988, to comply with a schedule of works and repairs to the 
building identified in a City of Wanneroo environmental health inspection in February 
1996, and a subsequent liquor licensing inspection on 6 March 1996. 

URBAN BUSHLAND STRATEGY - BUSHLAND OF LOCAL SIGNIFICANT 

1218. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for Planning: 

I refer to page six of the urban bushland strategy, June 1995 and ask -

(a) who decides whether bushland is locally significant - the Urban Bushland Advisory 
Group, local councils or local residents; 

(b) what is the role of UBAG in trying to save locally significant bush; 

(c) should UBAG be advising council that the bushland at Gillon Street, Karawara 
is significant or is it up to the local residents to organise this? 

Mr LEWIS replied: 

(a) The Urban Bushland Advisory Group advises which bushland might be of regional 
significance. Local authorities may decide which bushland is of local significance. 

(b) The role of the Urban Bushland Advisory Group in trying to save locally significant 
bushland, is to make such information as it has available to local authorities. 

(c) The Urban Bushland Advisory Group could advise local authorities that areas of 
bushland it reviews are not of regional significance. 

JANDAKOTBOTANICPARK - ESTABLISHMENT PLANS 

1228. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Planning: 

(1) How advanced is planning for the Jandakot Botanic Park? 

(2) By what date is it to be established? 

Mr LEWIS replied: 

(1) The Western Australian Planning Commission released the final report on the park in 
March 1995. I will provide a copy of the report for the member's reference. 

(2) The park will be established when most of the private land in the park has been 
purchased by the Western Australian Planning Commission and then placed under the 
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control of the Department of Conservation and Land Management. The commission has 
purchased 872 ha of land for the park. Of the total area of 2 366 ha, only 730 ha remain 
to be acquired and this is expected to be completed in three years. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ELECTORAL COMMISSION - ELECTORAL 
ENROLMENTS 

Mr RIPPER to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral 
Affairs: 

(1) 
, 

What is the Western Australian Electoral Commission's estimate of the total number of 
Western Australians who would be eligible to vote if they were correctly enrolled? 

(2) How many electors are currently enrolled to vote? 

Mr SHAVE replied: 

The Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Affairs has provided the following response -

(1) The Western Australian Electoral Commission is not in a position to provide a 
meaningful estimate of the level of underenrolment. The level of underenrolment 
typically increases between elections and then rapidly falls in the period immediately 
prior to the roll close for any given electoral event. The June 1995 Australian Bureau of 
Statistics estimate of the 18 and over population for Western Australia was 1 269224. It 
is uncertain what proportion of this figure represents individuals who are eligible to be 
enrolled. 

(2) As of 11 June 1996, there were 1 104 665 Western Australians on the state electoral roll. 

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'-S SERVICES - FOUR YEAR OLD PROGRAMS 

1278. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Family and Children's Services: 

(1) How many of the existing four year old supplementary program centres will cease to 
operate through the Department of Family and Children's Services in the 1997 calendar 
year? 

(2) What are the names of the supplementary program centres that will cease to operate? 

(3) In what suburbs do the supplementary programs now operate? 

(4) Will all staff employed in the four year supplementary programs to cease at the end of 
this year be offered a position by the Education Department? 

(5) Has the Department of Family and Children's Services secured an agreement with the 
Education Department that such staff will be employed by the Education Department? 

(6) If all staff have not been guaranteed a position with the Education Department, what staff 
will not be offered a position? 

(7) Will all staff be offered rates of pay and hours of work similar to what they currently 
receive? 

Mrs EDW ARDES replied: 

(1)-(3) Until such time that the final 3000 places have been identified the number of centres 
cannot be determined. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Staff may apply and will be given priority for positions created through the early 
childhood education program - Good Start. 

Agreement has been reached that eligible staff will be given priority consideration for 
placement into new positions created through the early childhood education program. 

Only staff employed in Family and Children's Services funded programs up to and 
including 30 July 1995 will be given priority consideration for placement. 

Teachers will be employed under the Teachers (Public Sector, Primary and Secondary 
Education) Award and aides will be employed under the teacher's aide award. Wherever 
possible staff will be employed under similar conditions. It should be noted, however, 
that all new teacher aide appointments through the Education Department are based on a 
0.9 FTE - 29.25 hours per week. 

FIREARMS - BAN; DISPOSAL METHOD 

1288. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Police: 

(1) Does the Government intend to destroy automatic and semiautomatic weapons handed in 
under the national ban agreed at the recent meeting of Australian Governments? 

(2) Has any proposal been considered to sell these types of weapons overseas? 

(3) Exactly what will be the fate of the weapons handed in under the soon to be introduced 
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national ban on these types of weapons? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) Proposals have been received; however, it is considered inappropriate to allow these 
frrearms to be released into overseas communities. As part of the Federal Government's 
buyback-compensation scheme, consideration is being given to allowing some curio
collector type frrearms to be sold overseas via a dealer. 

(3) They will be disposed of in accordance with procedures adopted by the Western 
Australia Police Service which are still to be finalised. Currently, frrearms handed in for 
disposal are treated in the following manner -

(a) the weapons are checked against unsolved investigations; 

(b) the weapons are checked against ballistics firearm reference library and 
armoury - may be useful as a reference item; 

(c) approval may be given by the Commissioner of Police, in accordance with the 
State Supply Commission Policy 1.1 - Disposal of Public Property, for other 
government agencies to license same for use in their programs; that is, 
Agriculture Protection Board or CALM - approximately six since 1993; no 
semiautomatics; and 

(d) the weapons are disposed of by destruction. 

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - THIRD PARTY INSURANCE FUND, 
PREMIUMS REVIEW 

1289. Mr BROWN to the Treasurer representing the Minister for Finance: 

(1) Will the motor vehicle third party insurance premiums be reviewed in the next twelve 
months? 

(2) When are they due to be reviewed? 

(3) Has there been any preliminary indication that premiums may increase in the 1996-97 
financial year? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) March 1997. 

(3) No. The premium rates for the 1996-97 financial year were reviewed in May 1996 and, 
as a result, the premiums for that financial year did not increase. 

WATER CORPORATION - DEEP SEWERAGE, MORLEY 

1293. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Water Resources: 

(1) In the 1996-97 calendar year what streets in Morley will be provided with deep 
sewerage? 

(2) What is the timetable for each of the streets to be provided with deep sewerage? 

(3) When will the main sewer in Bassendean be replaced? 

(4) When is it anticipated work will commence? 

Mr NICHOLLS replied: 

(1) The following sewerage areas in Morley are scheduled to be provided with deep 
sewerage in 1996-97 -

Sewerage Area 

Morley9A 

Bassendean I1H 

Bordering Streets 

Wonga Road, Belfast Street 
Morley Drive, Cranleigh Street 
and McGilvray A venue 

Farmfield Way, Wicks Street, 
Walter Road and Ivanac Place 

Two other small areas, Morley ID and Morley 12M, are currently under construction and 
are due to be completed in July 1996. 

(2) The expected commencement of construction for Morley 9A and Bassendean llH is 
October 1996. 

(3) The existing Bassendean main sewer is not being replaced. It will remain operational. A 
duplication sewer main will be constructed from River Road, Bayswater, to the comer of 
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French Street and Dorothy Street, Ashfield. This will be stage I of the upgrade and will 
be completed in the 1996-97 financial year. Stage II will be completed at some future 
date (yet to be determined). 

(4) Work will commence in early September 1996. 

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - AND AWARDS, COMPARISONS 

1307. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Labour Relations: 

(1) Before reg'istering a workplace agreement, does the Workplace Commissioner attempt to 
analyse or obtain a comparison between the earnings an employee would receive under 
the relevant award and workplace agreement for working the same number of hours? 

(2) Before a workplace agreement is registered, does the Workplace Commissioner or any of 
his staff, attempt to ascertain for comparative purposes, the value of the conditions under 
the relevant award and workplace agreement? 

(3) Has the Workplace Commissioner or any of his staff advised any employee that that 
employee would receive a higher wage or better conditions under the relevant award 
compared with those of the the proposed workplace agreement? 

(4) Has the Workplace Commissioner provided that advice to employees required to enter 
into a workplace agreement as a condition of employment? 

(5) Is it true to say that the Workplace Commissioner will register a workplace agreement 
where that workplace agreement provides rates and conditions lower than the relevant 
award, but equal to, or greater than the minimum wage and conditions prescribed in the 
Minimum of Conditions Employment Act 1993? 

(6) Has the Workplace Commissioner carried out any analysis to determine if the Minister's 
prediction that 20 per cent of employees employed under workplace agreements would 
be employed on wages and conditions lower than the relevant award? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

(1)-(2) Workplace agreements are examined to ascertain possible differences with any relevant 
award and questions are asked to ascertain the outcomes for employees and employers in 
respect of earnings and the value of conditions. The commissioner and his delegates 
make an assessment as to those outcomes, for the purpose of assisting with their 
assessment of whether the parties want the agreement registered. 

(3)-(4) 

(5) 

Yes. 

Yes, provided he or his delegates are satisfied that the parties understand their rights and 
obligations under the agreement, they are not persuaded by threats and intimidation, and 
genuinely wish it to be registered. Agreements where rates and conditions are less than 
the relevant award are usually limited to industries where employees are offered casual 
employment subject to a workplace agreement, but the outcomes for employees may be 
improved through other benefits, including the availability of more hours of work. 

(6) No, however trends in wages and other conditions in workplace agreements compared 
with relevant awards will be available by the end of this month. 

EMPLOYMENT - RECORDING TRANSACTIONS AND CONVERSATIONS 
ADVICE; WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS, LEGALLY BINDING ADVICE 

l317. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Labour Relations: 

(1) What steps is the Government taking to advise employers and employees of the value of 
recording -

(a) transactions; 

(b) conversations, 

between them in employment situations? 

(2) What measures has the Government taken to highlight the need for such conversations 
and transactions to be properly reported? 

(3) In any government communications, have employers and employees been made aware 
that agreements arising out of any discussions between the parties are of a legally binding 
nature? 

(4) If not, why not? 

(5) Has the Government advised employees and employers of the care that needs to be taken 
in drafting agreements due to their legally binding nature? 

Mr KlERA TH replied: 
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(1)-(2) 

(4) 

(5) 
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As previously advised, the Government is continuing through its community information 
program to raise awareness among employers and employees of the need for open and 
honest communications. No steps have been taken to advise of the need to record 
conversations as this undermines the positive working relationship the Government 
wants to foster. 

The Government has advised through its pUblications that workplace agreements need to 
be registered with the commissioner. The process of registering such agreements makes 
the parties aware of the legally binding nature of workplace agreements. 

Not applicable. 

The Government encourages employers and employees to draft their own workplace 
agreements to suit their interests, but has advised on the need to obtain specialist help if 
necessary to understand the law. 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - CLEANING CONTRACTS 
East Victoria Park Primary School. Problems 

316. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Education: 

(1) Is the Minister aware that the shift to contract cleaning at East Victoria Park Primary School has 
resulted in problems with general cleanliness and security; toilet floors and basins not being 
cleaned daily; bins not always being emptied; stains on carpet not being removed; and a general 
increase in cockroaches? 

Several members interjected. 

Mr KOBELKE: Cockroaches may be common among government members, but they certainly are not 
acceptable in schools. 

(2) Is the Minister also aware of claims by the principal that two young, inexperienced Sri Lankans 
are being exploited by the cleaning company, in that they are working far more hours than those 
for which they are being paid? 

(3) What will the Minister do about this disgraceful situation? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 

(1)-(3) 
I am not aware of those particular circumstances at East Victoria Park Primary School. If the 
member for Nollamara and the Deputy Leader of the Opposition would like me to visit the school, 
I will be pleased to look at it myself. Of the 770 government schools, 160 have contract cleaning 
in place. I will not deny for a moment there have been some problems from school to school, and 
last week or the week before a number of contracts were terminated. However, there have always 
been problems from time to time about cleaning. The Government will review contract cleaning 
for these 160 schools properly, carefully and objectively. At the end of the day, this is all about 
making sure that more of the education dollar and effort goes into teaching and classrooms. I 
certainly do not apologise for trying to get efficiencies in education. 

SCHOOLS - CLEANING, STANDARDS 

317. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Education: 

I remind the Minister that I asked him a similar question some weeks ago and he similarly refused to 
answer it. I point out that the facts which I presented to the Minister are in two letters addressed to him and 
dated 4 June. When will the Minister take a personal interest in this matter to ensure that the standard of 
cleaning in our schools does not affect the health and safety of our young children? 

Mr Col. BARNETT replied: 

I am of course concerned about health and safety standards for children, as is every member in this 
Chamber. 

Mr Kobelke: When will you take an interest in it? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: If the member for Nollamara would like to accompany the member for Victoria Park 
and me, we will go to that school to look at it. I repeat that the emphasis will always be on putting 
education dollars into education. The savings that can be made through contracting will prove to be very 
substantial and will put literally millions of dollars more into the Education budget. 

Mr Kobelke interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! Member for Nollamara. 

TRAFFIC LIGHTS - BEECHBORO-W ALTER ROADS INTERSECTION, 
RIGHT-HAND TURN INSTALLATION 
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318. Mrs PARKER to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport: 

Residents in Morley have raised with me concerns with regard to an undertaking given by Main Roads 
Western Australia to install additional signalling in traffic lights at the comer of Beechboro and Walter 
Roads, Morley. Will the Minister advise whether Main Roads Western Australia is still committed to this 
work; if so, when is it likely to be done? 

Mr LEWIS replied: 

MrSpeaker-

Mr Catania: Never! 

The SPEAKER: Order! Member for Balcatta. 

Mr LEWIS: I thank the member for some notice of this question, and obviously the Minister for Transport 
has given me some advice about this matter. I confirm that Main Roads will provide a right turn facility at 
this site. It is recognised that there has been a history of drivers using the surrounding residential streets to 
bypass that intersection because of the problems associated with the lack of a right tum facility. That 
facility will now be provided to encourage those motorists to use the intersection. I understand that that 
right turn facility has the support of the City of Bayswater. Work has commenced already on the 
roadworks associated with that facility, and the upgrade of the lights will be completed by 28 June. 

HOSPITALS - ROYAL PERTH 
Catering Contract, Gardner Merchant (Australia) Pry Ltd, Preferred Tenderer 

319. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health: 

I refer to the announcement that Gardner Merchant (Australia) Pty Ltd is the preferred tenderer for the 
catering contract at Royal Perth Hospital. 

(1) How can the Minister justify pouring scarce hospital funding dollars into the pockets of a foreign
owned company, whose only motivation is profit, while at the same time starving our hospitals of 
much needed cash? 

(2) Is not slashing jobs and putting profits before patient welfare yet another example of this 
Government's wrong priorities? 

Mr PRINCE replied: 

(1)-(2) 
No; the Government does not have wrong priorities. The Government's priority is to provide the 
best possible patient care for the health dollars that are available. Non-clinical services in 
hospitals - for example, catering and cleaning - are capable of being performed by the private 
sector, but only after there has been a proper tendering process which looks at, among other 
things, quality, which is the top rating criterion upon which the submissions were evaluated. 

Dr Gallop interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Leader of the Opposition will cease interjecting. 

Mr PRINCE: The tendering process for catering at Royal Perth Hospital was commenced last June by 
expressions of interest. Tenders were calIed in December. 

Dr Gallop interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Deputy Leader of the Opposition for the first time. 

Mr PRINCE: Four tenders were received. The fust was from Gardner Merchant (Australia) Pty Ltd, 
which, as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition said, is an international company. It has extensive 
experience in hospitals and restaurants in the United Kingdom and the United States. It has already won 
contracts for Myer Stores Ltd and for the Sydney Opera House, and in Australia it is based in New South 
Wales. The second tender was received from SHRM (Australia) Pty Ltd, which is a French-based 
company. It also has extensive international experience, including in hospitals, and it holds several major 
contracts for catering in the mining industry in Australia. The third tender was received from P & 0 Health 
Services, a New Zealand-based company, which specialises in health contracts and holds the cleaning 
contract for non-patient areas at Royal Perth Hospital. The fourth tender was received from Margo's 
Catering, which is a small local enterprise, which unfortunately wanted to have only part of the service that 
was the subject of the tender. The selection process has, as of last Friday, selected Gardner Merchant as 
the preferred tenderer. That was determined by the Health Council. I am not surprised that the Deputy 
Leader of the Opposition received the information so quickly. Negotiations are to follow, which will take 
several weeks. The whole basis of a contract, if it eventuates, will be as a result of evaluating quality, 
price, implementation, risk, human resources and the range of services. The result will be a service that is 
at least as good, if not better, but which will cost less. It will enable more health dollars to be spent on 
patient services, which is what the whole exercise is about; that is, looking after the patients. 

LAND - KALAMUNDA, MARSHALLING YARDS REZONED INDUSTRIAL 
PROPOSAL 

320. Mr DAY to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport: 
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I refer to a proposal to develop land within the Shire of Kalamunda, which is also currently used by Westrail for its Forrestfield marshalling yards, into a high quality industrial estate. What assurances can be given that concern expressed by the shire, particularly about the need for a new road at the north end of the site, will be addressed? 
Mr LEWIS replied: 
The shire's concerns were expressed to me at a meeting convened by the member for Darling Range. I conveyed to the shire that the full facilitation of those marshalling yards for industrial use will necessitate an amendment to the metropolitan region scheme to ensure that it is appropriately zoned. That will necessitate the public, the council and at the end of the day this Parliament, giving approbation to that rezoning. It is very much in my mind, as it is in the mind of the member for Darling Range, that road access problems are associated with that proposition. They will be properly addressed, as would be the case in normal circumstances, by amendment to the metropolitan region scheme. 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE SERVICE REPORT - ANTICORRUPTION LEGISLATION, TIMING 
321. Mr BROWN to the Premier: 
I refer to that curious coincidence of timing last Wednesday; the introduction of the Premier's legislation to tackle police corruption just hours before the tabling in the Legislative Council of a damaging report of the Select Committee into the Western Australia Police Service and ask -
(1) When did the Premier fIrst become aware of any of the recommendations or proposals in that report? 
(2) Did he, or any of his staff or colleagues, receive any information about its contents before the report was tabled? 
Mr COURT replied: 
(1)-(2) 

I did not have prior knowledge of that report. The paper printed an extensive article, which was obviously leaked by someone, about what would be in that report. I made it public about two months ago that we would introduce anticorruption legislation. It is complex legislation and we have worked hard to get it ready. The member for Morley should support the fact that we have it in the Parliament ready to be debated. 
ANTICORRUPTION LEGISLATION - POLICE ANTICORRUPTION 

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION 
322. Mr BROWN to the Premier: 
In relation to the timing of the anticorruption legislation, how does the Premier explain his comment to this House during Thursday's matter of public interest debate when he said, "We are implementing all the recommendations of the Official Corruption Commission." He repeated it when he said, "I said that all the recommendations in relation to the Official Corruption Commission are included in our legislation. We have, in effect, incorporated a great majority of the recommendations to establish a police anticorruption commission." Given the OCC did not recommend a police anticorruption commission and has not reported on anticorruption measures, to whom and what was the Premier referring, if not the select committee on police corruption? 
Mr COURT replied: 
Immediately after the report was tabled, the Attorney General and I went through the recommendations of the Official Corruption Commission -
Mrs Henderson: In one day? 
Mr COURT: I went through the report with the Attorney General. We have been able to comply with all the recommendations of the Official Corruption Commission. We have made that public. Two months ago I announced publicly what we would do about a police anti-corruption commission -
Mr McGinty: It is the same name! 
Mr COURT: From memory, the recommendation referred to an educative role, and another one which we have not included. Apart from that the recommendations are incorporated in the legislation. I thought the Opposition would be pleased about that. 

BANKS - INTEREST RATES TO PRIMARY PRODUCERS, REDUCTION 
323. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister (or Primary Industry: 
The recent reduction in home mortgage rates by banks has assisted home buyers. Have the banks also reduced interest rates to primary producers? 
Mr HOUSE replied: 
Not only primary producers are concerned about interest rates. It is fair to say that all small business people across Western Australia share that concern. It is also of concern to me that at a time when banks 
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are reducing their interest rates to home buyers - and rightly so - by 0.5 per cent or more, the interest rates 
offered to small businesses have increased by about the same amount over the past few weeks. I am sure 
that all members share my worry about the extra cost being imposed on small business people. This is at a 
time when traditionally farmers borrow money to put in crops, and must rely on banks to access such 
finance. Banks should be able to do better than pass on interest rate costs to primary producers and other 
small business people to subsidise home loan interest rates. Bank fees and charges have increased in recent 
years, and more than 600 bank branches in rural Australia have closed during the past four or five years. 
That represents an enormous ,reduction in services to primary producers who also must suffer an increase in 
costs. Every member of this Parliament should be concerned about that situation. 

ANTICORRUPTION COMMISSION PROPOSAL - PORTER, JOHN, AND 
PERTH MINT SWINDLE 

324. Mr McGINTY to tbe Premier: 

I refer to the Tomlinson committee's call for a judicial inquiry into the Perth Mint swindle and the 
Premier's promise to refer that recommendation to his proposed Anti-Corruption Commission. 

(1) Is the Premier aware that one of the proposed anti-corruption commissioners, John Porter, was the 
Commissioner of Police at the time of the Perth Mint swindle and, therefore, was ultimately 
responsible for the police investigation into that matter? 

(2) Is it appropriate that Mr Porter be asked to advise the Government on the need for a judicial 
inquiry into his own work? 

(3) Does his involvement not breach the spirit of the Premier's comment to journalists last week: 
"The commission has been established completely independent of police and there are no longer 
any representatives of the police or former police who can be on the commission itself'? 

Mr COURT replied: 
(1 )-(3) 

The Tomlinson report recommended a number of things, including a judicial inquiry into three 
matters - the Argyle, Wardle, and Mickelberg affairs. It also said that if certain things were not 
carried out it would like to see a royal commission inquiry into the police. When the report was 
handed down the Government made it clear that it would keep open all its options regarding the 
recommendations. When I say all the options I mean all the options. If it is appropriate to have a 
judicial inquiry into one of those matters, the Government will establish a judicial inquiry. We 
said also that it could be appropriate to seek advice from the Official Corruption Commission 
about this matter. If the Leader of the Opposition wants to go through the three cases -

Mr McGinty: I asked a simple question about the Perth Mint swindle and John Porter. Is there not a 
conflict of interest? 

Mr COURT: I will answer the simple question, if the Leader of the Opposition stops interjecting! 

Mr McGinty: You are very protective of the OCC. 

Mr COURT: I am! 

Mr McGinty: Why? Everyone else has written it off. 

Mr COURT: I happen to think they are commissioners of great distinction - unlike the Leader of the 
Opposition. 

Mr McGinty: It is not a bad letterbox. The Premier should answer the question about John Porter. There 
is a conflict of interest, and the Premier knows it. 

Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition should let me finish the answer. There were two parts to his 
question: The first related to Commissioner Porter and the second to the Mickelberg inquiry. 

Mr McGinty: It was the same question. 

Mr COURT: If the Leader of the Opposition will give me the courtesy, I will answer the question. In 
relation to the Argyle inquiry -

Mr McGinty interjected. 

Mr COURT: When we came into government -

Mr McGinty interjected. 

Mr COURT: I will explain about the judicial inquiry so that the member knows why one does not rush into 
it 

Mr Catania interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Balcatta will come to order. 

Mr COURT: In relation to the Argyle inquiry, the incoming police commissioner was concerned about 
what had taken place-
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Mr McGinty interjected. 

Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order! 
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Mr COURT: - and sought independent advice. As a result of that independent advice -
Mr McGinty interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Mr COURT: - the commissioner contacted the Federal Police. 
Mr McGinty interjected. 

Mr COURT: I will answer the member's question, but he must listen to the whole answer. The commissioner called in the Federal Police and a report will be produced. It would not be wise to call the judicial inquiry until that report is presented. 
The former Attorney General brought the submission to Cabinet to provide the funds for the Mickelberg appeal to proceed. The Leader of the Opposition cannot say that we waited for something to happen; the Government authorised those funds for the appeal to proceed. Does the member think it is appropriate for a judicial inquiry to be held while that appeal is being heard? 
Mr McGinty: The appeal deals with narrow questions of law. Of course I agree. 
Mr COURT: Mention was also made of the existing commissioners. I find it interesting that this Parliament authorised an independent body - independent of the Executive - to report directly to this Parliament and the member now says that we should legislate it out of existence. Do we do the same with the Auditor General, the Ombudsman and so on? 
Mr McGinty: Is John Porter going to advise you in relation to the Perth Mint swindle? 
Mr COURT: With the new anticorruption commission we are putting in place transition arrangements for the membership of the commission. We do not play the game played by members opposite. It is an independent body and we do not intend to legislate those commissioners out of business. 

POLICE SERVICE - JUDICIAL INQUIRY OR ROYAL COMMISSION INTO, 
ADVICE FROM JOHN PORTER 

325. Mr McGINTY to the Premier: 
Will the Premier be seeking the advice of John Porter on whether there should be a judicial inquiry or a royal commission into the matters for which he was responsible when he was police commissioner? 
Mr COURT replied: 

If the Leader of the Opposition had listened to my previous answer without interjecting, he would have heard me say that the Government will be making its own decision in relation to a judicial inquiry and it will also be seeking advice from the Official Corruption Commission. 
Mr McGinty: You are a joke. You have said that you are not referring the matter to the OCC. Are you going to do it or not? 

Mr COURT: If the member cannot understand that, he will be on the opposition benches for a long time. 
FISHERIES - PROFESSIONAL NET FISHING FOR SHARKS REDUCTION 

326. Mr MARSHALL to the Minister for Fisheries: 
There is growing concern that coastal professional net fishing for sharks with its by-catch of other fish will affect recreational fishermen. What guarantee can the Minister give that this will not occur, with special emphasis on the Mandurah coastline? 
Mr HOUSE replied: 

Resource sharing in any fishery will always be a difficult issue. I am sure that the member knows that as well as anyone else because he deals with recreational and professional fishermen. Likeother Governments and Ministers in the past, we have tried to balance that issue, and I am sure that everyone addressing this issue has found it difficult to resolve. 
In relation to this particular fishery, I have informed all participants in the professional fishery that there will be a 50 per cent reduction in the fishery as of 1 July next year. That has been agreed to by industry, albeit reluctantly, but there is broad agreement to protect that resource. Recreational access to that fishery will be as it has been in the past - we have had bag limits for recreational fisher people for some time. 
As I said, these are difficult issues, and they always will be. I have been working with the Western Australian Fishing Industry Council to ensure that we ease the pain as much as we can. Most members will be aware that in the last Budget, the Government provided money for the buy-back of some professional fishing licences. Where there is conflict, where we need to reduce that conflict and where the professional fishermen agree, that will be carried out over the next 12 months. 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE 
SERVICE REPORT - BARNES, DETECTIVE SERGEANT, CHARGES 

327. Mr McGINTY to the Minister for Police: 

I refer to two matters of the utmost importance raised with the Minister in question time last Thursday. 
They related to the select committee report on police corruption. I ask again -

(1) When was Detective Senior Sergeant Barnes charged with a disciplinary offence; what position 
did he hold; and wi$ what was he charged? 

(2) Were other allegati~ns of improper behaviour made against Detective Senior Sergeant Barnes and, 
if so, what were they and what was done about them? 

(3) Was Detective Senior Sergeant Barnes the senior detective sergeant in charge of the drug squad 
referred to on page 74 and, if so, what were the circumstances of his improper association with a 
known criminal and who was that criminal? 

(4) In relation to claims on page 74 that drug squad officers were laundering money and stealing 
money in the course of their duties, and that detectives regularly broke the rules to capture 
criminals, who were the police officers involved? 

(5) Since these activities were drawn to the attention of senior police in 1993, what has been done to 
bring the officers to justice? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. I am very pleased to be able to say that the 
Commissioner of Police has provided me with the following answer and with the information that the 
member requests -

(1) The time was about May 1993; three charges of making an inaccurate statement to the deputy 
commissioner under regulation 606(b) of the police regulations and one charge of acting in a 
manner likely to bring discredit on the force under regulation 602(2) of the police regulations. 
Detective Sergeant Barnes was acting inspector in No 2 criminal investigation bureau division. 

(2) In 1988 Detective Senior Sergeant Barnes' conduct came under the scrutiny of the internal affairs 
unit and resulted in the launch of Operation Foxtrot. 

(3) The Commissioner of Police has advised that Barnes was not the officer referred to in the report. 

(4) The questions relate to information provided by Michael Wilson following the incident which 
later became known as the Sinatra's affair. This information related to impressions gained and 
conversations overheard by Wilson during his association for several years with members of the 
CIB. Wilson mentioned only two officers by name in any criminal sense, those being former 
Detective Senior Sergeants Wayne Barnes and Stanley Clifton, both of whom have since left the 
Police Service. Other general and non-specifIC comments referred to former members of the drug 
squad and the Bunbury CIB. 

(5) Much of the information provided by Wilson has been previously passed to the internal affairs 
unit from other areas. The information had been investigated as far as could be taken at the time. 
However, the further information provided by Wilson resulted in Clifton being further 
investigated. This culminated in his integrity being challenged when applying for promotion, 
ultimately prompting his resignation. Barnes, the subject of Operation Foxtrot, had earlier been 
charged by way of disciplinary procedures in 1992 and on account of these proceedings was 
remarked upon in the select committee report on page 89. The information provided by Wilson 
prompted Operation Bravo Quebec, which was initially carried out by a probe team under the 
command of Commander John Crawford, who reported directly to the Deputy Commissioner, Mr 
Ayton. At the completion of the examination some 12 issues were identified as being of serious 
concern. The operation was passed back to the internal affairs unit for further attention. Wilson 
was further interviewed, but other than providing further information relating to Clifton, he was 
unable or unwilling to assist further. Subsequent inquiries resulted in insufficient evidence to 
sustain any criminal charges, other than the action taken against Clifton as previously mentioned. 
However, the investigation and information resulted in an immediate restructure of the drug squad 
and its personnel. 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE 
SERVICE REPORT - SENIOR DETECTIVE SERGEANT OF DRUG SQUAD 

328. Mr McGINTY to the Minister for Police: 

I thank the Minister for the comprehensive nature of the answer just given. If Detective Senior Sergeant 
Barnes was not the senior detective sergeant in charge of the drug squad referred to on page 74 of the 
report, who was? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

I am unable to provide that answer. If the member places the question on notice, I will endeavour to 
provide the information. 
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JUSTICE, MINISTRY OF - JUVENILE DETENTION CENTRE, CANNING 
V ALE, CONSTRUCfION 

329. Mr BOARD to the Minister assisting the Minister for Justice: 

Will he bring the House up to date regarding the construction of the juvenile detention centre in Canning 
Vale and its expected date of completion? 

Mr MINSON replied: 

I thank the member for the question and for the notice which enabled me to obtain an update on the matter. 
The major earthworks and electrical supply items have been completed, and contracts for the preliminary 
landscaping, the specialist electronic security and communication systems and the construction of a 
concrete perimeter fence are currently in progress. The building packages for the construction of the 
gatehouse, administration area, gymnasium, family visit area, three self-care buildings, medical centre, 
reception, and education and vocational buildings have commenced. The tender for the largest building 
package, which will incorporate the accommodation area, has already closed and will be let later this 
month. Therefore, approximately 80 per cent of the contracts will be let at that time. 

The completion date of stage one is expected to be June 1997, with occupation scheduled for September of 
that year. I understand that we will not only bring the completion date forward a little, but current 
indications are that the project is running under-budget. When the facility opens, 120 beds will be on 
stream with the capacity to increase the facility to 200 beds if necessary. As the member for Jandakot will 
probably be aware, the emphasis of that institution will be to instill responsible citizenship into those young 
people and to involve parents much more in the rehabilitation of the youths. 

Dr Gallop: Have you consulted the people who live in Swan and Rowethorpe about your extension to 
Longmore? . 

Mr MINSON: There is none. 

Dr Gallop: The one to cover for Riverbank. 

Mr MINSON: There is no extension for Longmore. 

Dr Gallop: How will you get them in there? 

Mr MINSON: We will simply use the Nyandi complex previously used as the female section, which has 
been closed for some time. 

Dr Gallop: You're spending $382 000. 

Mr MINSON: That is true. However, in so doing, we will save $1.4m - a net saving of just over $lm. 

Dr Gallop: Have you consulted the constituents in my electorate about that matter? 

Mr MINSON: No, we have not - of course not. I find it unbelievable to hear such a comment when an 
institution has existed there for many years, and is currently being used. There will be no extension to any 
current establishment. Indeed, by September next year we hope to have closed all the other establishments 
and shifted all young people to Bar.!:sia Hill. 

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE - UNANSWERED, Nos 234, 235, 236 

330. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for Energy: 

In accordance with Standing Order No 110, I can ask Ministers at the conclusion of question time about 
questions which have been outstanding for three months. I have three questions - 234, 235 and 236 - to the 
Minister for Energy which were placed on the Notice Paper on 19 March 1996 which relate to a letter sent 
by the Port Hedland Chamber of Commerce on 4 July 1995 regarding the R2 time-use tariff charged by 
Western Power. In accordance with the standing order, I seek from the Minister the reasons for the 
questions remaining unanswered on the Notice Paper since March. 

Mr CJ. BARNETT replied: 

I am aware of the three questions on the R2 tariff in the Pilbara. The reason for the delay in answering the 
questions is that the matter is not resolved. To put it simply, Western Power and I have a different point of 
view on that tariff. I have answered the questions and the answers were submitted today; however, they are 
a couple of days late. 

METROBUS - NEW SCHEDULING ARRANGEMENTS, DRIVERS' CONCERN 

331. Mr BROWN to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport: 

I directed question on notice 53 to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport on 19 March. I am 
not sure whether three months' notice is considered sufficient to enable me to ask the question today, given 
that it involves a Minister representing another Minister. 

(1) Is the Minister aware of an article that appeared in The West Australian of 17 February 1996 
which reported that MetroBus's new scheduling arrangements meant that drivers were working 
without sufficient breaks? 

(2) Will the Minister confirm that not enough time has been allocated to drivers to complete some 
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routes? 

(3) Will the Minister confirm that some drivers must skip a run or go without any rest time? 

(4) Will the Minister confirm that drivers are feeling under greater stress due to a heavier workload? 

(5) Has the Government initiated any inquiry to ascertain the degree to which the new scheduling 
arrangements are having or may have an impact on public safety? 

(6) If not, why not? 

This question goes to a matter of public safety and road transport safety. One thought that in the normal 
course of events it would have been answered within three months. 

Mr LEWIS replied: 

Obviously I cannot answer the question. I will speak to my colleague in the other place to ensure that that 
answer is given as soon as possible. 

NINGALOO MARINE PARK - OIL CARRIERS 

332. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport: 

On 21 March I lodged question on notice 359. It was a question in seven parts about a serious issue - oil 
carriers in the Exmouth region and the Ningaloo Marine Park. I urge the Minister representing to get the 
Minister for Transport to respond as soon as he can. 

Mr LEWIS replied: 

Similarly, I will contact my colleague the Minister for Transport and endeavour to get the member an 
answer. 


